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vAbstract
In the traditional picture of Earth's upper thermosphere (~190-300 km), it is widely pre­
sumed that its convective stability and enormous kinematic viscosity attenuate wind gra­
dients, and hence smooth out any structure present in the wind over scale size of several 
hundreds of kilometers. However, several independent experimental studies have shown 
that observed upper thermospheric wind fields at high latitudes contain stronger than ex­
pected local-scale spatial structures. The motivation of this dissertation is to investigate 
how the resulting local-scale gradients would distort neutral air masses and complicate 
thermospheric wind transport.
To achieve this goal, we examined the behavior of a simple parameter that we refer 
to as the "distortion gradient". It incorporates all of the wind field's departures from 
uniformity, and is thus capable of representing all resulting contributions to the distortion 
or mixing of air masses. Climatological analysis of the distortion gradient using 2010, 
2011, and 2012 wind data from the All-sky Scanning Doppler Imager (SDI) located at 
Poker Flat (65.12N, 147.47W) revealed the diurnal and seasonal trends in distortion of 
thermospheric masses. Distortion was observed to be dependent on geomagnetic activity 
and orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field.
To understand the time-cumulative influence of these local-scale non-uniformities on 
thermospheric wind driven transport, time-resolved two-dimensional maps of the ther­
mospheric vector wind fields were used to infer forward and backward air parcel trajec­
tories. Tracing air parcel trajectories through a given geographic location indicates where 
they came from previously, and where they will go in the future. Results show that wind 
driven transport is very sensitive to small-scale details of the wind field. Any local-scale 
spatial wind gradients can significantly complicate air parcel trajectories. Transport of 
thermospheric neutral species in the presence of the local-scale wind gradients that we 
observed was found to be far more complicated than what current models typically pre­
dict.
To validate these findings, we cross-compared the upper thermospheric neutral winds 
inferred from a narrow field of view Fabry-Perot interferometer with winds measured by 
our all-sky SDI. A high degree of correlation was present between their measurements.
vi
This cross-validation study suggests the presence of small-scale short-lived, and previ­
ously unobserved wind features in the upper thermosphere, with typical length scales 
less than ~40 km. The spatially and temporally localized wind features implied by this 
study represent a new and unexplored regime of dynamics in the thermosphere.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction to Earth's Upper Atmosphere
1.1 Introduction
Earth's atmosphere is most commonly classified into different regions based on the verti­
cal variation in temperature with altitude. These regions from the surface of the Earth to 
the highest are the troposphere (0-18 km), stratosphere (18-50 km), mesosphere (50-90 km), 
thermosphere (90-500 km), and exosphere (>500 km). The vertical temperature gradient 
of the troposphere and mesosphere is negative while it is positive for the stratosphere 
and thermosphere. At the transition between two regions of the atmosphere, the usual 
nomenclature is to define a "pause" region (e.g. tropopause, stratopause, mesopause, 
thermopause) in which the vertical temperature gradient is zero. Figure 1.1 shows the 
temperature variation with altitude in the Earth's atmosphere.
Figure 1.1: The atmospheric temperature profile for quiet and active sun [Banks and 
Kockarts, 1973].
2The force due to gravity on air parcels is proportional to their masses, as a conse­
quence, there is a tendency for different atmospheric gases to separate out and form 
layers under the influence of gravity if there were no competing processes like vertical 
mixing. The Earth's atmosphere can be classified into two broad regions based on how 
the gases are distributed: the homosphere and the heterosphere. The homosphere in­
cludes the troposphere, stratosphere, and mesosphere. In the homosphere, mixing by 
small-scale turbulent eddies and unstable convection is strong enough to mix rapidly the 
constituent gases. These conditions apply to all altitudes below ~100 km. Density in 
the homosphere decreases almost exponentially with altitude, but the mean molecular 
mass does not vary significantly with altitude. The upper boundary of the homosphere 
is called the turbopause or homopause because eddy mixing (by turbulence and unsta­
ble convection) is very much less effective above this region. Thus, the heterosphere is a 
gravitationally settled atmosphere where the major vertical transport process is diffusion. 
The gases are distributed vertically according to their individual scale height (defined in 
section 1.2) due to the diffusive separation between heavier and light gases. The result­
ing layers are formed according to their atomic masses, heavier at the bottom and lighter 
at the top. Such conditions apply to altitudes above ~100 km. The thermosphere and 
exosphere together comprise the heterosphere.
This chapter will focus on the Earth's thermosphere (also referred to as Earth's upper 
atmosphere) and will introduce the fundamental processes involved in the aeronomy of 
this region. Next chapter will focus on dynamics of the Earth's upper atmosphere. Here 
we have divided the thermosphere into three regions: lower thermosphere (~100-150 km), 
middle thermosphere (~150-200 km), and upper thermosphere (~200-500 km).
1.2 Density Distribution and Scale Height
To a first order approximation, the change in atmospheric pressure with the altitude is 
directly related to mass density of the atmosphere and gravity, and is expressed mathe­
matically as:
3where p denotes the atmospheric pressure (kg.m-1 .s-2), p denotes mass density (kg.m-3), 
and g is the acceleration due to gravity (m.s-2). This balance between the vertical pressure 
gradient and gravity is also known as "hydrostatic or aerostatic" equilibrium. The ideal 
gas law relates the pressure (p) with temperature (T):
p = nkT (1.2)
where n is the number density (m-3) and k is the Boltzmann's constant. The mass density 
(p) and number density (n) are related by:
p = nm (1.3)
where m denotes the mean molecular mass (kg). With the help of the above expressions,
p can be expressed as:
P = pT (1.4>
Assuming an isothermal atmosphere (T constant), substituting the value of p from Equa­
tion 1.4 into the hydrostatic equilibrium Equation B.1 and integrating:
1 dp _ mg 
p dz kT
f p dp = _ mg f zdz 
Jp0 p kT Jz0
p = p0 exp(— (L5)
H = —  (1.6)
mg
In Equation 1.5, p0 is the pressure at height z0 and H is called scale height. By using the 
ideal gas law, Equation 1.5 can further be written in terms of mass density:
p = p0 exp(— (1.7)
where p0 is the mass density at height z0. Substituting Equation 1.3 into Equation 1.7 
gives the number density as a function of height:
n0m0 z -  zq
n = - m -  exp(^ - i r ) (1.8)
4Equations 1.5 and 1.8 show that for an isothermal atmosphere of uniform mean molecular 
mass, pressure and number density decrease exponentially with altitude. The parameter 
"scale height" (H) was introduced by Sydney Chapman; it represents the height incre­
ment over which density (and pressure) reduces by a factor of 1/e. The scale height is 
dependent on the mean molecular mass and temperature. For the homosphere, mean 
molecular mass is constant, therefore:
T
H « -  (1.9)
g
On the other hand, in the heterosphere, atmospheric constituents undergo various chem­
ical reactions (like photodissociation, photoionization, etc) which result in the changes in 
mean molecular mass. Therefore, scale height for the heterosphere is also a function of 
mean molecular mass:
T
H « —  (1.10)mg
Atomic oxygen can be taken as an example. It is produced by photodissociation of O2 in 
the middle and upper thermosphere (discussed in detail in section 1.5). The scale height 
of atomic oxygen in the upper thermosphere can be approximated by using typical ther­
mopause temperature (Tx ~1000 K), oxygen mass (m0 ~ 16 x 1.67 x 10-27kg), and acceler­
ation due to gravity in the upper thermosphere (~ 8.8m.s-2):
H «  —  «  59 km (1.11)
m0 g
This means that for every 59 km increase in height in the upper thermosphere, the number 
density of atomic oxygen decreases by a factor of 1/e.
In the heterosphere, each component gas is distributed vertically according to its scale 
height. The heavier gases have small scale heights compared to light gases, which means 
the number density of heavier gases decreases more rapidly with altitude than for lighter 
gases. That is why heavier species dominate at lower altitudes and lighter species at 
higher altitudes.
In the thermosphere, temperature increases with the altitude, whereas the accelera­
tion due to gravity decreases with the altitude. Photodissociation of molecules reduces
the mean molecular mass with the increase in height. These three factors all combine to
5produce an increase in the scale height with altitude above 100 km, which explains why 
atmospheric density drops faster with altitude in the lower atmosphere than at the top of 
the atmosphere.
1.3 Vertical Temperature Structure
In the thermosphere, the major source of heat is the absorption of solar ultra-violet (UV), 
extreme ultra-violet (EUV), and X-ray radiation. The temperature in the thermosphere 
increases with increasing altitude. The vertical gradient in temperature is stronger in the 
lower and middle thermosphere (100-200 km) compared to the upper thermosphere (200­
500 km).
The decrease in mass density of the thermosphere with altitude decreases the effec­
tiveness of the mechanisms for dissipating the solar ultra-violet radiation absorbed by 
thermospheric species. This results in the large vertical temperature gradient in the ther­
mosphere. However, above a certain altitude, the thermosphere redistributes heat so 
efficiently that temperature asymptotically approaches a limiting value. This altitude is 
referred as thermopause. At the thermopause, the boundary between thermosphere and 
exosphere, the thermosphere's temperature maximizes. At the exobase, the mean free 
path of species exceeds its scale height. Above the thermopause altitude (~600-1000 km), 
hydrostatic equilibrium begins to break down, collisions become infrequent, gases are 
no longer in thermal equilibrium and mean free path of the thermospheric neutral con­
stituents exceeds the pressure scale height. As a result, neutral particles tend to follow 
ballistic trajectories. Within the exosphere, efficient thermal conductivity suppresses any 
vertical structure in temperature at those heights.
The thermospheric heat budget above 100 km is a strong function of solar activity. The 
thermopause temperature can rise to 2000 K for an active solar period and drops to 500 
K for a quiet solar period. For the lower and middle thermosphere (120-200 km), vertical 
temperature is frequently approximated by the Bates temperature profile:
T(h) = Tx -  (T„ -  T(ho)) exp(-s(h -  ho)) (1.12)
In above Equation 1.12, h0, T(h0), and s are constants with typical value 120 km, 350 K, and 
0.021 km-1 respectively. T  ^is the thermopause temperature.
61.4 Radiative Transfer in the Thermosphere
To understand the dynamics of the thermosphere, a detailed knowledge of energy de­
posited by solar radiation in the thermosphere as a function of altitude is required. En­
ergy deposition is controlled by the cross-section of atmospheric gases for absorption and 
ionization, and is a function of wavelength. The discussion given below follows the dis­
cussion given in Liou [2002] and personal communications with Dr. Mark Conde.
When solar radiation enters the atmosphere, it is attenuated due to absorption by at­
mospheric species. The Beer-Lambert absorption law describes attenuation of solar flux 
that enters the upper atmosphere. It states that absorption of solar flux is dependent on 
the number of absorbing atoms/molecules and their absorption cross-sections. Mathe­
matically, attenuation of the solar flux entering the atmosphere at a zenith angle 0© is 
given by:
Fact(z)= F© exp(- T(zX)) (1.13)
M©
where m© = cos(0©), F© is solar flux at the top of the atmosphere, t(z , X) is the vertical op­
tical depth at height z and wavelength X. The optical depth is the measure of attenuation 
caused by the atmosphere. Optical depth is a function of altitude and wavelength. It 
is dependent on the number of atoms/molecules of each species in the atmosphere and 
their absorption cross-sections; it is a dimensionless parameter. Mathematically, for a 
single-species atmosphere, it is given by:
t  (z, X) = j  n(z) c a(X) dz (1.14)
where n is the number density (m-3) of an absorbing atoms or molecules, and c a(X) is
the absorption cross-section (m2) at wavelength X. Fact is the actinic flux, also known
as monochromatic radiant flux density. It is spherically integrated radiation flux in the 
atmosphere. It includes both direct and beam and scattered components. Actinic flux 
associated with photodissociation is given by:
Fact(z, X)= f  I(z, X, 0, ^ ) dQ. (1.15)
J 4n steradians 
r§=2n p0=n/2
Fact(z, X) = / / I(z, X, 0, ^ ) sin(0) d0 d  ^ (1.16)
^=0 J0=-%/2
7where I(X, 0, ^ ) is the monochromatic intensity or radiance with the units of W.sr-1 .nm-1 .m 
The units of Fact are W.nm-1 .m-2 . The relation given by Equation 1.16 is valid for both 
direct and diffuse beams. Although actinic flux is integrated over the full 4n steradians, 
when the atmosphere is sunlit the only significant contribution to this integral comes from 
the direction of the sun. Solar UV, EUV, and X-ray photons deposit energy in the thermo­
sphere through photodissociation and photoionization. The solar energy absorbed per 
unit volume and per unit time along the direction of the solar beam (also referred as vol­
ume absorption rate) is expressed mathematically by:
dFact(z, X,M©)
q(z, XM©) = - M©~ dz
(1.17)
The factor m©(= cos(0©)) compensates for the longer path length when the sun is not at 
zenith. Note that rate of photoionization, photodissociation, and heat production are 
all related to the energy deposition in the atmosphere. Substituting Equation 1.14 and 
Equation 1.13 into Equation 1.17, the solar absorption rate becomes:
q(z, X m©) = - m© dz
. T(z, X).
F© exp(---------- )M©
= - M©
d
dz
F© exp(- " (z)°«(X)dz )
M©
= n(z) CTa(X) Fact(z, X, 0©)
= n(z) J(z, X, 0©) (1.18)
where J(z, X, 0©) is known as monochromatic photoabsorption coefficient. The above ex­
pression of solar absorption rate is only for the monochromatic flux. The total energy 
deposited in the atmosphere can be calculated by integrating over all wavelengths:
Q(z,m©)= n(z) J(z, X, 0©) dX (1.19)
0
The parameter Q(z, M©) has units of W.m-3 . So far we have considered the energy de­
posited in a single-species atmosphere. We can generalize the results given in Equation
1.19 to multi-species atmosphere:
Q(z, M©) = ni(z) Ji(z, X, 0©) dX0
(1.20)
oo
8where i denotes the ith species. For an atmosphere containing an absorber whose number 
density varies exponentially with altitude:
z
n(z) = no e x p (-h  ) (1.21)
where no is the number density when z is zero. Substituting Equation 1.21 into Equation
1.18 results in:
z
q(z, X,m©) = no exp(- h ) Fact(z, X, 0©) (1.22)
By substituting Equation 1.14 and 1.13 into Equation 1.22:
q(z, X,m©) = no Oa F© exp(- HH -  H no Oa exp(-HH)) (1.23)
H M © H
It shows that the volume absorption rate (solar energy absorbed per unit volume and 
per unit time) is a function of altitude, scale height, solar zenith angle, and absorption 
coefficient. Substituting Equation 1.18 into Equation 1.14 produces:
t  = J  no Oa exp(- Hz. )dz
z
T = no OaHexp(- h ) (1.24)
For an overhead sun (0© = 0), energy deposition rate with altitude maximizes when opti­
cal depth t  is equal to 1. Suppose it happens at an altitude of z0, then Equation 1.24 can 
be written in the form:
1 = no OaHe x p (-H) 
no OaH = exp(H ) (1.25)
In such case, Equation 1.23 using Equation 1.25 can be written in form:
q(z = zo, M© = 1) = no Oa F© e x p ( - -  1 )
Normalized deposition rate can be written as:
q(z)
r =
q(z = zo, m© = 1)
(z -  zo) 1 (z -  zo).r = exp( 1   ---------- exp(— ) (1.26)H  M © H
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Figure 1.2: Normalized energy deposition rate as a function of altitude.
Let z = (z — z0)/H be the normalized height. The behavior of the normalized deposition 
rate with height is shown in Figure 1.2. It is clear that interaction of solar radiation with 
the atmosphere leads to deposit maximum energy at a particular altitude. In other words, 
it forms a layer of maximum absorption. This layer is referred as the "Chapman layer". At 
high altitudes, energy deposition is limited by the low number density of the atmosphere 
due to exponential fall off. Below the Chapman layer peak, energy deposition declines 
rapidly because the absorption at higher altitudes has already attenuated the beam. The 
altitude of maximum energy deposition is dependent on the nature and concentration of 
absorbing species, the wavelength of radiation, and solar zenith angle. The real atmo­
sphere has multiple absorbing gases, and polychromatic radiation is incident on the top 
of the atmosphere. That is why several absorbing layers are found at different altitudes. 
The maximum energy deposition altitude moves higher with the increase in solar zenith 
angle.
1.5 Basic Composition
The basic constituents of the thermosphere are O, O2, N, N2, H, He, Ar, and NO. Figure
1.3 shows how the number density of thermospheric constituents varies with height. Be­
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low the thermosphere, neutral composition is dominated by molecular nitrogen (N2) and 
molecular oxygen (O2). In the thermosphere, O2 and N2 behave dramatically differently 
in the presence of solar ultra-violet radiation. Dissociation of polyatomic molecules by 
solar UV radiation makes the thermosphere more complex than any other atmospheric 
region. O2 photodissociates easily, N2 by contrast, does not. As a result, nitrogen remains
1120 UT, 11 Feb 2010, Poker Flat (Alaska), NRLMSISE-00
Number density (cm'3)
Figure 1.3: Altitude profile of the number density of various principal neutral atmo­
spheric constituents derived from NRL-MSIS00.
almost entirely in the molecular form in the thermosphere. In the lower thermosphere, O 
and O2 densities are roughly comparable, whereas in the middle thermosphere, O and N2 
densities become comparable. The O:O2 ratio increases rapidly with altitude in the ther­
mosphere. Photodissociation of O2 and scale height of O makes O the dominant species in 
the upper thermosphere. In general, the O density surpasses the O2 density in the lower 
thermosphere at or above ~125km [Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969] and the N2 density at ~200 
km [Rees and Fuller-Rowell, 1989]. These altitudes vary with the solar UV and X-ray energy 
inputs [Hedin et al., 1991]. Overall, the thermosphere is dominated by O, O2, and N2. The 
lighter elements like hydrogen and helium start dominating at exospheric heights.
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Absorption of solar radiation by thermospheric constituents is the dominant compo­
nent in the global energy budget. Solar UV, EUV, and X-ray photons are absorbed by 
thermospheric species primarily via processes of photodissociation and photoionization 
(depending on the wavelength). There are many other mechanisms (discussed later) that 
cause excitation of the thermospheric species. Excited species lose their excess energy 
by photoemission or collisions with other molecules. In the lower thermosphere, loss 
of energy by collisions (also called quenching) is the dominant process, but in the up­
per thermosphere energy is mostly lost by the emissions of photons. These photons are 
responsible for the phenomenon called "airglow"(discussed in detail in chapter 2).
ALTITUDE OF PENETRATION OF SOLAR RADIATION
WAVELENGTH (NM) '
Figure 1.4: Altitude of penetration of solar radiation in the Earth's atmosphere as a func­
tion of wavelength. The altitudes correspond to the optical depth equal to one for over­
head sun [Brasseur and Solomon, 2005].
Absorption of radiation by oxygen and nitrogen molecules is a critical component 
of Earth's radiation budget. Molecular oxygen has highly variable and structured ab­
sorption cross-section between 102.6 nm and 130 nm [Roble and Emery, 1983]. Figure 1.4 
illustrates the altitude of penetration of solar radiation as a function of wavelength. The 
curve represents the altitude where optical depth is unity when the sun is at zenith. It is 
clear that principal absorbers are nitrogen and oxygen (and compounds of these). UV and
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shorter wavelength radiation (EUV and X-rays) are absorbed in the atmosphere so that 
only the wavelengths with X >310 nm can reach the earth surface. Wavelengths X <100 
nm are completely absorbed above 100 km. X-rays (X <10 nm) penetrate to the middle 
atmosphere and photoionize or indirectly dissociate N2 and O2. Photoionization by X- 
rays is responsible for certain sporadic ionospheric disturbances. Photoionization domi­
nates for X <100 nm whereas photodissociation dominates at longer wavelengths. Energy
Table 1.1: Energy and wavelength ranges of solar radiation affecting the upper atmo­
sphere.
Spectrum region Wavelength Energy
X-ray 0.1 - 10 nm 12.4 -124 keV
EUV 10 - 121 nm 124 -10.2 eV
UV 121 - 200 nm 10.2 - 6.2 eV
deposited by radiation in the thermosphere becomes important for X <175 nm. Flux at 
longer wavelengths, from 175 to 240 nm (Schumann-Runge band and Herberg contin­
uum) is mostly absorbed by molecular oxygen and ozone in the stratosphere. Above 120 
km , the global mean temperature structure of the thermosphere is basically maintained 
by the absorption of solar flux by atmospheric species at wavelengths less than 175 nm. 
Energy and wavelength ranges of the solar radiation affecting the upper atmosphere is 
presented in Table 1.1. Ionization and dissociation threshold energies and wavelengths 
for primary constituents of the upper atmosphere are presented in Table 1.2.
Absorption of the solar radiation is dependent on the photoabsorption cross-sections 
of the species. As an example, Figure 1.5 shows the photoabsorption cross-section of 
molecular oxygen and ozone for X < 800 nm. Photoabsorption cross-sections for primary 
constituents of the upper atmosphere below X < 110 nm are given in Figure 1.6. Pho­
todissociation of molecular oxygen is the dominant process for the wavelength interval 
100-200 nm and becomes important above 100 km altitude. The Schumann-Runge con­
tinuum between 130 to 175 nm (as shown in Figure 1.5) is the most important part of 
the absorption spectrum for photodissociation of O2. These wavelengths (~130-175 nm)
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Table 1.2: Ionization and dissociation threshold energies and wavelengths [Rees, 1989].
Ionization Dissociation
Species eV X (nm) eV X (nm)
N2 15.85 79.6 9.76 127.0
O2 12.08 102.6 5.12 242.2
O 13.61 91.1
N 14.54 85.3
NO 9.25 134 6.51 190.5
H 13.59 91.2
He 24.58 50.4
Wavelength ( a  }
Figure 1.5: Variation in photoabsorption cross-section of ozone and molecular oxygen 
with wavelength in UV region of electromagnetic spectrum [Liou, 2002].
have enough energy to dissociate O2 molecules but not to ionize them. Absorption in the 
Schumann-Runge continuum band by O2 is responsible for a large fraction of the total 
heat input into the thermosphere. Photoionization of O2 starts for X < 102.6 nm.
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Figure 1.6: Variation in photoabsorption cross-section of the primary constituents of up­
per atmosphere for X < 110 nm (EUV and X-ray region of electromagnetic spectrum) 
[Woods et al., 2001].
Photodissociation of molecular oxygen can occur via following two processes:
O2 + hv (X < 240nm) ^  O(3P) + O(3P) (1.27)
O2 + hv (X < 174.8nm) ^  O(3P) + O(1D) (1.28)
The absorption cross-section of molecular oxygen at wavelengths greater than 200 nm is
very small. As a result, the chances of photodissociation of molecular oxygen via pro­
cess shown in Equation 1.27 are minuscule. The photodissociation mechanism shown in
Equation 1.28 is responsible for most of the dissociation of molecular oxygen to atomic
oxygen.
Atomic oxygen is primarily destroyed by the exothermic three body recombination 
mechanism:
O + O + M ^  O2 + M + 5.12eV (1.29)
O2 + O + M ^  O3 + M (1.30)
O3 + O ^  2 O2 (1.31)
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where M is the third body [Rees, 1989] . As the recombination requires a 3-body reaction, 
this is why O must diffuse downward before it can recombine. Atomic oxygen produced 
in the upper thermosphere slowly diffuses downward over many days and transported 
convectively into the lower thermosphere [Rees, 1989]. At thermospheric altitudes, molec­
ular nitrogen usually acts as third species in the recombination process of atomic oxygen.
It is clear from above Equations 1.27 to Equations 1.31 that concentrations of O, O2 , 
O3 are dependent on each other. Production of atomic oxygen by photodissociation re­
quires sunlight at UV wavelengths or shorter. Due to the scattering and absorption, the 
intensity of such solar radiation decreases rapidly with decreasing altitude in the thermo­
sphere. On the other hand, the rate of removal of atomic oxygen via three body collisions 
increases rapidly with decreasing altitude due to the increasing availability of particles 
for three body collision. The net result is the peak in absolute concentration of atomic 
oxygen between 85 and 100 km as shown in Figure 1.3, whereas the relative abundance of 
O continues to increase throughout the thermosphere.
The lifetime of an oxygen atom is a function of altitude. Recombination requires a 
3-body collision, but in the middle and upper thermosphere, the number density is such 
that the probability of such three body collision is very small. As a consequence, the 
lifetime of atomic oxygen can be of the order of a month or so. The collision frequency 
decreases with increasing altitude; as a result, lifetime of atomic oxygen is even much 
longer than in the lower thermosphere. Before atomic oxygen can recombine to produce 
molecular oxygen or ozone, it must diffuse downward. At the base of the thermosphere, 
number densities are large enough for three body collisions to occur at sufficient rates 
to reduce the atomic oxygen lifetime down to of the order of few hours, which means 
that any oxygen atom produced during day time will not survive through the following 
night. This recombination process is exothermic and acts as an important heat source to 
the bottom of thermosphere [Rees, 1989]. Although O is chemically active, in general, loss 
and production mechanisms have only minor effect on the concentration of O.
Photoionization of the dominant species of the thermosphere (O, O2, N, N2) by solar 
X-rays and extreme UV rays (X < 102.6 nm) produces weakly ionized plasma in the ther­
mosphere. This ionized component in the Earth's thermosphere is commonly referred
16
Solar Max(2000), Solar M in(1997), IRI 2012
Figure 1.7: Variation of mid-latitude electron density with altitude for day and night and 
for solar maximum and minimum conditions (data are taken from International Reference 
Ionosphere Model (IRI) 2012).
to as the “ionosphere". The ionosphere plays an important role in the thermosphere's 
makeup, especially at high latitudes. The ionosphere is generally characterized by charge 
neutrality; i.e., total positive charge density exactly cancels to the negative charge density 
at all locations. The ionosphere is basically divided into various regions based on the alti­
tude variation of the electron density. Those regions are the D-region (^50-90 km), the E- 
region (^90-150 km), and the F-region (^150-800 km). During day time, the F-region splits 
into two layers F1 (~150-200 km) and F2 (~200-800 km). Figure 1.7 depicts the variation 
of mid-latitude ionospheric electron density with altitude for day time and night time.
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Figure 1.8: Typical mid-latitude daytime density profile of thermospheric and ionospheric 
constituents above 90 km during International Quiet Solar Year (IQSY) based on mass 
spectrometer measurements above White Sands, New Mexico (32N, 106W) [Kelly, 1989].
Solar maximum and solar minimum conditions were taken for comparison. The major 
regions of the ionosphere are also identified in this figure. The D-region and F1-region 
vanish at night. NO+ and O+ are primary ions in E and F1 regions, O+ is the dominant ion 
in F2-region, and H+ and He+ are the major ions above F-region. The altitude profile of 
the number density of various primary constituents of the thermosphere and ionosphere 
is depicted in Figure 1.8.
The photoabsorption cross-section of O2 is significant between wavelength 80 to 102.6 
nm, and causes ionization of one of the major constituent of the lower thermospheric 
species [Hargraves, 1995] via:
O2 + hv (80 < X < 102.6nm) ^  O+ + e (1.32)
Extreme ultra-violet radiation (~20-90 nm) is absorbed in the middle thermosphere (as 
shown in Figure 1.4). Radiation of wavelengths < 66.2 nm has enough energy to cause 
ionization and dissociation of O2 [Rees, 1989]:
O2 + hv (X < 66.2nm) ^  O+ + O + e (1.33)
Molecular oxygen present above the middle thermosphere also undergoes similar ion­
ization and dissociation. Atomic oxygen produced by the ionization-dissociation of O2
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enhances the F1-region ionization. It has strong absorption cross-section for radiation of 
wavelengths ~10-91.1 nm [Roble and Emery, 1983]:
O + hv (X < 91.1nm) ^  O+ + e (1.34)
Radiation of wavelengths ~20-79.6 nm has sufficient energy to photoionize N2 [Roble and 
Emery, 1983]:
N2 + hv (X < 79.6nm) ^  N+ + e (1.35)
Radiation of wavelengths < 127 nm can cause photodissociation of N2, but absorption 
cross-section of N2 is minuscule at such wavelengths. Wavelengths ~80-100 nm result in 
photodissociation:
N2 + hv (80 < X < 100nm) ^  N + N (1.36)
It is interesting to note that despite N2 being a dominant species in the middle thermo­
sphere, atomic nitrogen is only a minor species. The primary reason is that the production 
and loss of atomic nitrogen are governed more by chemical reactions than by photodis­
sociation of N2 . In general, atomic nitrogen is chemically active and is quickly used up 
by other thermospheric chemical reaction [Rees, 1989]. Another source of atomic nitrogen 
in the thermosphere is the photoionization and photodissociation of N2 by radiation of 
wavelength < 51nm:
N2 + hv (X < 51 nm) ^  N+ + N + e (1.37)
Many of these above reactions involve the production of the two dominant ionospheric 
species, NO+ and O+. Following are the two of the nine chemical reactions responsible 
for the production of NO+:
O+(4S) + N2 ^  NO+ + N(4S) + 1.10eV (1.38)
N+ + O ^  NO+ + N(4S) + 3.08eV (1.39)
Following are the two examples responsible for the production of O+
O+(4S) + O2 ^  O+ + O + 1.55eV (1.40)
O+(2D) + O2 ^  O+ + O + 4.87eV (1.41)
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Collisions with sufficiently energetic electrons can also cause ionization and excitation. 
The major processes producing ionization are:
N2 + ep —— N+ + ep + es (1.42)
N2 + ep —— N+ + N + ep + es (1.43)
O2 + ep — O+ + ep + es (1.44)
O2 + ep —— O+ + O + ep + es (1.45)
Collisional processes that cause excitation of the thermospheric species:
O2 + ep — O* + O + ep (1.46)
N2 + ep — N* + N + ep (1.47)
where ep is an electron associated with auroral precipitation or primary photoelectron, 
and es is an ejected secondary electron. O* and N* are the species in their excited state. 
These excited species can undergo collisional de-excitation (quenching) or release ex­
cess energy by emitting photons. Quenching is the most favorable process if the excited 
species are in their forbidden states (or called metastable states). The quenching process 
occurs via:
Q* + X — Q + X* (1.48)
where X can be an atom, molecule, or electron that takes excess energy from species Q via 
collision. Collisional de-excitation of species in their metastable states plays an important 
role in the thermal structure of thermosphere. This is because some fraction of the exci­
tation energy is redistributed as heat to the surrounding gas. If the radiative lifetime of 
the excited state is short or the collision frequency is sufficiently small, the species returns 
to its ground state by the emission of photons. These photons cause what is known as 
airglow or aurora (depending on how the state was initially excited):
Q* — Q + hv (1.49)
A notable example is the 630 nm emission from atomic oxygen in 1D state produced
(for example) via equation (1.28). O(1D) is a metastable state with a radiative lifetime of
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1-25 UT, 01 APril 2012, Poker Flat (Alaska), NRLMSISE-00
Figure 1.9: Diurnal variation in the thermospheric F-region (250 km) composition over 
Poker Flat Research Range, Alaska (65.12N, 147.47W) with solar tide (data obtained from 
NRLMSISE-00).
114 seconds. In the F-region, the collision frequency is small enough to allow O(1D) to 
return to its ground state O(3P) by emitting 630 nm photon, but below F-region heights 
this state is severely quenched. The long radiative lifetime of O(1D) is the primary reason 
for the diffused appearance of red auroras.
1.6 Variability in Composition
Thermospheric composition changes diurnally with seasons and with geomagnetic ac­
tivity. Figure 1.9 shows the diurnal variation in thermospheric composition over Poker 
Flat Research Range (Alaska). Variability in the thermospheric composition is often de­
scribed by the ratio of atomic oxygen to molecular nitrogen (O/N2). On the global scale, 
the O/N2 ratio is smaller at the solstices and larger at equinoxes [Strickland et al., 2004], 
which may be due, in part, to greater Joule heating during equinoxes [Strickland et al., 
2004]. Observations of ion and neutral velocities and O and N2 composition from Dy-
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Figure 1.10: O/N2 ratio at six different times showing dependence on geomagnetic condi­
tions. (a) Quiet conditions, (b-c) thermospheric response several hours after storm onset, 
and (d-f) next day showing oxygen depleted regions at mid and higher latitudes [Strick­
land et al., 1999].
namic Explorer-2 (DE2) provided direct evidence of changes in thermospheric composi­
tion associated with the Joule heating [Killeen et al., 1984; Hays et al., 1973]. A long known 
and frequently observed effect of geomagnetic storms is the reduction of O relative to 
the N2 at high and middle latitudes. Large geomagnetic storms produce continent-sized 
regions in which the O/N2 ratio is reduced at middle to high thermospheric altitudes, as 
shown for example in Figure 1.10. Significant changes in O/N2 composition have also 
been seen from ground-based observations [Christensen et al., 1997] and satellites [Prolss, 
1980]. Numerous similar examples of storm-related O/N2 changes have been presented 
in, for example by Craven et al. [1994]; Burns et al. [1995]; Nicholas et al. [1997]; Immel et al. 
[1997, 2001]; Zhang and Shepherd [2004]; Crowley and Meier [2013]. Burns et al. [1995] sug­
gested upwelling and downwelling of neutral winds as a primary mechanism of the large 
enhancements of O relative to N2 on the nightside of winter hemisphere. It has usually 
been presumed that changes in the mixing ratio are due to large-scale upwelling driven 
by geomagnetic heating during the storm time. Figure 1.11 from Conde et al. [2011] shows
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Figure 1.11: Upper atmospheric neutral wind and temperature measurements recorded 
at Poker Flat on 4th April 2010 (quiet day) and 5th April 2010 (geomagnetic active day) 
along with O/N2 data and several other parameters [Conde et al., 2011].
data from two days in April of 2010 (one quiet and other disturbed). The bottom panel 
shows the magnetic perturbation recorded at College, Alaska; it indicates that April 4 
was mostly quiet, whereas a strong storm began at around 8 UT on April 5. The sixth
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panel down indicates that the column-integrated thermospheric O/N2 ratio above Poker 
Flat and Fort Yukon became depleted (approximately halved) as a result of geomagnetic 
activity. This study is consistent with expectations based on the studies mentioned above.
Crowley et al. [1989a,b] showed that Joule heating leads to the upwelling of nitrogen 
rich air which is transported to lower latitudes by meridional winds on the nightside 
and corotation carries the oxygen depleted air onto dayside. Fuller-Rowell et al. [1996] 
demonstrated the seasonal dependence of these processes. It is now well established 
that high latitude forcing (heating and convection) can lead to significant thermospheric 
disturbances on a global scale. When geomagnetic conditions are disturbed, variations 
in thermospheric composition at high latitudes can be transported to lower latitudes by 
strong meridional winds, which in turn can affect the lower latitude composition. Strick­
land et al. [1999] have shown the latitudinal motion of the O depleted large-scale patches 
using DE 1 data. Pallamraju [2005] has also discussed such traveling atmospheric com­
position modifications from high latitudes to lower latitudes during geomagnetic storms 
by analyzing the substantial variation in 630 nm dayglow emissions at a low latitude site 
(Carmen Alto, Chile) after a geomagnetic storm.
1.7 Heat Budget and Sources
By the law of conservation of energy, energy gain must be equal to energy loss to maintain 
the thermal structure of the upper atmosphere. The overall process in mathematical form 
[Whitten and Poppoff, 1971] is:
^  = qT -  R -  dZ (L50)
Where Q is the thermal energy, is the rate of energy gain per unit volume at a given 
height (z), qT is the rate of energy input (source function), R is rate of energy loss by 
radiation, and Z is the heat energy flux (transport term). The absolute temperature of the 
upper atmosphere is related to thermal energy Q by:
Q = P Cp T (1.51)
where p is the gas density and Cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure.
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The principal source of thermal energy in the upper atmosphere is the absorption of 
the solar ultra-violet and extreme ultra-violet radiation by its constituents. At high lat­
itudes, magnetospheric forcing adds a significant amount of energy compared to solar 
heating via Joule heating and heating by auroral particle precipitation, especially during 
active or storm conditions. Heat is primarily removed from the upper and lower ther­
mosphere by radiations and heat conduction. In the upper thermosphere, a large fraction 
of the heat is removed by downward heat conduction [Burns et al., 2013; Killeen, 1987]. 
The radiatively active minor constituents such as NO and CO2 act as the energy sinks in 
the thermosphere. A detailed discussion of these various energy sources and sinks of the 
thermosphere is presented by Killeen [1987]. The global thermal balance in the thermo­
sphere (as shown in Figure 1.1) is primarily controlled by a balance between solar heating 
and weak in-situ cooling. High latitude energy inputs during geomagnetic storms can 
also make global changes in heating via generation of waves at high latitudes and their 
dissipation at low and middle latitudes [Burns et al., 2013]. Energy deposited at high 
latitudes by Joule heating and particle heating perturbs chemistry and dynamics of the 
thermosphere. A brief discussion of various important sources and sinks of energy in the 
thermosphere follows:
1.7.1 Solar Heating
Photoabsorption of radiation from the sun is the principal source of thermal energy in the 
upper atmosphere. Figure 1.12 shows the wavelength-dependent energy deposition in 
the thermosphere for solar maximum and minimum. This figure depicts the altitude of 
peak energy deposition, the range of altitudes affected at each wavelength, and the wave­
lengths where most energy is deposited. Absorption of solar ultra-violet and extreme 
ultra-violet is primarily responsible for maintaining global high thermospheric temper­
atures. Interactions of radiation in the thermosphere cause excitation, ionization, and 
dissociation of thermospheric species. These excited species are then thermalized by col­
lisions with the surrounding gas. The thermal energy deposition rate with altitude in 
the thermosphere is discussed in section 1.4. Solar heating on the dayside of the thermo­
sphere produces pressure-gradients which in turn drives the basic day-to-night circula-
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Figure 1.12: Wavelength-dependent deposition of energy in the thermosphere for solar 
minimum (left) and solar maximum (right) conditions. The colors black through red in­
dicate energy deposition per unit volume [Woods et al., 2001].
tion in the thermosphere (also called solar tide).
Photoionization in the middle or lower thermosphere produces primary electrons that 
undergo Coulomb collisions with ions and electrons. Electrons also undergo inelastic col­
lisions with neutrals and heat the neutral gas with -5 %  efficiency [Killeen, 1987]. The 
energy transfer from ions to the thermosphere is more complicated than the energy trans­
fer of photoelectrons. Various paths occur, including exothermic ion-molecule reactions, 
via which ions transfer energy to the thermosphere. Much of the chemical potential en­
ergy carried by ions goes into heating of the local thermosphere. The remaining chemical 
potential energy that did not heat the ambient gas, cause dissociation of O2 into O atoms. 
These O atoms diffuse downwards and deposit their energy of dissociation into the lower 
thermosphere.
Absorption of solar radiation in the Schumann-Runge continuum (—130-175 nm) is the 
dominant heat source in the lower thermosphere [Roble et al., 1987]. The photodissociation 
of the molecular oxygen by the photons in this wavelength range produce atomic oxygen 
in metastable states (O1D for example). The excess energy released by these metastable 
species by collisional quenching heats up the local neutral gas with a heating efficiency of 
-33%  [Ki'lleen, 1987].
Heating of the thermosphere varies with the solar cycle and solar rotation and can
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also change as a result of solar flares [e.g., Qian et al., 2006]. The solar decametric flux 
(F10 .7) is derived from measurements at radio wavelengths that do not act directly on 
the upper atmosphere; rather, it is used as a "proxy" indicator of the solar UV and EUV 
fluxes that do directly influence the Earth's thermosphere. The variation of thermospheric 
temperature with the change in solar flux was examined by Hernandez and Roble [1995] 
over the Fritz Peak Observatory (39.9N, 105.5W) with a Fabry-Perot spectrometer (FPS). 
They concluded that temperature at solar maximum was around 500 K greater than at the 
solar minimum conditions.
1.7.2 Joule Heating
While there are many processes that heat the thermosphere, Joule heating is the primary 
non-solar energy input high latitudes. Basically, it is the transformation of electric-current 
energy into thermal energy through neutral collisions with charged particles accelerated 
by an electric field [Cole, 1962]. Joule heating (also called frictional heating or Ohmic 
heating) is thus caused by a differential velocity between ions and neutral that arise from 
the different nature of forces acting on neutral gas and plasma.
The thermosphere is weakly ionized plasma with an embedded magnetic field. If no 
other forcing is present, ions would move under the effect of the Earth's magnetic field. 
At high latitudes, ionospheric plasma drifts primarily under the combined effect of the 
convection electric field (mapped down from the magnetosphere along magnetic field 
lines) and the geomagnetic field. The convection electric fields are solar wind-driven.
When the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is southward, reconnection occurs on 
dayside magnetopause and couples the IMF to the Earth's magnetic field. It creates open 
magnetic field lines that map into the polar ionosphere. Also, it allows the direct entry 
of solar wind plasma into the Earth's magnetic field along the opened field lines. These 
newly opened field lines are swept antisunward by the solar wind dynamic pressure. 
The field lines moving antisunward become lobe field lines of the magnetosphere on the 
nightside of earth. These open field lines reconnect again in the tail of magnetosphere. 
After reconnection, these field lines (now closed) are transported back to the dayside. This 
complete cycle of transport of magnetic flux from the dayside to the nightside and then
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back to the dayside is known as magnetospheric convection. Magnetic flux is transported 
by the solar wind from the dayside to the nightside over the polar cap and return flow 
occurs via lower magnetic latitudes. When magnetospheric convection is mapped onto 
the ionosphere along the magnetic field lines, it develops a plasma convection pattern 
generally known as "twin cell circulation".
An oval shaped region formed around the boundary of open and closed geomagnetic 
field lines at high latitudes is called the "auroral oval". Since open field lines exist at high 
latitudes of both hemispheres, so two auroral ovals are formed: one at northern high 
latitudes and other at southern high latitudes. They are centered at each geomagnetic 
pole.
On the dayside, solar wind particles can freely enter the Earth's magnetic field in the 
cusp region (a region between the lowest-latitude closed field lines and highest-latitude 
open field lines that map to the nightside magnetosphere). The solar wind plasma is 
collisionless and induces an electric field (Esw)when it is trapped in the cusp region and 
traversing antisunward through the magnetic field lines. This phenomenon of electric 
field generation by solar winds is referred to as "dynamo effect" and given by:
Esw = — Vsw X Bsw (1.52)
where Vsw is the solar wind speed and Bsw is the solar wind magnetic field. The direction 
of this solar wind induced electric field is from dawn to dusk. The Earth's magnetic field 
lines are generally considered to be equipotential. When the magnetospheric electric po­
tential between magnetic field lines is mapped back down to the polar cap ionosphere, it 
results in a dawn to dusk electric field Ei, also known as "convection electric field" [Kelly,
1989]. A schematic layout of this process is presented in Figure 1.13.This ionospheric
convection electric field and the geomagnetic field generates E x  B drift and drives the 
ionospheric plasma in the antisunward direction across the polar cap. The return flow oc­
curs via lower latitudes and thus forms a two-cell plasma convection pattern. When the 
IMF is northward, the ionospheric plasma flow pattern is more complicated, often with 
more than two convection cells. At ionospheric altitudes:
Ei  = -  V  x  B i  (1.53)
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Where Bi is the geomagnetic field and Vi = EiX2Bl is the E x B drift velocity in ionosphere.
Bi
For stationary state ( = 0 )  state, E = —V $, then
V ■ V $ = — V ■ E
= — V ■ (V X B)
= 0 (1.54)
This means ionospheric plasma moves along the contours of constant electric potential.
Figure 1.13: Schematic representation of the solar wind dynamo and ionospheric param- 
eters[Kelly, 1989].
In practice, the convection patterns are presented in two-dimensional electric potential. 
The contours of constant potential represents the streamlines of ionospheric plasma. Such 
an example showing duskside and dawnside convection cells as contours of equipotential 
lines is presented in Figure 1.14. Typical cross-polar cap potential difference is of the order 
of 60 kV. Because of reconnection on the night side of Earth during northward IMF, the 
actual convection pattern is complicated and more than two convection cells are often 
formed.
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Figure 1.14: Electric potentials (projected in geographic coordinates) obtained from 
Weimer ionospheric model 1995 by supplying real measured solar wind conditions by 
WIND spacecraft on 18 June 1995. The arrow indicates the longitude of the sub- solar 
point at the time of measurement. The + mark close to the geographic north pole shows 
the location of the geomagnetic pole and the other + marks the location of Fort Simpson, 
Canada [Weimer, 1995].
Momentum exchange occurs between convecting ions and the neutral gas due to col­
lisions. These collisions are sufficiently frequent to generate a significant momentum 
source for neutrals known as "ion-drag" [Rees, 1971; Meriwether et al., 1973; Nagy et al., 
1974; Kelly, 1989; Rees and Greenaway, 1983; Spencer et al., 1982; Mikkelsen et al., 1981; Killeen 
et al., 1982; Killeen and Roble, 1984; Killeen et al., 1984; Hays et al., 1979, 1984; Fuller-Rowell,
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1995].Thus, magnetospheric plasma convection can, at high latitudes, significantly mod­
ify the otherwise mainly pressure-gradient driven neutral wind flow [Killeen and Roble, 
1988; Roble et al., 1982]. As a result, high latitude neutral winds tend to follow a simi­
lar pattern that of convecting plasma and establish a twin cell circulation [Killeen et al., 
1982]. The thermospheric circulation cell on the dawnside/duskside of earth is usually 
called dawnside/duskside circulation cell. Because of the inertia provided by ion-drag 
to neutral winds, neutral winds can sustain this convection pattern long after magne- 
tospheric/ionospheric forcing dies down, a mechanism known as the "flywheel" effect 
[Lyons et al., 1985]. The duskside circulation cell is always stronger than the dawnside 
circulation cell. This is principally because the Coriolis force works against the rotation 
in the dawnside circulation cell. Even the duskside cell may be very small and weak in 
mid-winter and on quiet days during solar minimum.
At high altitudes, basic balancing forces are ion drag, pressure, and in some cases vis­
cosity, whereas in the lower thermosphere pressure gradients, tidal forcing, and Coriolis 
forces are major forces that balance ion drag [Killeen et al., 1984]. Both rocket and unpub­
lished FPI data from Poker Flat at 557.7 nm show ion drag can be important down to as 
low as 120 km. In-situ measurements by the DE2 showed that Joule heating is controlled 
by the combination of temporal and spatial variability of the E x B ion drifts, local ion 
and neutral composition, and the time taken for the neutral gas to acquire the available 
momentum from the drifting ions for any given quasi-stable convection pattern [Killeen 
et al., 1984].
Joule heating by collisions between plasma and neutrals is proportional to the square 
of the difference in plasma and neutral bulk flow velocities. As shown in Figure 1.15, 
when the difference between ion and neutral velocities was large (around time 9483 UT), 
a strong enhancement in both electron and ion temperature (more than 1000 K) was ob­
served. On the other hand, neutrals showed a much smaller increase spread over broader 
region which is due to the large heat capacity of neutral gas. Generally, collisions of ions 
with neutrals contribute to Joule heating more than electrons.
Ohm's law for the upper atmosphere is given by:
J  = a (E + Un x B) (1.55)
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Figure 1.15: Geophysical quantities observed along the track of DE2 during orbit 1174. 
The first panel shows the ion velocity, second panel shows neutral wind velocity, third 
panel shows electron, ion, and neutral temperature, fourth panel shows O, N2, and elec­
tron density, and bottom panel shows ion-neutral coupling time constant [Killeen et al., 
1984].
where J  is the current density, a is the conductivity tensor, E is the dawn to dusk con­
vection electric field, Un is the neutral wind velocity, and B  is the geomagnetic field. The 
conductivity tensor has three components: Hall conductivity, Pederson conductivity, and 
Parallel conductivity. The structure of conductivity tensor is as below:
_  n\
(1.56)a  =
a P - a H 0
a H a P 0
0 0 a /
where aP, aH,and a\\ are the Pederson, Hall, and Parallel conductivities; they are given by
[Maeda, 1977]: _
em^in emeven
a P m2 v2n + e2 B2 m2 v2n + e2B2
nee (1.57)
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(1.59)a +
MiVin MeVen
where e is the electron charge, Mi is the ion mass, Me is the mass of an electron, ne is 
the electron number density, vin is ion-neutral collision frequency, ven is electron-neutral 
collision frequency, and B is the geomagnetic field. Pederson conductivity corresponds
tric field. Hall conductivity corresponds to the direction perpendicular to both magnetic 
and electric fields. Hall current is carried by E x B drift of electrons. In the ionosphere, 
Hall conductivity maximizes in the E-region because ion drift is suppressed by collisions, 
whereas electron are still free to drift in the E x B direction. Parallel conductivity is for the 
direction parallel to the magnetic field and is far stronger than Hall and Pederson con­
ductivities. These conductivities are dependent on time of the day, location, season, and 
solar activity. Typical altitude profiles of Pederson conductivity, Hall conductivity, and 
electron density with altitude is shown in Figure 1.16.
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Figure 1.16: Altitude profile of ionospheric conductivities and electron density for a geo 
magnetically quiet day [McComac, 1974].
The convection electric field (E) of magnetospheric origin is the dominant driver of 
Joule heating. For a uniform E, normal to the geomagnetic field (B), the heat input per
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unit volume and time is given by relation [McCormac, 1974]:
(1.60)
a2where ac= ap + is the cowling conductivity, E^ is the height independent perpendicular
(to B) electric field, and vn is the neutral wind velocity. Height integrated Joule heating is:
where Ew is the field due to neutral wind and Vn is the height integrated neutral wind. 
Ep and Eh are height integrated Pederson and Hall conductivities given by:
Generally ap and aH (as well as Ep and Eh) are roughly of the same magnitude. Hall 
current is largely conducted by ionospheric electrons and it flows low in ionosphere [Mc- 
Cormac, 1974]. Equations 1.60 and 1.61 suggest that the maximum Joule heating per unit 
volume occurs in the most conductive regions of ionosphere.
The magnetosphere and ionosphere are coupled through large-scale DC electric fields 
and the injection of energetic particles that cause local ionization. Equation 1.61 is often 
simplified by assuming that the neutral wind is negligible at all altitudes, which reduces 
the heating to that produced by ion motion only. So, Joule heating in simplistic form is 
the product of the square of electric field and the Pederson conductivity calculated form 
ion drift velocity and particle precipitation in the ionosphere [Foster et al., 1983]. This 
oversimplifies the calculation since both the convection electric fields and neutral winds 
are permanent features of the high latitude, and therefore Joule heating should always be 
present [Rees and Greenaway, 1983].
Energy deposition per unit volume by Joule heating maximizes around 120 km be­
cause the current density (J) maximizes around this altitude. Thayer [1998] studied the ef­
fect of neutral wind inclusion in the calculation of height resolved and height-integrated 
estimates of Joule heating rate in the high latitude E-region using two data sets from 
Sondrestorm incoherent scatter radar. He found that the inclusion of neutral wind in cal­
culations could decrease the calculated heating rate by 40% or increase it by 400%. He
Q = Ep (E± + Vn x B)2 = Ep (E± + Ew)2 (1.61)
(1.62)
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also observed that when the electric field is directionally steady, the inclusion of neutral 
wind in calculations typically reduces the calculated Joule heating rate. On the other 
hand, the inclusion of neutral wind typically enhances the Joule heating rate when di­
rectional changes in the electric field are occurring. An analysis by Aruliah et al. [2005] 
using tristatic Fabry-Perot interferometer measurements of the neutral atmosphere and 
tristatic measurements of the ionosphere by European Incoherent Scatter radar (EISCAT) 
presented the importance of mesoscale variation in ion velocities when calculating Joule 
heating. They reported an increase in the estimated Joule heating by 320% when 1 min 
averages of ion velocity were used, compared to the results if 15 min averages were used 
instead. This study also highlighted the importance of neutral wind in calculating Joule 
heating. Codrescu et al. [1995] showed that including small-scale electric field variability 
could increase the calculation of the Joule heating rates by 33%. With the GITM model, 
Deng and Ridley [2007] observed that increasing the latitudinal resolution from 5 degrees 
to 1.25 degrees increased the estimated Joule heating rate by approximately 20%.
It is well known that Joule heating occurs roughly in an oval pattern at high latitudes 
with three major heating regions. These regions are: the dayside cleft, the region of sun­
ward convection at dawn and dusk, and the midnight sector. Foster et al. [1983] studied 
the 25000 orbits of Atmospheric explorer satellite (AE-C) and found that Joule heating is 
dominant in the dawn-dusk and cleft regions. Also, there is no apparent asymmetry in 
the Joule heating between hemispheres for similar seasons. Olsson et al. [2004] studied the 
dependence of Joule heating on geomagnetic activity (as shown in Figure 1.17) using six 
months of Poynting flux data from the Astrid-2 satellite. He reported that for nighttime 
(MLT 18-06), about 1/3 of the total Joule heating occurs in the 65-74 invariant latitude au­
roral oval. It decreases by a factor of around 1/4 when geomagnetic conditions are quiet.
It is because of the expansion of the auroral oval to lower latitudes when geomagnetic 
conditions are active. Satellite observations have shown that the most significant Joule 
heating occurs poleward of +/- 50 degrees invariant latitude [Olsson et al., 2004].
Kosch and Nielsen [1995] calculated a mean hemispherical heating of 1.7 x 1011 W. Dur­
ing disturbed geomagnetic conditions, enormous amount of energy relative to other sources 
is released from the magnetosphere into auroral regions. It enhances the electric fields
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Figure 1.17: Average global Joule heating derived from Astrid-2 satellite measurements of 
the magnetic and electric field, under conditions of Kp <2 (top panels) and Kp >2 (bottom 
panels). The central circle marks 80 degree invariant latitude, with outer circles at 10 
degree increments [Olsson et al., 2004].
and auroral particle precipitation. Increased particle precipitation enhances the conduc­
tivity of the thermosphere by heating and ionization [Buonsanto and Fuller-Rowell, 1997]. 
These augmented electric fields and conductivity intensify the hemispheric Joule heating 
of the thermosphere from tens of gigawatts (quiet time) to hundreds of gigawatts (se­
vere geomagnetic disturbances) [Buonsanto and Fuller-Rowell, 1997; Wang et al., 1999]. As 
a result, dynamical properties of the thermosphere (e.g., wind, temperature, and compo­
sition) are significantly affected [Banks, 1977]. Foster et al. [1983] reported that at eqinox, 
hemispheric Joule heating is around 25 GW for quiet geomagnetic conditions (Kp=1) and
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around 85 GW for disturbed conditions (Kp=4). Under disturbed geomagnetic conditions, 
hemispheric Joule heating can be greater than the solar UV absorption during daytime 
and an order of magnitude larger than during nighttime [McCormac, 1974]. In some lim­
ited regions, it can be one or even two orders larger. Joule heating is present even during 
quiet times because there is a substantial and an often seemingly random variability in 
ionospheric convection. Foster et al. [1983] reported a ~50% increase in Joule heating dur­
ing the summer than during winter, which is primarily due to the enhanced ionospheric 
conductivities in summer by solar UV and EUV production.
Foster et al. [1983] and Cosgrove and Thayer [2006] reported that Joule heating is a linear 
function of Kp. Studies by Kosch and Nielsen [1995] and Olsson et al. [2004] both have 
concluded similar dependence of Joule heating on Kp Index. 0stgaard et al. [2002] and 
Aksnes et al. [2004] studied the relation between hemispheric integrated Joule heating and 
AE index and found that a nearly linear relationship exit between them.
Joule heating rate is also dependent on the configuration of IMF. The study by Kosch 
and Nielsen [1995] using 173 days of data from coherent scatter radar observed the increase 
in Joule heating rate with the increase in the southward component of IMF. Using EISCAT 
radars at Tromso (66.6 GMLAT) and Svalbard (75.4 GMLAT), Cai et al. [2014] reported that 
Joule heating rate is higher for southward than for northward IMF at both stations.
1.7.3 Heating due to Energetic Particle Precipitation (Particle Heating)
Particle heating of the neutral atmosphere occurs at auroral latitudes due to the energy 
lost by the precipitating energetic auroral particles (basically electrons and protons) through 
collisions with neutral species as they penetrate lower into the thermosphere [Bates, 1951]. 
Like Joule heating, particle heating is also a permanent feature of the auroral oval and po­
lar cap. The atmospheric heating rate due to the particles is given by [Banks, 1977]:
Qp  = £ a  n2 (1.63)
where £ is the energy per electron-ion pair deposited locally in the atmosphere as heat, a  
is the dissociated recombination coefficient, and n is the electron density.
Maximum auroral energy deposition per unit volume occurs between 100 km to 200
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km. Banks [1977] calculated the atmospheric heating rates associated with Joule heating 
and particle precipitation using Chatanika (Poker Flat) incoherent scatter radar for two 
24 hr azimuthal scan experiments (15-16 April 1973 and 15-16 May 1974). On both days,
Figure 1.18: Height integrated Joule, particle and total atmospheric heating rates (left) 
and altitude profile of Joule and particle heating (right) observed with Chatanika (Poker 
Flat) incoherent scatter radar on 15-16 May 1974 [Banks, 1977].
a similar diurnal trend was present in the heating rates. Height integrated (80-200 km) 
Joule heating and particle heating rates for 15-16 May 1974 is shown in Figure 1.18 (left). 
Banks [1977] reported that there is a tendency for height integrated Joule heating rate 
to be slightly larger than the particle heating rate. The particle precipitation influences 
the conductivity (by ionizing the neutrals) and hence Joule heating [Palmroth et al., 2006]. 
Vickrey et al. [1982] also used Chatanika incoherent radar and observed that Joule heating 
generally dominates particle heating in the pre-midnight sector, but daily averages of 
both are approximately the same. Banks [1977] also noted that most of the heating at 
Chatanika occurred when the radar site was near the auroral oval (1800-0600 Alaska local 
time). At Chatanika, daytime heating by particle precipitation is not important because 
this particular site stays equatorward of the auroral oval during the daytime. Figure 1.18 
(right) shows example altitude profiles of particle and Joule heating.
Particle heating can at times exceed the Joule heating rate in localized regions within
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auroral oval, but over the global scale, Joule heating is more dominant than particle heat­
ing. Particle heating occurs mostly in small localized regions of the thermosphere and 
much more variable than the Joule heating. Rees and Greenaway [1983] suggested that 
particle heating may be the principal cause of the sudden composition changes and tem­
perature enhancements in the non-sunlit polar thermosphere. Baker et al. [2004] studied 
Joule and particle heating rates using Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) 
and Global Ultraviolet Imager (GUVI) on the TIMED spacecraft. They found that Joule 
heating was dominant in the evening sector auroral zone, whereas particle heating was 
dominant in the morning sector.
1.7.4 Heating by Atmospheric Tides and Gravity Waves
The atmosphere is capable of supporting various types of waves. Atmospheric tides and 
gravity waves are the most common types of waves that are observed to occur. A brief 
discussion of tides and gravity waves is given below.
Tides
Oscillations in the atmosphere with time periods that are integral fractions of a lunar or 
solar day are referred to as "atmospheric tides". An atmospheric tide with 24 hour period 
is called diurnal tide and with 12 hour period is called semidiurnal tide. An extensive 
review of atmospheric tides can be found in Lindzen [1979]. Atmospheric tides (or so­
lar tides or thermal tides) are primarily forced by the diurnal variation in atmospheric 
heating by solar radiation. Solar tides drive the basic day-to-night periodic neutral wind 
circulation, and are generated in-situ in the thermosphere due to the solar heating of O2 
(by the absorption of Schumann-Runge continuum) at 100 km to 150 km altitude. Such 
heating of the thermosphere is discussed in the solar heating section 1.7.1. Here we only 
focus on the energy dissipation by tides and gravity waves traveling to the thermosphere 
from lower altitudes.
Two modes of tides are observed: migrating and non-migrating. The migrating tides 
are a function of local time and follow the motion of the sun (that is why they appear to 
propagate westwards to a stationary ground-based observer), while non-migrating tides
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depend on the local time and longitude. A zonally uniform distribution of the absorbing 
medium around the globe will produce sun synchronous oscillations (migrating tides). 
Any asymmetry in the longitudinal distribution of absorbing medium will result in non­
migrating tides. The migrating solar tides are primarily excited by: 1) solar UV and EUV 
absorption in the lower and middle thermosphere by O2 and N2 (90-200 km); 2) absorption 
of solar radiation by O3 in the stratosphere (30-60 km) and H2O in the troposphere (0-15 
km) [Forbes and Garrett, 1978, 1979]; and 3) latent heat released by the water content due 
to deep tropical convection activity in the troposphere [Lindzen, 1978; Forbes and Garrett, 
1979; Hamilton, 1981; Forbes et al., 1999]. Any longitudinal asymmetry in the distribution 
of these sources would excite non-migrating tides (e.g. longitudinal variation in H2O and 
O3 distribution) [Forbes and Garrett, 1979; Williams and Avery, 1996]. This asymmetry is also 
caused by the difference in topography (land-sea distribution) with longitude [Oberheide 
et al., 2006].
At low altitudes, these tides start as small oscillations propagating vertically. With 
increasing altitude, the oscillation amplitude increases. This is because atmospheric den­
sity decreases exponentially with altitude; the oscillation amplitude increases to conserve 
energy. The amplitude continues to grow until a critical level is reached and wave break­
ing occur due to convective instability [Lindzen, 1981; Fritts, 1984]. Their amplitudes can 
reach more than 50 m.sec-1 at mesospheric heights and above. These migrating and non­
migrating tides couple the lower atmosphere with the middle and upper atmosphere as 
they transport heat and horizontal momentum from lower to higher altitudes. Groves and 
Forbes [1985] found that tidal heating was less dominant than solar heating at all higher 
altitudes (>90 km), but below 90 km, tidal heating maximizes and solar UV heating be­
come insignificant in comparison. They found global integrated tidal heating of the order 
of 6 x 109 Watts from 150 km to 400 km and ~ 7.6 x 1010 Watts from 90 -150 km.
Gravity Waves
A detailed discussion of atmospheric gravity waves is given in Nappo [2002]. Gravity 
waves are oscillations with short horizontal wavelengths (10-1000 km) and generated in 
stably stratified fluid when air parcels are displaced vertically. The buoyancy tries to
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restore equilibrium. These waves have oscillations with frequencies less than or equal to 
the Brunt-Vaisala frequency “  given by:
“  = (164) 
where g  is the acceleration due to gravity and 0 is called the potential temperature:
Y- 1
- (1.65)
Cp
where Y = Cp is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to that at constant volume. 
f  represents the temperature that an air parcel would have when brought adiabatically 
to a standard reference pressure po. The buoyancy period (“ ) varies with the altitude 
between approximately 5 min at 100 km and up to 25 min in the upper thermosphere [Yeh 
and Liu, 1974].
Upward propagating gravity waves play an important role in dynamics of the meso­
sphere and above, because they transport significant energy and momentum from high 
density lower altitudes to the rarefied high altitudes, and then deposit this energy and 
momentum as they dissipate via viscous or non-linear effects. Depending on the altitude 
they reach, they can play an important role in plasma and neutral dynamics in the ther­
mosphere. Gravity waves are generated in the troposphere by deep convection, wind 
flowing over topography, wind shears, front system , or other instabilities. Gravity wave 
propagation through the atmosphere depends on various factors like wind distribution 
and thermal structure of the atmosphere. Figure 1.19 shows an example of wave filter­
ing layers in the stratosphere. The wind structure of the stratosphere plays the role of a 
gravity wave filter, and due to this filtering, gravity waves in mesosphere are eastward 
propagating in summer and westward propagating in winter. The kinetic energy equa­
tion for gravity wave for no damping is:
1
E = 2 P|V(z)|2 (1.66)
where p(z) is the atmospheric density and | V(z) |2 is the wave amplitude at an altitude z. 
In the atmosphere, p decreases exponentially with z (p = po exp(2H)). Substituting p into
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Equation 1.66 and solving for V(z):
V(z) = / !  exp (2H) (L67)
For kinetic energy to remain constant with altitude, the amplitude of the wave must grow 
exponentially with altitude. At a certain altitude, the amplitude of the gravity wave will 
grow so large that it will become convectively unstable due to the super adiabatic lapse 
rate in temperature. This height is the critical height at which wave breaking occurs.
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Figure 1.19: Variation of mean zonal winds in winter (left) and summer (right) with 
altitude. The breaking levels and allowed gravity wave phase speeds are also shown 
[Brasseur and Solomon, 2005].
Most upward traveling gravity waves deposit their energy and momentum in the 
mesosphere or lower thermosphere, but they can also reach the F-region thermosphere 
[Vadas and Fritts, 2005; Klostermeyer, 1969]. Vadas and Fritts [2005]; Klostermeyer [1969] 
showed that the gravity waves with high frequencies and larger vertical wavelengths will 
propagate to higher altitudes because molecular viscosity and thermal diffusivity (which 
acts as a filter) only allow such gravity waves to propagate higher without dissipation.
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Gravity waves dissipating at higher altitudes will have a larger effect on the neutral and 
plasma dynamics than those that dissipate at lower altitudes because gravity wave mo­
mentum fluxes grow exponentially with altitude. Gravity waves with suitable character­
istics play an important role in initiating the nighttime equatorial spread F-region plasma 
bubbles (or equatorial F-region instabilities) [Hysell et al., 1990; Huang et al., 1993; Sekar 
et al., 1995; Huang and Kelley, 1996a,b,c; Sekar and Kelley, 1998]. Hines [1965] estimated that 
50% of the times, an average energy flux of 10-4 W.m-2 will reach F-region altitudes. Heat 
dissipated by gravity waves in the F-region thermosphere estimated by using actual ob­
servations of travelling ionospheric disturbances was around 10-10 W.m-3 [Testud, 1970; 
Yeh, 1972]. They can increase the thermospheric temperatures by 40-80 K [Klostermeyer, 
1972].
Energy and momentum can be transported within the thermosphere by horizontally 
propagating gravity waves. Such gravity waves are generated locally in the thermo­
sphere. Innis and Conde [2001, 2002] observed gravity waves in vertical thermospheric 
winds from the DE2 satellite. At high latitudes, it is believed that such gravity waves 
are excited by the ionospheric processes such as particle precipitation, Joule heating, and 
Lorentz force associated with auroral electrojets [Hunsucker, 1982; Ford et al., 2006] as well 
as geomagnetic storms and periodic motion of the auroral oval [Mayr et al., 1990; Innis 
et al., 1996]. These gravity waves play an important role in the dissipating energy from 
the auroral zone to lower latitudes [Rees et al., 1984a,b].
1.7.5 Thermospheric Cooling
So far we have discussed only the mechanisms that heat the thermosphere, but heat must 
also be removed in order to maintain thermal equilibrium. Thermospheric heating is pri­
marily balanced by downward molecular heat conduction and radiative cooling. Above 
120, heat balance can be written as [Roble and Emery, 1983]:
where z is the altitude, Tn is the global mean temperature, Cp is the specific heat at con­
stant pressure, Kn is the coefficient of molecular thermal conductivity, Qn is the mean
(1.68)
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global heating rate, and Ln is the radiative cooling rate.
A major source of radiative cooling of the thermosphere (100-240 km) is infrared emis­
sion at 5.3 jum due to the vibrational transition in nitric oxide molecules [Gordiets et al., 
1978; Kockarts, 1980]. NO vibrational states are excited primarily by collisions with atomic 
oxygen. Atomic oxygen at 120-180 km [Bates, 1951; Craig and Gille, 1969; Grossmann and 
Offermann, 1978] also contributes in cooling by infrared loss at 6 ^m due to transition 
O(3P1) ^  O(3P2), but this mechanism is not very efficient. For lower altitudes (90-130 km),
Figure 1.20: Altitude profile of global annual average cooling rate of NO (panel a) and 
CO2 (panel b) from solar maximum (2002) to solar minimum (2008) derived from the 
observations of the SABER instrument on the TIMED satellite [Mlynczak et al., 2010].
carbon dioxide (CO2) [Curtis and Goody, 1956] emission at 15 jum is an important source 
of cooling. Kockarts [1980] and Roble and Emery [1983] calculated the height profile of the 
NO cooling rates. Roble and Emery [1983] showed that cooling by atomic oxygen and NO 
is subtle during a solar minimum. The cooling rate by NO is temperature dependent, 
and the rate of production of NO itself is solar activity dependent. A climatological study 
by Mlynczak et al. [2010] used seven years of observations of the radiative cooling in the 
thermosphere as observed by the SABER instrument on the TIMED mission, to calculate 
the cooling rates for CO2 and NO. Figure 1.20 shows the global annual average cooling 
rate profiles for NO and CO2 for solar maximum to solar minimum conditions. They ob­
served that cooling by NO was more variable than CO2 and showed difference latitudinal 
dependence. They found higher NO fluxes and cooling rates at high and polar latitudes.
44
Maeda et al. [1989] concluded that at high latitudes during aurorally disturbed conditions,
predominant cooling occurs during NO auroral enhancements.
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Chapter 2
Dynamics of Earth's Upper Atmosphere 
2.1 Introduction
The dynamics of Earth's upper atmosphere has attracted considerable theoretical and 
experimental research for many decades. Studies of upper atmospheric winds started 
with the observations of chemical trails left by rockets [Rees, 1971; Meriwether et al., 1973; 
Mikkelsen et al., 1981; Heppner and Miller, 1982; Biondi and Sipler, 1984]. A number of other 
new instruments and techniques have been devised to study thermospheric wind dynam­
ics including Fabry-Perot spectrometers [Hernandez and Roble, 1976; Hays et al., 1979; Jacka 
et al., 1980; Sipler et al., 1995,1982; Rees and Greenaway, 1983; Rees et al., 1984a; Burnside and 
Tepley, 1989; Biondi et al., 1995; Conde and Dyson, 1995a,b; Nakajima et al., 1995], incoherent 
scatter radars [Salah and Holt, 1974; Wickwar et al., 1984; Buonsanto et al., 1989], satellites 
[Killeen et al., 1982, 1985, 1986; Hays et al., 1984; Killeen and Roble, 1988; Thayer and Killeen, 
1991; Conde et al., 2001], physics-based global thermospheric circulation models [Geisler, 
1967; Kohl and King, 1967; Fuller-Rowell and Rees, 1980; Dickinson et al., 1981,1984; Richmond 
et al., 1992; Wang et al., 1999; Ridley et al., 2006], and global empirical models such as the 
horizontal wind model [Hedin et al., 1988,1991; Drob et al., 2008, 2015; Emmert et al., 2008]. 
In this chapter, first we will discuss in details of the upper atmospheric winds includ­
ing their local-scale variability, especially at high latitudes. Second, we will discuss the 
basic airglow and auroral emissions from the upper atmospheric species and how these 
emissions are used to infer various geophysical quantities such as winds and tempera­
tures that describe the dynamical state of the upper atmosphere. Finally, we will review 
numerical modeling studies of the upper atmosphere and discuss various physics-based 
and empirical models.
2.2 Horizontal Neutral Winds
2.2.1 Basic Drivers
Neutral air parcel motion in the upper atmosphere is predominantly driven by solar heat­
ing caused by EUV and UV radiation (1< X < 200 nm). This heating results in day-to-night
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temperature differences of ~200 K during solar minimum and ~350 K during solar max­
imum [Jacchia, 1965; Hedin, 1987]. This solar heating causes thermal expansion of the 
sunlit part of the thermosphere and develops dayside-to-nightside horizontal solar pres­
sure gradient which in turn drives a horizontal antisunward (day-to-night) tidal wind 
circulation [e.g., Kohl and King, 1967; Killeen, 1987]. The solar pressure gradient is also 
called the "pressure bulge" and the wind circulation driven by it is an example of a "solar 
thermal tide". At lower altitudes in the thermosphere, atmospheric tides, gravity waves, 
and inertial forces (e.g., Coriolis force and centrifugal force) play an important role in 
disturbing the day-to-night pressure driven neutral air parcel flow. However, at higher 
altitudes, their contribution become negligent.
The thermosphere is commingled with a weakly ionized plasma with an embedded 
magnetic field. If no other forcing is present, plasma motion would be constrained by the 
Earth's magnetic field. At high latitudes, ionospheric plasma is primarily driven by the 
combined effect of the convection electric field generated by solar wind (Esw = - V sw x Bsw) 
mapped down along magnetic field lines from the magnetosphere and the geomagnetic 
field (details discussed in Joule heating section 1.7.2 of chapter 1). During southward in­
terplanetary magnetic field (IMF), the ionospheric plasma is driven in antisunward across 
the polar cap by the dawn to dusk electric field. Due to the return flow at lower latitudes, 
plasma drifting along E x B  forms a two cell convection pattern [Kelly, 1989] (details dis­
cussed in Joule heating section 1.7.2 of chapter 1).
In the thermosphere, momentum exchange between convecting ions and the neutral 
gas due to collisions is sufficient to generate a momentum source for neutrals known 
as ion-drag that can be comparable for even greater in strength than other forces acting 
on thermospheric air parcels. At high latitudes, ionospheric plasma convection can sig­
nificantly modify the pressure gradient driven neutral wind flow [e.g., Roble et al., 1982; 
Killeen and Roble, 1988; Thayer and Killeen, 1993]. As a result, F-region high latitude ther­
mospheric neutral winds tend to follow a similar pattern that of the convecting plasma 
and establish a twin cell circulation [Killeen et al., 1982] with dawn and dusk circulation 
cells. There is always a time lag involved in the momentum transfer from ions to the neu­
trals which is primarily dependent on the local ion density [Deng and Ridley, 2007]. This
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time lag varies in the range 0.5 - 6 hours and varies with the geomagnetic activity [Kosch 
et al., 2001]. An average time lag is ~2 hours for a geomagnetic active and ~3 hours for a 
geomagnetic quiet period [Kosch et al., 2001]. In practice, the response time at auroral lat­
itudes is often 30 min or less. If neutral air parcels spend sufficient time in the convection 
region for effective momentum transfer to occur, then they will adopt a flow similar to 
that of the ion convection. The neutral winds can sustain this flow pattern even long after 
ionospheric forcing dies down [Lyons et al., 1985]. Although the ionosphere comprises 
less than one percent of the mass of the upper atmosphere, it has a significant influence 
on thermospheric dynamics.
High latitude thermospheric wind patterns are dominated by antisunward flow over 
the polar cap. It is commonly observed that the thermospheric duskside circulation cell is 
always stronger than the dawnside circulation cell. This is because the Coriolis force acts 
against counterclockwise rotation in the dawn circulation cell and hence diminishes the 
vorticity of the dawn circulation cell in the northern hemisphere [Killeen et al., 1984].
Magnetospheric convection provides an energy source (Joule heating and particle 
heating) and momentum source (ion drag) for the neutral atmosphere. Overall, high 
latitude thermospheric neutral winds are primarily controlled by the combination of the 
heating induced pressure gradient (solar heating and Joule heating), momentum exchange 
between neutrals and the convecting ions (ion drag), and inertial forces [Kwak and Rich­
mond, 2007]. The time varying interplay between these drivers results in highly complex 
thermospheric wind circulation patterns. At higher altitudes, the neutral wind flow is 
shaped primarily by the interplay between ion drag and heating induced pressure gradi­
ent (solar heating and Joule heating); the contribution from inertial forces is small. How­
ever, at lower altitudes (for example in the lower thermosphere), tidal and Coriolis forces 
become increasingly dominant compared to ion drag [Killeen et al., 1984]. Both rocket cam­
paigns and unpublished Scanning Doppler Imager (SDI) data from Poker Flat at 557.7 nm 
show ion drag can be important down to as low as 120 km.
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2.2.2 Dependence on IMF and Geomagnetic Activity
During disturbed geomagnetic conditions, a large amount of energy is released from 
the magnetosphere into the auroral thermosphere. Feedback from the thermospheric 
response in turn enhances the electric fields and auroral particle precipitation. The in­
creased particle precipitation enhances the conductivity of thermosphere by heating and 
ionization [Buonsanto and Fuller-Rowell, 1997]. These augmented electric fields and con­
ductivity intensify the Joule heating (details discussed in Joule heating section 1.7.2 of 
chapter 1) of the thermosphere from tens of gigawatts (quiet time) to hundreds of gi- 
gawatts (severe geomagnetic disturbances). Unsurprisingly, the neutral wind flow is sig­
nificantly affected [Buonsanto and Fuller-Rowell, 1997; Wang et al., 1999].
Ionospheric convection and Joule heating both have strong dependence on the orien­
tation of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and geomagnetic activity [Cowley et al., 
1991; Heppner, 1972; Foster et al., 1983; McCormac and Smith, 1984; Burch et al., 1985; Hep- 
pner and Maynard, 1987; Kosch and Nielsen, 1995; Weimer, 1999, 2001; Papitashvili and Rich, 
2002; McHarg, 2005; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 2005]. Ionospheric convection can expand 
to lower latitudes with increasing geomagnetic activity. There can also be more than two 
convection cells depending on the configuration of the IMF [Kelly, 1989]. Neutral wind 
circulation and ionospheric convection are coupled via momentum exchange between 
ions are neutrals [Killeen et al., 1984; Thayer and Killeen, 1993], therefore, any change in the 
IMF and geomagnetic activity can significantly modify the neutral wind pattern at high 
latitudes [Killeen et al., 1982, 1985, 1995; McCormac and Smith, 1984; McCormac et al., 1985, 
1987; Rees et al., 1986; Sica et al., 1986a, 1989; Meriwether and Shih, 1987; Mccormac et al., 
1991; Hernandez et al., 1991; Niciejewski et al., 1992,1996; Richmond et al., 2003; Emmert et al., 
2006a,b, 2008; Kwak and Richmond, 2007,2014]. There is a time lag involved in the momen­
tum transfer from ions to neutral that is dependent on the local ion density [Kosch et al., 
2001; Deng and Ridley, 2007], so neutrals are not expected to replicate the changes in ion 
convection instantaneously or even exactly. The time lag implies that the neutral response 
will be a smoothed version of the ion convection. Under active geomagnetic conditions, 
the thermospheric circulation cells (dawn and dusk) expand to lower latitudes. With in­
creasing geomagnetic activity, polar cap antisunward wind speeds and return flow wind
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Figure 2.1: Disturbed vector winds as a function of geomagnetic activity (Kp) at high 
northern latitudes (top row), mid and low latitudes (middle row), and high southern 
latitudes (bottom row) [Emmert et al., 2008].
speeds (sunward) via lower latitudes also become stronger. The polar cap antisunward 
wind speeds vary between 300 m.sec-1 to 800 m.sec-1 for quiet to active geomagnetic con­
ditions [McCormac et al., 1987]. Such dependence of the circulation cells on geomagnetic 
activity is shown in Figure 2.1.
The IMF influences the ionospheric component of the thermosphere-ionosphere cou­
pled system and drives much of its variability. Ionospheric convection has strong depen­
dence on the IMF and geomagnetic activity. Via the ion-neutral momentum coupling, 
the thermospheric wind circulation patters are dependent on these quantities. Although
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thermospheric winds at high latitudes have been studied for many decades, we still know 
relatively little about how they respond to the strength and configuration of the interplan­
etary magnetic field under quiet, moderate, and disturbed geomagnetic conditions. Sev­
eral independent systematic studies of the dependence of thermospheric neutral wind 
on the IMF by employing diverse data sets from individual Fabry-Perot interferometer 
(FPI) observatories around the globe, Wind Imaging Interferometer (WINDII), Challeng­
ing minisatellite payload (CHAMP), Dynamic Explorer satellites (DE1 and DE2), physics- 
based theoretical wind models, and empirical wind models have been done in past [Mc- 
Cormac and Smith, 1984; McCormac et al., 1985; Rees et al., 1986; Sica et al., 1989; Mccormac 
et al., 1991; Hernandez et al., 1991; Killeen et al., 1995; Richmond et al., 2003; Emmert et al., 
2006a,b, 2008; Kwak and Richmond, 2007,2014; Forster et al., 2008; Forster and Cnossen, 2013; 
Forster et al., 2011]. The key findings of these studies are discussed below.
The dependence of neutral winds on IMF is non-linear [Richmond et al., 2003]. In the 
southern hemisphere during summer time, IMF effects on the neutral wind flows are de­
tectable down to ~105 km [Richmond et al., 2003]. Above 125 km, thermospheric winds 
show considerable similarity with the ionospheric convection patterns. Around 120 km 
altitude, the dawnside thermospheric convection cell responds strongly to the variations 
in Bz component of IMF. On the other hand, the duskside thermospheric circulation cell 
respond to Bz above ~140 km. For positive Bz, the dawnside and duskside thermospheric 
circulation cells remain confined to higher latitudes, but for negative Bz they expand to 
lower latitudes as a result of the expansion of ionospheric convection cells (in a similar 
fashion how neutral winds respond to geomagnetic activity as studied in Emmert et al. 
[2008]). The average neutral wind speed often exceeds 300 m.sec-1 . In the southern hemi­
sphere, the neutral wind flow is anticyclonic for negative By and cyclonic for positive By. 
These wind features are depicted in Figure 2.2.
The IMF By component exerts a strong influence on the geomagnetically quiet time 
high latitude wind patterns, particularly in the magnetic midnight sector. An increase 
in solar irradiance strengthens the high latitude wind response to By. The direction of 
vector winds respond to any changes in the orientation of By as shown in Figure 2.3. For 
positive By, the neutral wind flows in the northern (southern) hemisphere are directed
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Figure 2.2: Difference winds at various IMF conditions and altitudes. The difference 
winds were produced by subtracting the wind obtained at mentioned By and Bz from 
the winds obtained at By = Bz = 0 [Richmond et al., 2003].
more toward the dusk (dawn) sector than the winds for negative By. Quiet time wind 
response to By are even detectable as low as 53N magnetic latitude [Emmert et al., 2006b].
During periods of persistent positive Bz and relatively low By, neutral winds in the 
geomagnetic polar cap are sometimes observed to be sunward. Such winds are rarely 
observed when By/Bz ratio exceeds 1, and are not observed for Bz less than 4 nT. In the 
northern hemisphere polar cap, maximum velocity antisunward winds are observed on 
the duskside (dawnside) during periods of northward IMF and negative (positive) Bz. 
Wind speed of the cross polar jet is largest for negative Bz and negative By IMF conditions 
in the northern hemisphere, but for negative Bz and positive By IMF conditions in the 
southern hemisphere. At high southern latitudes, variance in wind speed is larger than 
for the northern hemisphere, which is presumably due to larger separation between the 
geomagnetic and geographic pole in the southern hemisphere compared to the northern 
hemisphere. Such wind features are depicted in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: High latitude F-region neutral horizontal winds derived from FPI observa­
tions from the northern (top row) and southern (bottom row) hemispheres under quiet 
geomagnetic conditions during winter solstice. Wind dials in left (right) column are for 
low (high) solar EUV conditions. In the northern hemisphere, outer ring represents data 
from Sondre Stomfjord FPI and inner ring from Thule. For the southern hemisphere, data 
is from South Pole FPI [Emmert et al., 2006b].
2.2.3 Seasonal and Solar Cycle Dependence
Many systematic studies of the thermospheric wind flows have investigated their sea­
sonal and solar cycle dependence [e.g., Hernandez and Roble, 1984; Crickmore, 1994; Killeen 
et al., 1995; Aruliah et al., 1996; Griffin et al., 2004; Emmert et al., 2006a]. At high latitudes, 
thermospheric wind speeds tend to increase with increasing solar EUV irradiance. The 
high latitude thermospheric wind patterns are dominated by antisunward flows over the 
polar cap. Antisunward wind speeds generally increase with increasing solar extreme ul­
traviolet (EUV) irradiation (as shown in Figure 2.5), and the winds are generally stronger 
during equinox than during winter. Aruliah et al. [1996] observed an equinoctial asym-
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Figure 2.4: Thermospheric horizontal neutral winds for the northern (left panel) and 
southern (right panel) hemispheres for different By and Bz conditions. The outer circle 
is at 60 degree magnetic latitude. The GSM y-z coordinate directions and scaled vector 
length is shown at the center of each panel [Forster et al., 2008].
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Figure 2.5: High latitude quiet time winter solstice F-region neutral winds derived from 
FPI measurements in the northern (left panel) and southern (right panel) hemispheres. 
In the northern hemisphere, FPI data is from three stations: Millstone Hill (outer ring; 
only north-looking results are shown), Sondre Stromfjord, and Thule (inner ring). In the 
southern hemisphere, FPI data is from two stations: Halley (outer ring) and South Pole 
(two inner rings) [Emmert et al., 2006b].
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metry in high latitude winds over Kiruna, Sweden. The observed average equatorward 
velocities were larger during the March equinox than September equinox at both solar 
maximum and minimum conditions.
2.3 Vertical Winds
The upper atmosphere is stably stratified as discussed in chapter 1, but the presence of 
vertical winds can significantly disrupt the diffusive equilibrium and transport species 
from the lower to the upper thermospheric or vice versa. As a consequence, they can 
disrupt chemical equilibrium at various altitudes in the thermosphere and modify the 
production and loss mechanism rates of ionospheric and thermospheric species. Usually, 
vertical winds are expected to be only minor disturbance in the thermospheric dynamics, 
but they are now known to be playing an important role in the dynamics of the upper 
atmosphere. Localized heating events cause upwelling of air; for mass continuity, the 
corresponding downwelling must occur somewhere. Modeling studies by Killeen et al. 
[1984]; Rishbeth et al. [1985,1987] have shown that vertical winds can significantly modify 
the atmospheric composition, horizontal thermospheric circulation, and energy balance 
of the upper atmosphere. Upwelling in the thermosphere, for example, lifts molecular 
nitrogen and nitric oxide from the lower to the upper thermosphere. Increased molecu­
lar nitrogen leads to increased recombination rates and hence reduced ion and electron 
densities, whereas the lifting of nitric oxide causes cooling in the upper thermosphere. A 
decrease in ion concentration results in weaker ion-neutral coupling and influences other 
electrodynamical processes.
There exist a number of possible drivers of the vertical winds. A complete detailed 
discussion of the various potential sources of the vertical winds is given in Smith [1998] 
and recently in Larsen and Meriwether [2012]. Both identified diurnal expansion and con­
traction of the thermosphere due to solar heating, localized heating by Joule and particle 
precipitation, and wave motions (atmospheric tides and gravity waves) as the primary 
sources of the vertical winds.
Direct measurements of vertical wind started with the observations by ground-based 
optical Doppler spectrometers by observing Doppler shift in auroral and airglow emis­
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sions [Smith, 1980; Burnside et al., 1981; Hernandez, 1982; Rees et al., 1984a; Wardill and Jacka, 
1986; Price and Jacka, 1991; Price et al., 1995; Sipler et al., 1995], tracking luminous vapor 
trails left by rockets [Rees, 1969; Rieger, 1974], satellites in the upper atmosphere [Spencer 
et al., 1976,1982]. These techniques have been in use for a long time, and are still used to­
day. Recently, vertical winds have been measured with incoherent scatter radars [Oyama 
et al., 2005].
The diurnal cycle of contraction and expansion of the atmosphere due to solar heat­
ing is expected to drive vertical winds of small amplitude (~1-3 m.sec 1) [Smith, 1998]. 
Conde and Dyson [1995b] used 103 nights of FPI 630 nm observations from Mawson (67.6S, 
62.9E, Inv 70.5S), Antarctica and concluded that for low geomagnetic activity, the diurnal 
variation in vertical wind was -2.6 to 3.0 m.sec-1 . This variation was -6.8 to 4.1 m.sec-1 
in the case of moderate geomagnetic conditions. Smith and Hernandez [1995] measured 40 
m.sec-1 average diurnal variation in vertical wind amplitude at the South Pole. Vertical 
winds of the order of 10 m.sec-1 are common at low, mid, and high latitudes [Larsen and 
Meriwether, 2012]. Vertical wind magnitude increases slightly with increase in altitude 
(from E-region to F-region).
Joule and particle heating are two primary sources of energy at auroral latitudes (as 
discussed in sections 1.7.2 and 1.7.3 of chapter 1). They cause localized heating of the ther­
mosphere that can drive vertical winds of the order of few m.sec-1 to ~100 -200 m.sec-1 . 
Such larger vertical winds at auroral latitudes have been reported by the observation from 
both satellites [Spencer et al., 1982] and ground-based Doppler spectrometers [Rees et al., 
1984a; Wardill and Jacka, 1986; Price et al., 1995; Innis et al., 1999]. A study of vertical winds 
by Spencer et al. [1982] using data from the Wind and Temperature Spectrometer (WATS) 
on board the DE2 reported vertical winds of the magnitude of 100-250 m.sec-1 in the po­
lar cap region and 10-20 m.sec-1 at lower latitudes with an estimated uncertainty of 20-30 
m.sec-1 (due to uncertainty in the spacecraft altitude). They observed that large upwelling 
vertical winds were in correlation with the increase in temperature, suggesting that tem­
perature enhancement at lower altitudes due to localized Joule heating in the polar cap 
was likely the driver. Crickmore et al. [1991] studied the vertical winds within the vicinity 
of Halley, Antarctica (75.60S, 26.21W) and observed strong downward vertical winds of
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the order of 50 m.sec-1 with frequent occurrence when the station was located under the 
equatorward edge of the auroral oval. Upward vertical winds of the magnitude >100 
m.sec-1 were observed poleward of the auroral oval by Innis et al. [1999] using 630 nm 
observations with FPI located in Antarctica at Davis (68.6S, 78.0E, Inv 74.6S) and Mawson 
(67.6S, 62.9E, Inv 70.5S). The separation between these two observatories is ~600 km, but 
Mawson stays mostly under the auroral oval while Davis passes from under the auroral 
oval into the polar cap.
Price et al. [1995] measured vertical winds in the upper (~240 km) and lower (~130 km) 
thermosphere by observing 630 nm and 557.7 nm nightglow auroral and airglow emis­
sions with a high resolution scanning FPI located at Poker Flat, Alaska. Vertical winds 
and temperature were measured simultaneously for 21 nights. They reported two signif­
icant upwelling events that lasted between 15 and 25 min and occurred simultaneously 
at both altitudes. During active geomagnetic conditions, they observed peak vertical up- 
welling winds of the order of 42 m.sec-1 in the lower thermosphere and 138 m.sec-1 in 
the upper thermosphere. These upwellings were correlated with ~200 K temperature 
increase in the lower thermosphere. On both occasions, the observation locations were 
located on the poleward side of the auroral oval, and these upwellings were observed 
during the expansion phase of the substorm.
Ishii et al. [2001] observed vertical winds using two different types of FPIs located at 
Poker Flat. They observed 557.7 nm and 630 nm auroral and airglow emissions simulta­
neously from the lower (E-region) and upper (F-region) thermosphere similar to as dis­
cussed in Price et al. [1995]. They often observed vertical winds simultaneously at both 
wavelengths. In the upper thermosphere, upward (downward) vertical winds were of­
ten present in the presence of aurora equatorward (poleward) of the observatory. These 
observations are consistent with observations of other studies discussed above. Vertical 
winds at different heights showed different behaviors when thin bright aurora passed 
over the observatory. Ishii et al. [2004] observed vertical winds in the lower (E-region) and 
upper (F-region) thermosphere using FPIs located at Poker Flat and Eagle, Alaska dur­
ing the Horizontal E-Region Experiment (HEX) campaign in 2003. These observatories 
are separated by ~300 km, but lie at same geographic latitude. From 13 nights of obser­
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vations, they found a high correlation between temporal variations in the lower thermo­
spheric vertical winds observed at these two observatories, suggesting that vertical winds 
in the lower thermosphere were uniform along the auroral arc. On the other hand, they 
observed a poor correlation between variations in vertical winds observed from the upper 
thermosphere. Kosch et al. [2000] reported only weak coupling between the E-region and 
F-regions vertical winds using vertical winds data from Ramfjord and Skibotn, which are 
only by 45 km away. They reported an increase in coupling with increasing geomagnetic 
activity. Ishii [2005] studied the relationship between the lower thermospheric vertical 
wind and location of ionosphere currents in the polar region. He used 557.7 nm emissions 
recorded by a FPI located at Poker Flat to estimate vertical winds from the lower thermo­
sphere (~ 110-140 km altitudes). This height is close to the peak height of the ionospheric 
currents which is a source of Joule heating. He estimated ionospheric currents using the 
magnetometer data from Kaktovik, Fort Yukon, Poke Flat, and Gakona. In his single 
night case study, he found that after 1130 UT, the downwelling wind flow was dominant 
equatorward of the ionospheric current, while upwelling was dominant poleward of the 
ionospheric current. This relation was opposite before 1130 UT (Figure 2.6).
In a similar study of vertical winds at high latitudes, Greet et al. [2002] calculated mean 
vertical winds using over four years of data (1997 - 2000) from two southern high latitude 
stations (Mawson (67.6S, 62.9E, Inv 70.5S) and Davis (68.6S, 78.0E, Inv 74.6S). Although 
the distance between two stations is ~600 km, they recorded quite different mean thermo­
spheric vertical winds. Mean hourly vertical winds at Mawson were between -10 m.sec-1 
to +4 m.sec-1 and showed little dependence on Kp index. On the other hand, mean hourly 
vertical wind at Davis varied between -10 m.sec-1 to 10 m.sec-1 and showed a significant 
dependence on Kp. They found that the location of the observatory relative to the auroral 
oval had a major influence on the estimated mean vertical winds. They observed small 
amplitude mean vertical winds within the auroral oval, downward winds on the equator- 
ward boundary of the auroral oval, and large vertical winds poleward of the auroral oval 
(downward in early magnetic evening and upward around magnetic midnight). This be­
havior of the vertical winds relative to the position of the auroral oval was in agreement 
with the studies mentioned above. Such vertical wind behavior is shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.6: Vertical wind velocity as function of universal time (UT) observed with FPI 
at zenith of Poker Flat, Alaska on 05 Dec 1999 (Top panel). Estimated peaks of the iono­
spheric currents derived from ground-based magnetometers located in Alaska, as func­
tion of magnetic latitude and universal time (Bottom panel). Red (blue) circles represent 
currents in Eastward (westward) direction. The size and color of circles represent the 
magnitude and the direction of the ionospheric current [Ishii, 2005].
Gravity waves transfer energy and momentum from the lower to the upper atmo­
sphere and play an important role in driving the thermospheric vertical winds. Spencer 
et al. [1976] studied variations in the neutral vertical winds and temperatures using N2  
measurements from the Atmospheric Explorer-C. They concluded that the observed vari­
ations in the vertical winds and temperatures were due to gravity waves in the auroral 
zone. Wardill and Jacka [1986] observed oscillatory behavior of vertical winds derived 
from 630 nm emissions from Mawson, Antarctica for both quiet time and disturbed ge­
omagnetic conditions. They linked this oscillatory behavior of vertical winds with the 
thermospheric gravity waves. Johnson and Killeen [1995] observed perturbation of the or-
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Figure 2.7: Hourly mean vertical winds from two southern hemisphere stations (Davis 
and Mawson) for quiet (Kp < 2, left panel) and active (Kp < 3, right panel) geomagnetic 
conditions. The locations and magnitude of upward and downward vertical winds with 
respect to the auroral oval is represented by "circles" and "crosses" markers respectively 
[Greet et al., 2002].
der of 100 m.sec-1 in the vertical winds measured by the DE2 at altitudes above 250 km. 
These perturbations were caused by the gravity waves with horizontal wavelength (along 
the satellite path) of about 500 km. Such features were also recorded in the ion vertical ve­
locity and temperatures. They inferred vertical displacement of the order of 10 km with a 
time period of 1000 seconds and horizontal phase progression from nightside to dayside. 
In most of the events, they observed gravity waves extended all the way across the polar 
cap.
Innis and Conde [2001, 2002] studied vertical winds from 250 to 650 km altitude using 
the WATS spectrometer observations on the DE3 satellite. They selected a sliding win­
dow of 120 sec which was equivalent to ^900 km in the distance and then mapped the 
standard deviation of vertical winds in local time and invariant latitude. Results were 
separated by altitude, AE index, and solar zenith angle. No significant differences in 
the high latitude vertical wind activity in between hemispheres were observed and ver­
tical wind activity showed no correlation with solar zenith angle. Vertical wind activity
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changed slightly with the increase in altitude. However, this study found a clear relation­
ship between the vertical wind activity and geomagnetic activity (indicated by AE index). 
At high altitudes, they found an increase in the vertical wind activity with the increase 
in geomagnetic activity as depicted in Figure 2.8. The authors related this vertical wind
Figure 2.8: Vertical wind standard deviation (o(Vz) in m.sec-1) derived from the WATS 
spectrometer observations on the DE3 satellite presented on southern (top row) and 
northern (bottom row) polar maps (bins of 0.5 h LMT and 5° invariant latitude) for 
AE < 250 nT (first column), 250 nT < AE < 500 nT (second column), and AE > 500 nT 
[Innis and Conde, 2002].
behavior to the activity of gravity waves in the polar region, which also changes with 
the change in geomagnetic activity. A study by Johnson and Killeen [1995] also recorded 
many wavelike structures in the WATS vertical wind time series. A study by Mayr et al. 
[1990] using DE2 data concluded that the auroral oval is likely the cause of gravity waves 
in the polar cap. A study of vertical and horizontal winds using two different types of
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FPI instruments located at Ramfjord, Norway by Ishii et al. [1999] also reported wave-like 
structures in the vertical winds in the lower and upper thermosphere. However, in this 
study these structures were not always in phase.
Horizontal and vertical winds are coupled by the mass continuity
treatment given in Burnside et al. [1981] for incompressible atmosphere, the above expres­
sion can be reduced to:
where H  is the atmospheric scale height of the layer in consideration and Vh ■ U is the 
horizontal divergence; w, u, and v are the vertical, zonal, and meridional components
from divergence and vice versa if scale height H is known. Burnside et al. [1981] suggested 
that vertical winds drive horizontal divergent flows. Crickmore [1993] used thermospheric 
density data recorded by DE2 to study the assumption of atmosphere incompressibility 
for calculating vertical winds from horizontal divergence and found this assumption ac­
ceptable in most of the cases.
Smith and Hernandez [1995] studied thermospheric winds over the South Pole and in­
vestigated the relationship between vertical winds and divergence in horizontal winds. 
The calculated divergence of the horizontal wind was of the order of 10-3sec-1 . They 
found that vertical winds were driven by divergence in the horizontal winds. Also, verti­
cal winds were proportional to the calculated divergences in the horizontal winds, but the 
proportionality constant was found to be twice the typical scale height at the altitude of 
measurement. Upward vertical winds were driven by horizontal convergence (negative 
divergence), and downward vertical winds were driven by positive horizontal divergence 
as shown in Figure 2.9. Vertical wind and divergence exhibited similar behaviors in both 
the lower and upper thermosphere.
—  + V . (P U) = 0 (2.1)
where P is the density and U is the neutral wind velocity. This equation states that tem­
poral change in mass density is solely related to divergence of the mass flux. Using the
(2.2)
(2.3)
of wind field respectively. The above relation shows that vertical wind can be estimated
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This behavior of vertical wind with divergence observed by Smith and Hernandez [1995] 
was opposite to what was suggested by Burnside et al. [1981]. Anderson et al. [2011] reached 
similar conclusions as of Burnside et al. [1981] based on analysis of FPI data from Maw­
son and Davis, Antarctica. Smith and Hernandez [1995] and Rees et al. [1984b] suggest that 
divergence (for example imposed by ion drag) in the horizontal winds was the driving 
force for vertical winds, not the other way around as suggested by Burnside et al. [1981] 
and Anderson et al. [2011].
Vertical Wind and Divergence Vertical Wind and Divergence
Upper Thermosphere Lower Thermosphere
Divergence Divergence
Figure 2.9: Variation of vertical wind with divergence in the horizontal wind for the upper 
(left panel) and lower (right panel) thermosphere [Smith and Hernandez, 1995].
Analysis by Guo and McEwen [2003] of vertical wind data from five winters recorded 
by FPIs in the northern hemisphere polar cap suggests that vertical winds are driving 
horizontal divergences. Although Guo and McEwen [2003] found a linear relationship be­
tween horizontal divergence and vertical wind, saturation in divergence associated with 
the strong upward vertical wind events was also reported. Ishii et al. [1999] investigated 
the correlation coefficient between vertical wind and horizontal divergence using two dif­
ferent types of FPIs located at Ramfjord, Norway. Although the correlation between the 
horizontal wind divergence and vertical wind varied with time, the sign of coefficient was 
negative for most of the time. On the basis of the sign of correlation, Ishii et al. [1999] sug-
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gested that most of the time vertical motion was driven by divergence in the horizontal 
wind that is in agreement with the studies of Rees et al. [1984b] and Smith and Hernandez 
[1995].
The thermospheric vertical wind component is often used to determine the zero-velocity 
baseline for the ground-based spectroscopic observations. For deriving Doppler shift 
from recorded spectra, it is commonly assumed that average vertical wind over the entire 
night should be zero. A study by Aruliah and Rees [1995] discussed the trouble with using 
this assumption for obtaining zero Doppler shift. They investigated 1242 nights of data 
from the high latitude FPI observatory located at Kiruna, Sweden (68N, 20E) and found 
that mean vertical winds have dependence on universal time (UT), season, solar activity, 
and geomagnetic activity. The use of zero vertical wind assumption would add a sys­
tematic bias in calculated Doppler shifts, which can be of the order of 5 m.sec-1 for quiet 
geomagnetic conditions and 10-20 m.sec-1 for active geomagnetic conditions. However, 
the zero vertical wind assumption can only be used when observation periods are long 
(typically in mid-winter), and geomagnetic conditions are quiet.
2.4 Small-scale Structures
In the traditional picture of Earth's thermosphere, it is widely presumed that its con­
vective stability and enormous kinematic viscosity attenuate wind gradients, and hence 
smooth out any structure present in the wind over scale sizes of several hundreds of 
kilometers. Also, the neutral gas is assumed to respond very slowly to magnetospheric 
forcing because of its large inertia. That is why it is most commonly treated as a back­
ground and easily predictable medium. For such a medium, air parcel trajectories would 
be relatively simple and transport processes would only slowly disperse and mixes air 
masses. This means that regions of perturbed chemical composition formed for exam­
ple by an intense aurora or any other processes, would be expected to remain intact for 
many hours or even days. However, independent systematic studies have shown that 
this simple picture does not hold in practice [e.g., Meriwether et al., 1973, 1988; Conde and 
Smith, 1995, 1998a,b; Killeen et al., 1995; Greet et al., 1999; Aruliah and Griffin, 2001; Aruliah 
et al., 2004]. Thermospheric dynamics is quite complex especially at high latitudes, and
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thermospheric wind fields have much more local spatial scale structures than expected 
from simple considerations.
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Figure 2.10: Zonal (solid line) and meridional (dashed line) wind profiles at magnetic 
equator (left panel) and 480 km north along the magnetic meridian (right panel) near 
sunset on 23 September 1994 [Larsen and Odom, 1997].
SEEK Experiment
Figure 2.11: Zonal (solid line) and meridional (dashed line) wind shears at Kyushu (33N, 
131E) from chemical release on 20 Aug 1996 [Larsen et al., 1998].
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2.4.1 Vertical Structures
Sounding rocket chemical releases provide the most direct measurements of the neutral 
wind altitude profile, but with a very limited temporal coverage. Since 1958, more than 
400 such in-situ measurements of the wind profiles of the upper atmosphere that cover 
a wide range of latitudes, longitudes, seasons, and local times have been made [Larsen, 
2002]. A number of chemical release studies observed the presence of large vertical shears 
in the lower thermosphere (bottom side of E-region). For example, a study of E-region 
thermosphere by Larsen and Odom [1997] in the vicinity of magnetic equator reported 
maximum wind speeds of the order of 80-100 m.sec-1 and wind direction reversal over 
the altitude scales of 10-15 km. Such a wind behavior is shown in Figure 2.10. At an 
altitude of ~105 km, Larsen et al. [1998] reported wind maximum of around 150 m.sec-1 
and strong shears in zonal wind (~50 m.sec-1 .km-1) as shown in Figure 2.11. In a similar 
study, Rees et al. [1976] observed wind speeds of 130 m.sec-1 near 104 km altitude and 
wind shears of the same order as measured by Larsen et al. [1998]. Larsen [2002] combined 
the four decades of wind measurements obtained with the chemical release technique. 
The combined results showed three consistent features: 1. wind maximum of the order of 
100 m.sec-1 in the altitude range 100-110 km, 2. large shears (maximum 100 m.sec-1 .km-1) 
at the bottom side of the E-region, and 3. strong shears at vertical scales of ~10 km or less. 
In 60% of the cases, wind measurements exceeded 100 m.sec-1 . The shear magnitudes 
obtained from this study are presented in Figure 2.12; both zonal and meridional shears 
are presented in Figure 2.13.
The in-situ measurements obtained by tracing chemical releases provide an extended 
altitude coverage, but with limited temporal coverage at high cost and technical complex­
ity. On the other hand, ground-based optical techniques provide limited altitude range, 
but with extensive temporal coverage. That is why the most extensive horizontal wind 
measurements have come from ground-based optical techniques. F-region thermospheric 
winds and temperatures are most commonly observed using the 630 nm red line emission, 
and E-region winds and temperatures using the 557 nm green line emission.
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Figure 2.12: Altitude profile of shear magnitudes for all the low and mid-latitude data 
accumulated during the last four decades [Larsen, 2002].
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Figure 2.13: Altitude profile of zonal (left panel) and meridional (right panel) shears for 
all the low and mid-latitude data obtained from last four decades [Larsen, 2002].
2.4.2 Horizontal Structures
Any low cadence point measurements of a wind field that has significant spatial structure 
will fail to fully describe the dynamics of that wind field. This is the case for narrow field 
Fabry-Perot Interferometers (FPIs). It is difficult to resolve localized and short period
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fluctuations with them. This is due to their limited spatial resolution and time required 
to complete an observation sequence. Rees and Greenaway [1983] and Rees et al. [1984a] 
described the use of a wide angle viewing FPI (called Doppler Imaging System (DIS)) to 
detect small-scale short living structures in the horizontal thermospheric wind fields by 
observing thermospheric winds over a wide geographic area at high temporal resolution. 
Rees et al. [1984a] used DIS located at Kiruna, Sweden (67.8N, 21.2E) in conjunction with 
a collocated traditional FPI on a geomagnetically active night, and observed fluctuations 
of the order of ±  150 m.sec-1 with associated spatial scale of 100-200 km in the F-region 
horizontal wind flows within an 800 km diameter region of observation. Batten and Rees 
[1990] used the DIS data sets from 1987-1988 winter and confirmed the highly dynamical 
behavior of thermosphere at high latitudes. They reported high variability at small spa­
tial scales (~50 km) and small temporal scales (~10 min) in the thermospheric horizontal 
wind fields. Rapid spatial wind reversals at the equatorward edge of the auroral oval 
within less than 100 km were regularly observed, particularly during active geomagnetic 
conditions. They also reported regular short period convergence and divergence events 
in the horizontal wind fields during active geomagnetic conditions. Some of the events 
were related to rapid changes in local auroral brightness. Rees et al. [1998] used 630 nm 
emissions with two advanced DISs located in Kiruna, Sweden and Longyearbyen, Sval­
bard and observed a significant amount of spatial variability within a 400 km diameter. A 
line-of-sight (LOS) wind difference of ~100 m.sec-1 was observed between the opposite 
cardinal look directions separated by ~400 km.
Aruliah and Griffin [2001] studied the response of thermospheric F-region horizontal 
neutral winds and temperatures to ionospheric changes over the meso-scales (spatial and 
temporal) by utilizing neutral wind data from three northern Scandinavian FPIs (located 
at Kiruna, Sweden (67.8N, 20.4E), Kilpisjarvi, Finland (69.2N, 20.8E), Longyearbyen, Sval­
bard (78.2N, 15.6E)), and ionospheric plasma convection measurements from the EISCAT 
radar. Significant gradients in the average neutral zonal winds were present near Kiruna. 
They observed a change in wind speed of the order of 150 m.sec-1 in a time period shorter 
than 40 min. The neutral wind behavior changed with the change in geomagnetic activ­
ity. Results of this study showed that neutrals are capable of responding to ionospheric
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variations with spatial scale sizes less than a few hundred kilometers and temporal scales 
of tens of minutes. Another study by Aruliah et al. [2005] using tristatic winds reported 
similar results. Griffin et al. [2008] used a Scanning Doppler Imager (SCANDI) located at 
Nordlysstasjonen optical observatory near Longyearbyen and reported strong enhance­
ment in the LOS winds, and LOS wind speed differences of ~100 m.sec-1 at two differ­
ent regions of the thermosphere separated by ~200 km. Simultaneous measurements of 
vertical winds and temperatures showed that the regions of strong enhancements were 
dominated by Joule heating at that time.
McCormac et al. [1985] studied high latitude thermospheric winds from the upper ther­
mosphere obtained with DE2 along its track and illustrated the presence of sharp wind 
gradients near the equatorward edge of the auroral oval. Narrow wind reversals were 
observed most of the time on the duskside of thermospheric circulation. They reported 
antisunward polar cap wind flows of the order of 500 m.sec-1 and return flow via dusk- 
side cell of the order of 400 m.sec-1 . Large wind gradients were often observed along the 
track of DE2 at high latitudes, which suggest that these sharp wind gradients are a per­
sistent feature of the high latitude upper thermospheric wind flows. An example of four 
such orbits showing significant wind gradients along the track of the satellite is presented 
in Figure 2.14. The investigations of [McCormac et al., 1987] showed that the wind gradi­
ents present along the duskside auroral oval become more stronger and move to lower 
latitudes with increasing geomagnetic activity. Killeen and Roble [1988] combined the si­
multaneous measurements of the global scale auroral luminosity from DE1 and neutral 
winds over the northern polar cap (winter time) derived from DE2. These simultaneous 
measurements provided the direct evidence of the relationship between spatial distribu­
tion of aurora and F-region neutral wind circulation at high latitude. According to this 
study, spatially narrow wind reversals were often present at the poleward edge of the 
duskside auroral oval. Such an example is shown in Figure 2.15.
Conde and Smith [1995, 1998b]; Conde et al. [2001]; Anderson et al. [2012]; Dhadly et al. 
[2015] used a newly developed wavelength scanning Doppler imaging FPI, known as 
"SDI" (refer to appendix A for details of SDI) located at Poker Flat (Alaska) to map ther­
mospheric wind fields at high spatial and temporal resolution. The biggest advantage of
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Figure 2.14: Vector neutral wind measurements (in geomagnetic polar coordinates) along 
the track of DE2 during a) orbit 1861, b) orbit 1755, c) orbit 1853 and d) orbit 1749. The 
curved hatched line represents the solar terminator [McCormac et al., 1985].
using SDI compared to DIS was its wavelength scanning etalon, because multiple etalon 
scans would suppress any distortion in the spectra resulted from any spatial auroral in­
tensity gradients present in the sky. This allowed simultaneous optical measurements of 
airglow from many tens of locations across the sky (^144 full field of view) at a spatial 
resolution of the order of ^50 km (at an altitude of the 630.0 nm emission), and with inte­
gration times as low as 1-2 minutes during aurorally active conditions (and 3-5 minutes 
during normal viewing conditions) with minimal distortion in spectra. These studies in­
vestigated the behavior of horizontal neutral winds over a geographic latitudinal range 
of around 60N to 70N with aurora and ionospheric plasma convection. These studies 
revealed the presence of strong latitudinal gradients in the F-region horizontal winds as­
sociated with ion drag and diurnal pressure gradient. The latitudinal wind gradients
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were stronger in the pre-magnetic midnight sector than the post-magnetic midnight sec­
tor above Alaska. These strong gradients were associated with the equatorward and pole­
ward boundaries of the discrete aurora. In our recent study Dhadly et al. [2015], discussed 
in chapter 5, suggests the presence of structures with spatial size smaller than 40 km in 
the upper thermosphere. Such small-scale structures have not been reported before.
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Figure 2.15: Vector neutral winds (yellow) from DE2 superposed on auroral UV images 
from DE1. For each panel, sun is at the top pf the figure and dusk to the left. The orbit 
number of DE2 is given at the top of each panel [Killeen and Roble, 1988].
In the traditional picture of Earth's thermosphere, it is widely presumed that its con­
vective stability and enormous kinematic viscosity attenuate wind gradients, and hence 
smooth out any structure present in the wind over scale sizes of several hundreds of kilo­
meters. However, above discussed experimental studies shows that thermosphere can re­
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spond quickly to magnetospheric forcing and have much more dynamical structure than 
predicted by models. There are only a few modeling studies [e.g., Walterscheid et al., 1985; 
Keskinen and Satyanarayana, 1993] that have predicted the development of strong shears in 
the vicinity of auroral arcs of on spatial scales of the order of tens of hundred kilometers.
2.5 Thermospheric Spectroscopic Emissions: Airglow and Aurora
Airglow is the faint emission of light from electronically and/or vibration-rotationally 
excited atoms and molecules in the Earth's upper atmosphere. Airglow is generally 
diffuse and unstructured. Solar X-rays, UV, and EUV photons supply energy to upper 
atmospheric species, causing their photoionization and photodissociation, which often 
leaves the atoms and molecules in unstable excited states that will re-radiate after spend­
ing some lifetime in the excited state. During this lifetime, the excited atoms/molecules 
may undergo collisions and distribute their energy (quenching). If excited species are 
not quenched before their radiative lifetimes, they return to their ground states by releas­
ing excess energy in the form of photons at particular wavelengths. The photochemical 
sources of the excited states that are responsible for airglow emissions are present every­
where; that is why airglow is always diffuse and is a global phenomenon that occurs at 
all latitudes. At lower altitudes, the collision frequencies are so high (due to increased 
particle number density) that it leads to the quenching of excited states long before the 
atoms and molecules can re-radiate. This is why airglow does not occur in the lower 
atmosphere.
Airglow is most commonly separated into three categories: Dayglow, twilightglow 
and nightglow. The distinction arises because of the varying role of sunlight in exciting 
the emissions. As expected, dayglow describes airglow during the daytime, while night- 
glow describes night time airglow. Twilightglow occurs during twilight hours when sun­
light illuminates the upper atmosphere. Daytime airglow is produced by resonant and 
fluorescent scattering of sunlight, as well as by photochemical reactions. Nightglow, by 
contrast, is only produced by recombination of the species that were photodissociated or 
photoionized by sunlight during daytime. Twilightglow and nightglow are much easier 
to observe than dayglow because of the direct and Rayleigh scattering of sunlight dur-
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ing daytime by the lower atmosphere which is so bright that it overwhelms the weaker 
airglow signal.
The most commonly and easily observed nightglow emissions are from atomic oxy­
gen (at wavelengths 557.7 nm, 630 nm, 636.4 nm), sodium (at wavelengths 589-589.6 nm), 
and Meinel hydroxyl bands. During the twilight period, certain spectral emissions for 
example sodium at 589 nm and 589.3 nm are much stronger than during nighttime.
Although aurora is also emission of light from electronically and/or vibration-rotationally 
excited atoms and molecules in the Earth's upper atmosphere, it is regarded as a separate 
phenomenon to airglow because it is excited by collisions with precipitating auroral par­
ticles. Aurora occurs most commonly in diffuse, pulsating patches, and highly structured 
bright and localized arcs. Auroral emissions occur at high latitudes in the auroral oval 
(near the boundary region between open and closed field lines of the Earth's magnetic 
field). Energetic particles (in most cases electrons) accelerated in the magnetosphere can 
penetrate deep (~100 km) into the Earth's upper atmosphere along (mostly) open mag­
netic field lines and collide (inelastic collision) with other upper atmospheric species. It 
results in their ionization, dissociation, or excitation. These excited species then release 
excess energy in the form of optical radiation (auroral emissions). Quenching of the ex­
cited species occurs in similar manner to airglow as discussed above. Auroral precipi­
tating particles (with energy well above the ambient thermal energy) excite a consider­
able number of spectral emissions and bands from upper atmospheric constituents, out 
of which 557.7 nm and 630 nm are among the strongest features of visible airglow and 
auroral spectrum.
The so called oxygen "red line" (630 nm) and "green line" emissions (557.7 nm) come 
from the upper and lower thermosphere respectively, and are probably the two most 
studied of all airglow and auroral emissions for remote sensing the upper and lower ther­
mospheric dynamics. Airglow emissions from Meinel hydroxyl bands at various wave­
lengths (between 300 nm to 4000 nm) are widely used for remote sensing the mesopause 
dynamics.
The work presented here in chapters 3, 4, and 5 is based solely on observations at 
630 nm wavelength. The research work presented in appendix B is based on using OH
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emission observations from (6,2) Meinel band at 843 nm  (also known as P1(3) emission 
line) from the mesopause (^85 km). So, in the following discussion, we will focus only on 
the emissions at 630 nm  and 843 nm  wavelengths.
Figure 2.16: Lower energy levels of atomic oxygen and various possible transitions be­
tween them leading to the red, blue, and green emissions [Anderson, 2011].
2.5.1 Red Line Emission (X = 630 nm)
The red line emission emanates from the upper thermosphere when an atomic oxygen 
in the 1D state transitions to its ground state 3P. As shown in Figure 2.16, this transition 
produces a triplet (630 nm , 636.4 nm , and 639.2 nm ) which means there are three possible 
pathways by which atomic oxygen in the 1D  state reach the 3P ground state [Banks and 
Kockarts, 1973; Whitten and Poppoff, 1971]. The 639.2 nm  emission is too weak to be ob­
served, and the probability of 630 nm  occurrence is three times that of 636.4 nm  [Rishbeth 
and Garriott, 1969]. It means 630 nm  is the dominant emission out of this triplet. Vari-
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Table 2.1: Various possible mechanisms leading to the production of atomic oxygen in the 
1D state [Anderson, 2011].
Type Reaction
(1) Photodissociation 0-2 +  hv --»• 0 ( 1D) + 0 ( 3P)
(2) Dissociative Recombination C>2 +  e —» 0 ( 1D) + 0
(3) Electron Impact 0 ( 3P ) + e* (E > 1.96 eV) -»■ 0 ( 1D) + e
(4) Cascade O^S)  -»■ 0 ( 1D) + hv{\ =  557.7nm)
(5) Ion-Atom Interchange N+ + 0 2 -»• 0 ( 1D) + N 0 +
(6) Quenching N* + 0  --»• 0 ( 1D) + N(4S)
(7) Impact Dissociation 0 2 +  e* --> 0 ( 1D) + 0  + e
(8) Atom interchange N (2D) + 0 2 -»• O^D)  +  NO
ous possible mechanisms can excite atomic oxygen into the 1D state. A list of the major 
mechanisms for the production of atomic oxygen in the 1D state is given in Table 2.1.
According to the atomic selection rules, the transition from the 1D state to the 3P state 
is forbidden, which makes the 1D state "metastable" with a very long radiative lifetime 
of ~114 sec. Due to this long radiative lifetime of the 1D metastable state, it is likely to be 
quenched by collision with other atmospheric species (particularly N2 , O, and O2) if the 
collision frequency is high. The radiative lifetime of the aurorally generated population 
of atomic oxygen (in 1D state) is sufficient to allow its population to diffuse spatially 
from the regions in which the auroral processes generated it. Also, red emissions are 
the product of low energy electrons which typically are not formed by well structured 
acceleration mechanisms. That is why red auroras are often diffuse. The 630 nm emissions 
emanate from a broad vertical extent ~ 100-400 km of the thermosphere with maximum 
volume emission rate ~240 km. Above 200 km, the atmospheric number density is such 
that it allows the radiative transition from the 1D state to 3P state [Sandholt et al., 2002], 
but below 200 km, the quenching of 1D state rapidly increases. The volume emission 
rate of 630 nm dayglow as measured by the WINDII instrument on the UARS spacecraft
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is shown in Figure 2.17. Sica et al. [1986b] studied the variation in 630 nm maximum 
volume emission layer altitude using variations in thermospheric temperature observed 
by a ground-based FPI located at College (64.8N, 147.8W), Alaska. This study showed 
that the 630 nm airglow layer peaks around 240-250 km in the presence of soft auroral 
precipitation. With very soft or no auroral precipitation, the emission layer can peak 
higher than this, whereas very hard precipitation can move the emission layer peak many 
tens of kilometers lower.
Figure 2.17: Two samples of measured red line volume emission rate (circles) fitted with 
Gaussian profile (solid line) [Zhang and Shepherd, 2004].
The various possible mechanisms for the production of oxygen in the 1D are listed in 
Table 2.1. Out of them, photodissociation of molecular oxygen by solar radiations at day­
time is the most dominant mechanism. At night time, however, dissociative recombina­
tion is the dominant mechanism when auroral precipitation is negligible. In the presence 
of auroral precipitation, oxygen atoms in the ground state undergo inelastic collisions 
with the auroral electrons. Colliding electrons with energy above the threshold 1.97 eV 
can excite atomic oxygen in the 3P state to the 1D state. This electron impact excitation 
mechanism is dominant at polar latitudes (as compared to other latitudes) and leads to
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the formation of red auroral arcs. Under special circumstances, the red aurora can be ex­
cited thermally. When plasma temperature is high, the electrons from the higher end of 
the energy distribution (hot electrons with Temperature > 3000 K) have enough energy 
to excite lower energy states of atomic oxygen. Such conditions produce stable red au­
roras (also known as stable auroral red (SAR) arcs) just equatorward of the auroral zone 
[Cole, 1965; Sandholt et al., 2002]. The brightness of these SARs can be ~13 kilo-Rayleighs 
[Baumgardner et al., 2007], where 1 Rayleigh is equivalent to 1010 photon.m-2 .s-1 . The typ­
ical altitude of thermally excited aurora is 300-500 km in contrast to the electron impact 
excitation 200-300 km. The probability of excitation by electron impact is very small for 
electrons with energy > 1  keV, but high for electrons with energy < 500 eV [Sandholt et al., 
2002].
All the other listed mechanisms of O(1D) production (discussed below) listed in Table
2.1 are minor sources. Atomic oxygen in the 1S state can make a direct transition to the 
3P state via emission of 297.2 nm photon (blue line emission), but such emissions are 
rarely observed. Another way is a two-step cascade process: first transition from the 1S 
to 1D by the emission of a 557.7 nm photon and then 1D to 3P by the emission of a 630 
nm photon. Other minor mechanisms include ion-atom interaction between nitrogen ions 
and molecular oxygen, production via quenching of excited nitrogen, impact dissociation, 
and atom exchange.
In the real atmosphere, quenching of the excited states of atomic oxygen is always 
present. The possible primary thermospheric sources that cause quenching of O(1D) are 
N2 and O2. Minor sources of quenching are N and O(3P). Quenching rates and various 
mechanisms that lead to quenching of the 1D state are discussed in Streit [1976]; Hays et al. 
[1978]; Solomon et al. [1988]; Sobral et al. [1992].
2.5.2 Hydroxyl Emission
Although, hydroxyl (OH) is a minor constituent and present throughout the Earth's lower 
and middle atmosphere, OH emissions have been used extensively to study temperatures 
and dynamical processes occurring at the mesospheric heights. Meinel [1950a,b] discov­
ered the OH emissions in the nightglow. Rocket-borne and satellite [Baker and Stair, 1988;
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Offermann and Gerndt, 1990; Sivjee, 1992; Zhang and Shepherd, 1999; Liu and Shepherd, 2006; 
French and Mulligan, 2010] observations have shown that the mean altitude of OH airglow 
emission layer is 87 km with a mean thickness of 8 km centered at the mesopause. It is pro­
duced chemically in excited quantum states which are short-lived (metastable with a life­
time 10-3sec) and collisionally deactivated or quenched at the altitudes below mesopause 
(~87 km). At the mesopause and above, collision frequency is such that a significant frac­
tion of the excited OH molecules survive from collisional deactivation long enough to 
undergo radiative relaxation, and thus form an emitting layer. This is the probable reason 
why the OH emission layer has a sharp lower border and extended high altitude tail.
The OH emission is one of the brightest in the night sky, and it occurs in a number of 
bands. The most widely accepted mechanism for the production of excited OH molecules 
is the Bates-Nicolet process [Bates and Nicolet, 1950]:
O3 + H — ► OH* (v < 9) + O2 +3.34 ev (2.4)
where v is the vibration state of excited OH molecule. The relative yields of Bates-Nicolet 
process for the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth vibrational levels are 0.04, 0.07, 0.34, 
and 0.55 respectively [Llewellyn and Long, 1978]. The excited OH molecules undergo de­
excitation either via radiative relaxation or collisional deactivation. OH emissions cover 
a broad range of wavelengths from visible to infrared region (~300 nm to 1000 nm) de­
pending on the vibration state of the excited OH molecules.
Radiative relaxation: OH*(v) — > OH(v ) + hv
Collisional deactivation : OH*(v') + M — > OH(v ) + M + E
where M can be O2 , N2 , or O and E is the energy produced during this collisional deac­
tivation. McDade and Llewellyn [1987] proposed sudden death of excited OH molecules 
rather than stepwise deactivation via
OH*(v ) — ► OH (v = 0) + M  (2.5)
where M  can be O2 , N2 , or O. Simultaneous measurement of the volume emission rates of 
v > 6 (high vibrational state) and v < 6 (low vibrational state) showed that high vibrational
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state populations are generally higher in altitude than low vibrational state population 
[Baker, 1978] as shown in Figure 2.18.
Figure 2.18: Typical simultaneous emission profiles of OH [Baker, 1978].
Different vibrational OH transitions produce different emission bands (known as Meinel 
bands) [Meinel, 1950a,b]. Each OH vibrational level is split into few rotational levels. 
Thus, each band corresponds to a series of rotational transitions, occupying a certain 
range of wavelengths in the visible or infrared region. The OH bands principally result 
from the rotational transitions within either the ground or first excited electronic state of 
the OH molecule. A complete nomenclature of OH line emissions in discussed in Oster- 
brock and Martel [1992]; Osterbrock et al. [1996].
Each rotational emission line inside a vibrational-rotational band is assigned a letter (P, 
Q, or R) depending on the selection rules. Q-branch occurs at the center of the vibrational- 
rotational band whereas P-branch and R-branch occur on lower frequency and higher 
frequency side of the vibrational-rotational band, respectively. OH emission bands extend 
from the visible region (~300 nm) to infrared region (~4000 nm). In our mesospheric study 
(discussed in appendix B), we used OH emissions from the (6,2) Meinel band at 843 nm, 
also known as P1(3) doublet emission line. Here, subscript '1' implies to a rotational
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transition in the ground state (subscript '2' would imply to a rotational transition in the 
first excited state) and '3' in the bracket implies to a rotational quantum number. Figure 
2.19 shows few of the emission lines from OH (6,2) Meinel band.
Figure 2.19: Major OH emission lines in (6,2) Meinel band [French et al., 2000].
Due to nuclear spin of the OH molecules, emissions are subject to lambda doublet 
splitting. All branch lines of the (6,2) Meinel band are given in Table 1 in Greet et al. 
[1997]. The peaks of P1(3) doublet exist at 843.007 nm and 843.026 nm, which are only 
0.019 nm apart. These components are spectrally very close and can be distinguished only 
with a high resolution spectrometer. The spectrum of P1(3) emission line with doublet 
structure is shown in Figure 2.20. This doublet introduces distortion in the P1(3) emission 
spectrum and cannot be used to estimate wind and temperature without careful analysis. 
For avoiding this doublet, a common procedure is to choose the etalon spacing in FPIs 
specifically to make these two peaks actually fall on top of each other as discussed in Rees 
et al. [1990] and East et a l [1995].
2.6 Temperature and Wind Measurements from Spectroscopic Analysis
Spectroscopic emissions from several different thermospheric species (discussed in sec­
tion 2.5) are used to infer various geophysical quantities of the thermosphere, most com-
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Figure 2.20: Spectrum of P1(3) OH emission line showing doublet structure [French et al. 
2000].
monly winds and temperatures. While determining these quantities, it is usually pre­
sumed that the excited species are in thermal equilibrium with the ambient neutral gas 
and that their properties represent those of the ambient neutral gas.
If all emitting particles are stationary, we would observe a very narrow line spectrum. 
If the emitting particles are undergoing random thermal motion, there will be a statistical 
spread of speeds along the observer's line-of-sight (LOS) that will cause broadening in 
the observed spectrum, referred to as "Doppler broadening". The higher the tempera­
ture, the wider the distribution of LOS wind speeds, and hence the broader the observed 
spectral line. In the realistic thermosphere, Doppler broadening is always present. Fur­
thermore, if there is an overall flow of the bulk gas along the observer's LOS then there 
will be a non-zero bias introduced into the distribution of LOS speeds, resulting in a net 
Doppler shift in the observed spectrum. Measuring the Doppler broadening provides a 
temperature estimate and measuring the Doppler shift provides an estimate of the LOS 
wind component (sample spectrum in Figure 2.21). The recorded spectrum with FPI is 
usually Gaussian in shape. The Doppler width at half maxima of the recorded spectrum
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is related to the temperature [Jacka, 1985] by:
s, 2X0 2 k T ln(2) 7 1 6 .. 1 0 —7 x T (26)
SX = T V  M  = 7  1 6  X 1 0  V M ( 2  6)
where Xo is the rest (zero velocity) wavelength (center wavelength), M  is atomic mass and 
T is the kinetic temperature of emitting species, c is the speed of light, and k is the Boltz­
mann constant This equation allows the estimation of the thermospheric temperature 
The LOS component of the wind velocity is calculated from the Doppler shift by:
X — Xo n  r-p.
v = c — x—  ( 2  . 7)
WIND
W AVELENGTH
Figure 2.21: A sample spectrum observed with FPI. The solid curve represents the ob­
served spectrum and dashed curve represents the zero velocity spectrum [Griffin et al., 
2 0 0 2 ].
It is important to note that pressure broadening (also called collisional broadening, 
which occurs if emitting atoms are suffering frequent collisions with other atoms or ions
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that can distort their energy levels) is negligible at thermospheric heights . Natural line 
broadening is governed by the Heisenberg uncertainty principal (AEAt ~ ). In the case 
of 630 nm emission, the excited state is a metastable state with a radiative lifetime of ~114 
sec that makes natural line broadening also negligible.
630 nm emissions have been used extensively to monitor the upper thermospheric 
temperatures and winds remotely. As discussed in the beginning of this section, the tem­
perature determination assumes thermal equilibrium between emitting species and the 
ambient neutral gas. But, the newly created O(1D) population does not have a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution because the primary source of O(1D) is dissociative recombination 
(Reaction 2 in Table 2.1) which is an exothermic process [Schmitt et al., 1981]. The energy 
released is much greater than the thermal energy of ambient neutrals. This energy is ei­
ther carried as kinetic energy by the product atoms or excitation energy. The amount of 
kinetic energy is dependent on the electronic state (1S, 1D, or 3P) of the other oxygen atom 
produced during the dissociative recombination [Schmitt et al., 1981].
The presence of the non-thermalized population as a propotion of the overall popula­
tion of excited atomic oxygen in the thermosphere has been the subject of many theoret­
ical studies over the years [Hays and Walker, 1966; Yee and Hays, 1980] and attempts have 
been made to detect non-thermalized atoms from the ground-based observation [Biondi 
and Feibelman, 1968; Hernandez, 1971]. The degree of thermalization depends upon the 
chemical lifetime of the excited state, the collision frequency with ambient species (pre­
dominantly O and N2 in the F-region), and the velocity distribution of the newly created 
O(1D) population [Yee, 1988]. Jacka [1985] suggested that, because of ~114 sec radiative 
lifetime of O(1D) the temperature inferred from the 630 nm emission line width is a good 
measure of bulk neutral gas temperature at all levels. But, the modeling studies by Yee 
[1988] showed that the non-thermalized population could systematically overestimate the 
temperatures between 50-100 K.
2.7 Atmospheric Modeling
Upper atmospheric models are used to study atmospheric composition, temperature, and 
wind dynamics on local and global scales. They are primarily divided into two categories:
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1) Physics-based numerical models and 2) Empirical models. The physics-based theoret­
ical models use first principles to simulate the observed conditions by solving various 
fundamental nonlinear primitive coupled equations governing energy and momentum 
exchange, and mass conservation. On the other hand, empirical models use observational 
data and organize databases in a form suitable for geophysical interpretation. The empir­
ical model encapsulates all available historical information and measurements to describe 
the various geophysical quantities of the atmosphere as a function of latitude, longitude, 
altitude, day of year, and time of day. A brief discussion of various physics-based and 
empirical models is given below.
2.7.1 Physics-based Numerical Models
Geisler [1967] and Kohl and King [1967] were the first to successfully model the under­
lying behavior of thermospheric winds at low and mid-latitudes from first principles. 
Since then many generations of physics-based numerical models have been developed 
to study spatial and temporal variations in the thermospheric dynamics on the global 
scales. TIEGCM (Thermosphere Ionosphere Electrodynamics General Circulation) is a 
three dimensional, time dependent numerical model of the earth's neutral upper atmo­
sphere developed by National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). It simulates 
the full three dimensional neutral wind, neutral and ion composition, and neutral, ion, 
and electron temperatures at a high resolution of 5 degrees in both longitude and lati­
tude. Originally it was called TGCM (Thermospheric General Circulation Model), de­
veloped by Dickinson et al. [1981]. Dickinson et al. [1984] improved this model by incor­
porating coupled dynamics and compositions. Computation domain spans from nearly 
95 to 500 km in altitude with 25 constant pressure surfaces and vertical resolution of 2 
grid points per scale height. Early versions of this model family were basically designed 
to study the upper thermospheric dynamics. Further development was done by Roble 
et al. [1988], extending TGCM to TIGCM (Thermosphere Ionosphere General Circulation 
Model) by including a self-consistent aeronomic scheme of the thermosphere and iono­
sphere. Richmond et al. [1992] updated TIGCM to TIE-GCM (Thermosphere Ionosphere 
Electrodynamics General Circulation Model) which uses the resultant electric field and
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currents (replacing the empirical models of the electric field and ion drifts) computed 
self-consistently from dynamo effects of thermospheric winds. The altitude range of this 
model is 95-500 km. Ridley et al. [1994] developed the most recent version of TIE-GCM, 
which is TIME-GCM (Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Electrodynamics General 
Circulation Model). The altitude range of this model is 30-500 km . Basic additions to pro­
duce this model were the inclusion of physical and chemical processes appropriate for 
mesosphere and upper stratosphere and extending the lower boundary to 30 km instead 
of 95 km.
TIGCM and TIEGCM use a resolution of 5 degrees in both longitude and latitude. 
Such spatial resolution is adequate for global scale studies of the upper atmosphere, but 
not for local-scale studies. As discussed in section 2.4, thermospheric wind dynamics 
is quite complex especially at high latitudes, and thermospheric wind fields have much 
more local spatial scale structures than predicted by models. For studying local-scale 
thermospheric dynamics, Wang et al. [1999] developed a three dimensional high resolu­
tion nested grid model TING (Thermosphere Ionosphere Nested Grid) which is an ex­
tension of TIGCM. TING is basically a global TIGCM with an adjustable nested grid that 
has higher spatial and temporal resolution than the coarse resolution of TIGCM. The size, 
location, and resolution of the nested grid are adjustable.
Millward et al. [1996] developed time-dependent global coupled thermosphere iono­
sphere plasmasphere model (CTIP) by including mid and lower latitude plasmasphere 
model with a global ionosphere and thermosphere model. This model couples the ther­
mosphere development by Fuller-Rowell and Rees [1980] and Rees et al. [1980], the high 
latitude ionosphere development by Quegan [1982] and Quegan et al. [1982], the low and 
mid-latitude plasmasphere by Bailey [1983], and the electrodynamics by Richmond et al. 
[1992]. Latitude resolution is 2 degrees and the longitude resolution is 18 degrees. Re­
cently, electrodynamical calculation of the global dynamo electric field was included in 
CTIP and named it CTIPe (Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Plasmasphere Electrody­
namics Model). The model output includes neutral temperature, wind, and density; and 
ion electron number density.
Ridley et al. [2006] developed the Global Ionosphere Thermosphere Model (GITM). It
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is different to other upper atmospheric models as it uses an altitude grid instead of a 
pressure grid. The grid pattern and resolution of this model are flexible. The model out­
put includes neutral, ion, and electron temperatures; neutral and plasma velocities; neu­
tral mass density and neutral number density; and number density of major ionospheric 
species.
2.7.2 Empirical Models
Among the empirical wind models, the Horizontal Wind Model (HWM) is most popular 
with the aeronomy community. Hedin et al. [1988] first developed the model as HWM87 
using thermospheric data obtained from Atmospheric Explorer (AE) and DE2 satellites. 
This model was only developed for heights above 220 km because the wind data from 
these two satellites was of suitable only for the upper thermosphere. HWM90, HWM93, 
HWM07, and HWM14 are the successors of this model [Hedin et al., 1991,1996; Drob et al., 
2008, 2015; Emmert et al., 2008]. Lower and middle thermospheric winds were first in­
cluded in HWM93 and thereafter. The latest HWM14 uses a suite of wind measurements 
spanning past 50 years from the ground-based thermospheric wind measuring observato­
ries around the globe, rockets, and many satellite missions. The output of this model is a 
function of latitude, longitude, altitude, day of year, local solar time, and geomagnetic ac­
tivity. The advantage of the HWM model is that it encapsulates all diverse thermospheric 
neutral wind data sets and provides the dynamical information of the thermosphere to 
facilitate our quantitative understanding of global thermosphere. However, many issues 
with HWM remain unexplored including dependence of the predicted winds on the IMF 
strength and orientation, seasonal and altitude dependence of disturbed winds, and solar 
cycle dependence.
NRL-MSIS (Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar)is an empirical model of 
thermospheric temperature, density, and composition that is widely used by aeronomy 
community. It describes the neutral temperature and number densities of various species 
in the Earth's atmosphere from ground to thermospheric heights. MSIS-86 [Hedin, 1987] 
was the first stable and reliable version of the original MSIS [Hedin et al., 1977a,b]. The 
original idea of MSIS was to synthesize results from various mass spectrometers that had
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been flown, together with ground-based incoherent scatter radars. The recent version of 
MSIS is NRLMSIS-00, which is developed by Picone [2002].
Current models (both physics-based and empirical) cannot describe local details of 
the thermospheric wind fields, especially at auroral latitudes. This is because, at high 
latitudes, thermospheric wind drivers are highly variable; and the time varying interplay 
between these drivers leads to the substantial variations in thermospheric circulations 
at the local and synoptic scales. Thermospheric transport driven by wind fields at high 
latitudes is a key component of the global thermospheric wind transport. In order to un­
derstand details of how high latitude wind driven transport influences the lower latitude 
thermosphere, the precise knowledge of high latitude wind system is required. Current 
models will require better specifications of thermospheric wind drivers and higher spa­
tial resolutions for simulating thermospheric wind transport accurately, especially at high 
latitudes.
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Chapter 3
Distortion of Thermospheric Air Masses by Horizontal Neutral Winds Over Poker 
Flat Measured Using an All-Sky Scanning Doppler Imager1
Abstract
An air mass transported by a wind field will become distorted over time by any gradi­
ents present in the wind field. To study this effect in Earth's thermosphere, we examine 
the behavior of a simple parameter that we describe here as the "distortion gradient". 
It incorporates all of the wind field's departures from uniformity, and is thus capable of 
representing all contributions to the distortion or mixing of air masses. Distortion gradi­
ent is defined such that it is always positive, so averaging over time and/or space does 
not suppress small-scale features. Conventional gradients, by contrast, are signed quan­
tities that would often average to zero. To analyze the climatological behavior of this 
distortion gradient in the real thermosphere, we used three years (2010, 2011, and 2012) 
of thermospheric F-region wind observations from a high latitude ground-based all-sky 
wavelength scanning Doppler Fabry-Perot interferometer located at Poker Flat, Alaska. 
Climatological averaging of the distortion gradient allowed us to investigate its diurnal 
and seasonal (annual) behavior at our observing location. Distortion was observed to be 
higher before local magnetic midnight and to be seasonally dependent. While maximum 
distortion occurred before local magnetic midnight under all geomagnetic conditions, the 
peak distortion occurred earlier under moderate geomagnetic conditions as compared 
to the quiet geomagnetic conditions, and even earlier still when geomagnetic conditions 
were active. Peak distortion was stronger and appeared earlier when interplanetary mag­
netic field (IMF) was southward compared to northward. By contrast, we could not re­
solve any time-shift effect due to the IMF component tangential to Earth's orbit.
1Dhadly, M. S. and M. Conde (2015), Distortion of thermospheric air masses by horizontal neutral winds 
over Poker Flat measured using an All-Sky scanning Doppler imager, J. Geophys. Res. Space Physics, 
doi:10.1002/2015JA021800 (submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research).
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3.1 Introduction
At high latitudes, thermospheric winds are driven primarily by the net effect of several 
momentum forces [Kwak and Richmond, 2007]: 1) momentum exchange between convect- 
ing ions and the neutral gas (ion drag); 2) pressure gradients produced by dayside solar 
heating, joule heating, and auroral particle precipitation; and 3) inertial forces (e.g., Cori- 
olis and centrifugal). Ionospheric plasma convection can significantly modify the pres­
sure gradient driven neutral wind flow [Roble et al., 1982; Killeen and Roble, 1988; Thayer 
and Killeen, 1993]. To first order, high latitude ion drag produces flow fields with sig­
nificant vorticity but no divergence, whereas the pressure gradient drives divergent but 
irrotational flow [Thayer and Killeen, 1991]. Winds resulting from the combination of these 
drivers therefore contain gradients associated with both vorticity and divergence, and 
these gradients play an important role in the thermospheric wind transport.
A uniform wind field will transport air masses intact and undistorted, whereas any 
non-uniformity in the wind field can distort, stretch, and tear them. For upper thermo­
spheric altitudes it is usually presumed that the thermosphere's large kinematic viscosity 
attenuates wind gradients, and hence smoothes out any structure present in the wind 
over distances smaller than synoptic scales. However, experimental observations [e.g., 
Conde and Dyson, 1995; Conde and Smith, 1998a,b; Greet et al., 1999; Aruliah and Griffin, 2001; 
Aruliah et al., 2004] actually do show substantial local-scale structure in horizontal ther­
mospheric neutral wind fields, manifesting commonly as shears occurring over distances 
of ~100 km or less. These local-scale features in the thermosphere obviously correspond 
to non-uniform flow. The key interest of this paper is to understand how these local-scale 
non-uniformities would redistribute neutral air masses. Another objective is to character­
ize any systematic behavior of these non-uniformities above our observing site in Alaska. 
To address these questions, we have used three years of the upper thermospheric horizon­
tal wind measurements obtained with a ground-based Fabry-Perot Doppler spectrometer 
located at Poker Flat in Alaska. This instrument operates in an all-sky imaging mode, 
and uses a separation scanned etalon to resolve Doppler spectra; we refer to it here as a 
"scanning Doppler imager", which we abbreviate as "SDI".
The first order Taylor expansion of the horizontal wind about the station zenith re-
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quires four velocity gradients , gf, dy. Gradients are usually classified as either con­
tributing to vorticity (^ , dX) or divergence ( ,  gy). To understand how non-uniformities 
present in the thermospheric wind fields might redistribute the neutral air masses, we 
have defined a single parameter, called the "distortion gradient" (abbreviated as D g  and 
discussed later) that would indicate the likelihood of the flow to distort neutral air masses 
taking into account the possible contributions from all four gradient terms.
Because the thermosphere's strong convective stability, it is typically easier for the 
thermospheric winds to sustain strong local shear, rather than divergence. This consid­
eration, coupled with many years of observational experience with SDI data, lead us to 
pose a hypothesis that shears are the major sources of distortion for upper thermospheric 
air masses. The horizontal shears, vertical shears, vorticity, and divergence of the ther­
mosphere have all been examined in the past [e.g., Thayer and Killeen, 1991; Forster et al., 
2011; Kwak and Richmond, 2014], but to our knowledge the resulting distortion of thermo­
spheric air masses introduced by such gradients has not been studied previously. Here 
we studied the climatology of the distortion in upper thermospheric winds above Alaska 
for three years (2010, 2011, and 2012) using D g  to find any persistent features in the dis­
tortion. The long term statistical studies of Fabry-Perot observations, radar studies, and 
modeling studies of F-region thermosphere have shown a marked dependence of the 
thermospheric winds on the seasons [e.g., Roble et al., 1977a,b; Biondi et al., 1990; Aruliah 
et al., 1991a, 1996; Emmert et al., 2006a]. In order to determine if the distortion has any 
similar seasonal dependencies, we inspected the seasonal behavior of D g  for 2010, 2011, 
and 2012.
Poker Flat is located at auroral latitudes, which can be thought of as a transition zone 
between mid-latitudes and the polar cap. The equatorward edge of the auroral oval stays 
poleward of Poker Flat at all times under very quiet conditions. But under moderate 
levels of geomagnetic activity the auroral oval passes over Poker Flat and, at high activity, 
the oval lies equatorward of Poker Flat. High latitude thermospheric winds are strongly 
driven by ionospheric "convective" flow via ion drag. Thus, as geomagnetic conditions 
change, there is a resulting complex time-dependent modification of the thermospheric 
wind field [e.g., Wickwar et al., 1984; Sica et al., 1986; McCormac et al., 1987; Aruliah et al.,
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1991b; Niciejewski et al., 1996; Emmert et al., 2008]. Since the Poker SDI's field of view passes 
through both the dusk and dawn cell of the ionospheric convection over the course of all 
but the quietest nights, the SDI wind measurements are always influenced by changes in 
geomagnetic activity - and wind gradients are inevitably associated with such changes. 
Even when activity levels are not changing, the ion convection pattern itself contains 
substantial spatial gradients. Hence, overall, we would expect winds and wind-driven 
distortion of air masses to depend strongly on ion convection, which itself depends on 
geomagnetic activity and on the IMF [e.g., McCormac and Smith, 1984; Killeen et al., 1985; 
McCormac et al., 1985; Rees et al., 1986; Meriwether and Shih, 1987; Sica et al., 1989; Mccormac 
et al., 1991; Niciejewski et al., 1992; Emmert et al., 2006b]. Thus, in this study, we were also 
particularly interested in how the air mass distortion depends on geomagnetic activity 
and on the IMF.
3.2 Instrumentation and Wind Vector Analysis
An all-sky wavelength scanning Doppler Fabry-Perot of the type first described by Conde 
and Smith [1995,1998b] and recently by Conde and Nicolls [2010] and Anderson et al. [2012], 
was used here for mapping upper thermospheric horizontal winds at auroral latitudes. A 
short description and principle of operation of an SDI is given below.
The instrument simultaneously records Doppler spectral profiles of optical emissions 
from many tens of look directions (typically 115) across the sky. The sky is viewed 
through a fish-eye lens. The beam then passes through a narrowband interference fil­
ter of typically 0.5 nm bandwidth before being collimated and entering the separation 
scanned etalon. A typical full angle field of view of our all-sky lens is ~ 140°, which cor­
responds to a radial distance of ~650 km from station zenith if projected at an altitude of 
240 km. The scan range of the etalon plate spacing was configured to span exactly one 
order of interference in 128 discrete steps. When monochromatic skylight passes through 
the etalon, the transmission is modulated according to incidence angle. A 300 mm f  /2 . 8 
telephoto lens focuses this angular modulation, thus forming concentric rings on a 512 
x 512 pixel high efficiency thermoelectrically cooled electron multiplying CCD detector 
(EMCCD). Each individual EMCCD pixel acts a separate independent detector, but the
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entire 512 x 512-pixel resolution is far higher than needed to describe the angular varia­
tion of Doppler shift across the sky. We therefore trade angular resolution for improved 
spectral signal to noise ratio by summing the contributions from all pixels within each of 
115 (typically) software-defined "zones". Because interference order changes with radial 
distance within a zone, we must compensate for this dependence before we can sum the 
spectra from all pixels in the zone. We do so using the etalon scanning and phase mapping 
technique first described by Conde and Smith [1997]. An overall "exposure" was obtained 
by repeating multiple relatively rapid scans (typical scan time ~23 sec) of the etalon, and 
co-adding the spectra obtained from each of these scans. Control software monitored the 
accumulating spectra during the exposure, and continued signal integration until ade­
quate signal to noise ratio was reached (on the average) across all zones. During times of 
weak emission and low signal, the software enforced a maximum integration time of 10 
min per exposure. The zone pattern used here was our "standard" observing mode. It 
was configured such that the circular field of view was divided into eight concentric an­
nular rings centered about the station zenith, with one, six, eight, twelve, sixteen, twenty, 
twenty-four, and twenty-eight sectors respectively in each ring. The central zone was cir­
cular, and the total number of zones thus defined was 115. The zone allocation occurred 
entirely in software, and could easily be changed as desired. The acquired spectra were 
then analyzed numerically to determine their spectral width and Doppler shift.
A single station can only measure single line-of-sight (LOS) wind component of what 
is in reality a three-component wind vector. It is not possible to infer all the three wind 
components unambiguously from these data. However, it is possible to fit a two-dimensional 
horizontal vector wind field to a set of azimuthal LOS wind samples under some assump­
tions. This procedure of wind fitting was first used by Burnside et al. [1981]. A detailed dis­
cussion of deriving vector winds using this technique is given in Conde and Smith [1998b].
3.3 Distortion Gradient
Suppose ui and vi are the zonal and meridional components of the horizontal wind vec­
tor measured at the ith location in the SDI field of view; uave and vave are the uniform 
background bulk zonal and meridional flows. Then u  — uave and vi — vave represent the
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time rate of distortion in the zonal and meridional directions at that location. We defined 
distortion gradient (Dg) at that location by the expression:
Distortion gradientj = ^ (ui Uave) + (vi Vave) (3.1)
ri
where ri is the horizontal distance of that location from the station zenith. Dg has units of 
sec-1 . Here, Dg was calculated simultaneously at 115 locations (zones) and then averaged, 
to give one final value per exposure.
Dg was introduced as a simple parameter to describe the overall "severity" of the 
gradients present in the thermospheric wind field over the instrument's field of view. It 
basically sums contributions from all wind non-uniformities, including both simple first- 
order gradients and any higher order perturbations. Dg can be crudely interpreted as 
indicating the average rate of change of displacement between two tracers moving with 
the flow and initially separated from each other by a distance d; their rate of change of 
displacement is simply d x Dg. Of course this interpretation is a gross oversimplification 
for any two particular tracers at any particular moment of time - the displacement change 
may occur in any direction, and their actual rate of separation would depend on precisely 
where they are located within the non-uniform flow. Nevertheless, we contend that the 
climatological average behavior of the Dg parameter does provide a useful indicator of 
how distortion and mixing of thermospheric air parcels would depend on factors such as 
season, local time, and geomagnetic conditions.
Indeed, Dg was originally defined with this averaging application in mind, so one 
of its properties is that it is always greater than or equal to zero. This is in contrast to 
conventional gradients (or linear combinations thereof, such as vorticity and divergence) 
which can be either negative or positive. Averaging of these conventional (signed) gra­
dients over time and/or space can thus produce small values, even if strong gradients 
were originally present in the contributing individual measurements. Climatological av­
eraging of gradients would therefore often underestimate (possibly grossly) the distortion 
effects. This is because there are many ways for negative and positive wind gradients to 
cancel during the averaging process, whereas it is statistically very improbable that their 
distorting effects on the air masses would cancel similarly. Because Dg is always greater
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than or equal to zero, it can safely be used for climatological studies without this concern.
3.4 Observational Data
For this study, we analyzed the data gathered by a 100 mm aperture, high resolution 
ground-based all-sky SDI observing 630 nm nightglow from the atomic oxygen occurring 
naturally in the upper thermosphere with centroid emission height of ~240 km. Our data 
were obtained from Poker Flat (local time = UT - 9, magnetic local time «U T + 12.8). Three 
years of data (2010, 2011, and 2012) were investigated. Totals of 208, 224, and 231 nights 
of data were recorded in 2010, 2011, and 2012 respectively, including cloudy nights. On 
a cloudy night, the LOS wind information cannot be used to infer thermospheric winds 
because the emissions that come from the sky are scattered by clouds. This scattering (Mie 
scattering) does not change the wavelength of the signal; however angular information 
regarding the LOS is lost. We eliminated the periods of substantial cloud cover from data 
by assessing Poker Flat sky conditions using daily Keograms from broadband all-sky 
imagers (located at Poker Flat), and SDI data themselves - specifically from all-sky wind 
plots, all-sky temperature and brightness data. Our group has many years of experience 
with these data sets, and we are very confident that we have correctly eliminated all days 
for which cloud was significant factor. Hourly auroral electrojet index (AE) and IMF data 
were taken from the OMNIweb NASA website.
3.5 Results
First we investigated the behavior of the thermospheric D g , vorticity, and divergence on 
two individual days of 2012 (07 January and 13 November). These particular days were 
chosen because they represent wind patterns that we see very commonly in our data 
from Alaska. The summary wind dial plots as shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 were 
also generated for these two days to show an overview of the evolution of the actual 
two-dimensional horizontal wind field with time above the observing station (as would 
be seen by a space-based observer located some distance above the geomagnetic north 
pole). In these summary wind dial plots, the Sun is always at the top of the figure and 
the observatory moves anticlockwise around geomagnetic north pole in a circular arc.
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Background colors in these plots denote the 630 nm emission intensity derived from
Summary Wind Dial Plot
Figure 3.1: Evolution of the F-region thermospheric horizontal neutral winds above Poker 
Flat on 07 January 2012. In this summary wind dial plot, the sun is always at the top of 
the plot and the observatory moves anticlockwise around the magnetic north pole in a 
circular arc (for a space-based observer). Background colors indicate optical emission 
brightness, in arbitrary units.
Figure 3.2: Same as for Figure 3.1, but in this case showing data for 13 November 2012.
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the SDI spectra. These summary wind dial plots illustrate how the thermospheric wind 
field above Poker Flat expresses the time varying interplay between two primary drivers: 
ion drag and the heating induced pressure gradient force. In addition, vorticity and di­
vergence were scaled by a factor of 0.5 to facilitate easy visual comparison with Dg, as 
depicted in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.3: D g, divergence, and vorticity on 07 January 2012 using F-region thermospheric 
wind measurements from Poker Flat SDI.
Inspection of the wind summary plots revealed the presence of many similar wind 
features on both days. In the beginning of the observation cycle, the winds equatorward 
of the observatory were antisunward. These flows were presumably associated with the 
global pressure gradient force established by dayside solar heating. The strong magnetic 
westward winds poleward of the observatory are commonly observed and are known to 
be associated with ion-drag resulting from the duskside vortex of the ionospheric con­
vection. The investigations of Deng and Ridley [2006] have shown that the coupling be­
tween neutrals and ions is stronger in the presence of auroral particle precipitation due 
to enhancement of the local ion density. On both of the days discussed here, strong neu­
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Figure 3.4: Same as for Figure 3.3, but in this case showing data for 13 November 2012.
tral winds were observed in the regions of auroral particle precipitation. A predominant 
feature in the wind summary plots was the development of a reversal boundary along 
magnetic east-west due the opposite flows on the poleward and equatorward of the ob­
servatory. It produced strong latitudinal shears around the regions of the reversal bound­
ary, and on both days these high sheared flows occurred between 0500 UT and 1000 UT. 
The reversal boundary located initially poleward of the observatory slowly moved equa­
torward with the passage of time. These latitudinal shears on the duskside created the 
largest values of vorticity observed in the thermosphere above Alaska on each of these 
two days. It is well known that the dawn vortex of thermospheric neutral circulation is 
normally much weaker than the dusk vortex, and this expectation is strongly confirmed 
by our own extensive database of wind measurements from Poker Flat. Similar flow char­
acteristics as depicted in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 have been previously reported in many 
publications [e.g., Conde and Smith, 1998b; Conde et al., 2001; Anderson et al., 2012].
On both days, the most prominent feature in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 is the sharp 
increase in the D g  and vorticity in the pre-magnetic midnight sector. D g was obviously
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strongly correlated with vorticity. Vorticity is comprised of shear gradients, which im­
plies that shear processes were the major contribution to Dg. In the observed neutral 
wind field, strong latitudinal shears were present between 0500 UT and 1000 UT and 
their dominance on D g  can be witnessed in D g  plot (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4) on both 
days. Divergence in the winds was weaker than the vorticity, so its contribution in D g  is 
not as obvious. Relatively small divergences or convergences are usually observed in the 
thermosphere, which is not surprising because mass conservation means that large three­
dimensional divergences are associated with density and ultimately pressure changes, 
and the latter strongly oppose the original divergence/convergence that produced them. 
Purely horizontal divergence can instead be balanced by vertical flow, but even this is 
difficult because the thermosphere's strongly positive temperature gradient greatly op­
poses any such vertical motion. Many years of prior SDI data confirm these expectations 
for local-scale flows. At larger scales, studies by Thayer and Killeen [1991] and Kwak and 
Richmond [2014] reached the similar conclusion that vorticity is more important than di­
vergence for typical thermospheric winds. One exception to these arguments does oc­
cur relatively easily and frequently in the thermosphere, i.e., during periods of strong 
acoustic-gravity wave activity. Divergence is in fact required by such waves, at least in 
brief bursts, to provide the restoring force that allows them to propagate. It is thus not 
surprising that some contributions to D g  from divergence are recognizable, especially at 
times when vorticity is small. For example, in Figure 3.3, after 1000UT, divergence was 
stronger than vorticity, and many short duration features (e.g., spikes) in divergence are 
also recognizable in the D g  curve at the corresponding times.
To exclude any possibility of error in the analysis code, we performed a two-step vali­
dation of the dependence of the D g  on pure vorticity and pure divergence. In a first-order 
horizontal wind field, only four gradients (dy, dy, lv, and dy) are responsible for producing 
non-uniform wind flows. In the first step, D g  was calculated using our routine analysis 
code applied to a numerically simulated uniform horizontal wind field plus divergence, 
generated using the gradient terms |y and dy. In the second step, D g  was calculated for 
a horizontal wind field including vorticity, generated by incorporating , and ^  gradi­
ent terms. The value of D g  calculated by our code from the first step exactly matched
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with the D g from the second step as expected. This procedure demonstrated that our Dg  
calculation is equally sensitive to both vorticity and divergence. Further, to examine the 
effect of an individual gradient on the Dg, it was calculated by keeping only one gradient 
term and switching off all other three terms. The D g  outcome of all four possible cases 
was identical, which means all the four gradient terms were contributing equally to Dg. 
This calibration exercise thus allows us to confirm that the stronger correlation between 
D g  and vorticity does indeed imply that distortion is more typically driven by shear.
To find the general diurnal behavior of the Dg, we analyzed all three years of SDI 
thermospheric wind measurements. D g  was calculated for each exposure available in the 
three years of wind data. Our data were rich enough to allow hourly binning of the D g  for 
each year. The median of each hourly bin was calculated to produce Figure 3.5. The error
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Figure 3.5: Diurnal behavior of D g  for 2010, 2011, and 2012. The dashed magenta line 
represents the average of all the three years. 'Error-bars' indicate the standard deviation 
of the mean.
bars represents standard deviation around the mean from the data points within each bin. 
All the three years displayed similar features in the diurnal behavior of the Dg. D g  was
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observed to be small in the evening and morning, but high between 0600 UT and 1000 UT. 
This feature was consistent in all the three D g  curves. Observations on individual days 
(for example Figure 3.2 - 3.3) showed that highly sheared flows existed in pre-magnetic 
midnight sector between 0500 UT and 1000 UT along the wind reversal boundary. Shears 
cause air masses to distort. Figure 3.2 - 3.3 suggests that maximum air mass distortion on 
the average occurred between 0500 UT and 1000 UT and air mass distortion was higher 
in the pre-magnetic midnight sector than the post-magnetic midnight sector. The high 
value of D g  in the very beginning (0000 UT to 0200 UT) and at the very end (~1700 UT) 
of the SDI observation cycle, we believe, was largely due to artifacts in the winds that 
we frequently encounter as bright twilight contaminates the Doppler spectra. There are 
also fewer observations at the extreme ends of the observing cycle, and an associated 
possibility that high D g  at these times may partly reflect contributions from few atypical 
days with strong magnetic westward winds in the beginning of observation cycle.
To make dark sky observations, the Poker Flat SDI was configured to start recording 
sky exposures when the Sun was more than eight degree below the geometric horizon. 
Due to the high elevation angle of the Sun in the summer time, Poker Flat SDI usually 
stops taking measurements by the end of April and it starts the observation cycle again 
in the fall season around September. The length of night time at Poker Flat has a large 
seasonal variation. As a result, in peak winter, typical SDI observation cycle spans 0140 
UT to 1800 UT and this time coverage gradually decreases to 0800UT - 1200UT (typically) 
in April. To study the seasonal behavior of D g , we used the SDI measurements recorded 
only between 0800 UT and 1200 UT. This is because 0800 UT to 1200 UT was the only time 
interval in which SDI measurements was available in all the seasons (except summer). 
Inclusion of all the longer time intervals present deeper into the winter season would lead 
to inaccurate results. This is because D g  has a diurnal trend (small in local evening and 
morning; maximum around local midnight) and all of the wind measurements in local 
evenings and mornings were recorded only in the winter season. As a result, the inclusion 
of all the time intervals present in the SDI wind data would lead to underestimation of 
D g  after averaging the data for the winter seasons.
For the seasonal analysis, despite limiting our data choice to the time interval 0800 UT
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Figure 3.6: Seasonal behavior of Dg for 2010, 2011, and 2012. The grey line represents 
the average Dg of all the three years. 'Error-bars' indicates the standard deviation of the 
mean.
to 1200 UT, enough data volume was available to allow a statistically meaningful investi­
gation of the seasonal behavior of Dg. We sorted data into monthly bins for each calendar 
year and calculated the median Dg for each bin. Figure 3.6 depicts the obtained seasonal 
behavior of Dg for three years selected for this analysis. A large and statistically signifi­
cant variability was observed in the seasonal behavior. Despite this variability, seasonal 
behavior of the D g indicates that on the average D g was smaller in the winter season and 
attained higher values in pre and post summer. This was a persistent feature present in 
all the three years of analysis. This seasonal behavior of D g  was probably related to the 
seasonal dependence of the high latitude winds [e.g., Aruliah et al., 1991a; Emmert et al., 
2006a]. It also suggests the dependence of the distortion in thermospheric air masses on 
seasons: larger in pre and post summer, and comparatively smaller in winter.
At high latitudes, geomagnetic conditions can strongly influence the behavior of ther­
mospheric neutral winds. To investigate the response of the distortion to the change in 
the geomagnetic activity, we inspected the diurnal behavior of Dg under different levels 
of the geomagnetic activities. Each year D g  data were sorted according to the hourly Au-
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Figure 3.7: Auroral Electrojet (AE) indices histogram collectively for 2010, 2011 and 2012. 
The x-axis is shown only up to AE index value 400. Although larger AE values were also 
observed, they were small in number.
roral Electrojet (AE) data taken from NASA ONMIWeb. Combining the three years of 
AE data, a histogram was generated as shown in Figure 3.7. An hour with AE < 50 was 
considered quiet, interval 50 < AE < 150 modest, and AE>150 as active. Statistically sig­
nificant numbers of Dg measurements were present in all the nine resulting groups based 
on the geomagnetic activity for each year. Diurnal behavior of the Dg under various geo­
magnetic activities is shown in Figure 3.8 - 3.10.
When geomagnetic activity was quiet (as shown in Figure 3.8), Dg was small in the 
local evening and morning time. Maximum Dg occurred between 0800 UT and 1000 UT. 
This peak was associated with the sheared flows along the wind reversal boundary. Such 
flow configuration occurs as Earth's rotation brings the duskside convection cell and as­
sociated wind reversals into the region poleward of Poker Flat. Under modest geomag­
netic conditions, maxima of the Dg occurred in 0700 UT to 0830 UT time interval (Figure 
3.9), which was earlier than the quiet geomagnetic conditions. Under active geomagnetic 
conditions (Figure 3.10), maxima of the Dg occurred between 0300 UT and 0700 UT ex­
cept 2012 (discussed later), which was even earlier than quiet and modest geomagnetic
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Figure 3.8: Diurnal behavior of Dg under quiet geomagnetic conditions (AE < 50) for 
2010, 2011, and 2012. 'Error-bars' indicates the standard deviation of the mean.
Figure 3.9: Same as for Figure 3.8, but in this case showing diurnal behavior of Dg for 
modest geomagnetic conditions (50 < AE < 150).
conditions. Akasofu [1968] showed that the auroral oval expands to lower latitudes with 
the increase in geomagnetic activity and auroral activity occurs earlier in local magnetic
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Figure 3.10: Same as for Figure 3.8, but in this case showing diurnal behavior of Dg for 
active geomagnetic conditions (AE > 150).
time. Investigations of the high latitude average circulation of the neutral thermosphere 
by McCormac et al. [1987] have shown that thermospheric circulation expands to lower 
latitudes with the increase in geomagnetic activity. As a result the wind reversal bound­
ary also shifts to the lower latitudes. The location of Alaska is such that during moderate 
geomagnetic activities, it encounters high magnetic westward winds associated with ion 
drag earlier than the quiet geomagnetic case, and even earlier in active geomagnetic con­
ditions. As a result sheared flows appear earlier in SDI field of view under moderate 
conditions than quiet and even earlier in active conditions. This suggests that the be­
havior of Dg under different levels of geomagnetic activity (Figure 3.8 - 3.10) was linked 
to the location of the observatory relative to the auroral oval. In all the three cases, Dg 
attained maximum value before local magnetic midnight, consistent with years of data 
from Poker Flat showing that sheared flow is most common at this time.
Exceptionally high Dg was observed in 2012 under active geomagnetic conditions be­
tween 0100 UT and 0300 UT. The number of observations present in this time bin was 
small. This is because the SDI requires a solar depression angle of 8 degrees or more to 
observe, and there are relatively few days (all around mid-winter) for which this require­
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ment is satisfied during the period 0100 UT and 0300 UT. Indeed, manual inspection of 
the day-to-day wind dial and D g  plots confirmed that this exceptionally high D g  in 2012 
was the result of few atypical days with high AE, for example 21 November 2012 and 
24 November 2012. On these days, strong latitudinal shears were already present in the 
starting of the diurnal observation cycle which resulted in the high Dg.
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Figure 3.11: Dependence of the diurnal behavior of Dg on the north-south component 
(Bz) of the interplanetary magnetic field. 'Error-bars' indicates the standard deviation of 
the mean.
The configuration of IMF can considerably influence the neutral circulation pattern 
[e.g., McCormac and Smith, 1984; Killeen et al., 1985, 1995; Rees et al., 1986; Meriwether and 
Shih, 1987; Sica et al., 1989; Hernandez et al., 1991; Mccormac et al., 1991; Niciejewski et al., 
1992; Richmond et al., 2003; Emmert et al., 2006b]. In order to determine if any relationship 
exist between D g  and the north-south component (Bz) of the IMF, three years of D g data 
were first sorted according to the Bz component of IMF and the median of each hourly bin 
was taken. The resultant D g for positive and negative Bz is presented in Figure 3.11 . As 
shown in Figure 3.11, before 0900 UT, D g  was observed to be stronger for negative Bz than
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Figure 3.12: Dependence of the diurnal behavior of Dg on the dawn-dusk component (By) 
of the interplanetary magnetic field. 'Error-bars' indicates the standard deviation of the 
mean.
positive Bz. But, after 0900 UT, Dg behavior was similar for both cases. Peak distortion 
occurred earlier for negative Bz than positive Bz. In a similar way as discussed for Bz, we 
also investigated the influence of dawn-dusk component (By) of IMF on Dg a shown in 
Figure 3.12. There was no statistically discernible difference between the diurnal behavior 
of the Dg for negative and positive By. Because neutrals need a sufficient amount of time 
to be accelerated by the ions, so the next logical step could be to look at the effect of By 
and Bz on Dg using longer time scales.
3.6 Conclusions
A new parameter called the distortion gradient (Dg) was defined for use in studying 
the climatological behavior of how thermospheric winds distort air masses transported 
over Alaska. Dg includes all contributions to non-uniform horizontal flow, including all 
first order gradients and any higher-order perturbations. Dg is always positive, whereas
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conventional gradients (or linear combinations of gradients) can be negative or positive. 
Climatological averaging of conventional gradients will therefore likely underestimate 
distortion effects, whereas D g  is not subject to this problem.
Climatological behavior of D g  was studied using three years of all-sky Fabry-Perot 
measurements of thermospheric winds above Alaska. The principal finding of this re­
search work is that the distortion in the F-region thermospheric air masses above Alaska 
has a diurnal, seasonal, geomagnetic activity, and IMF dependence. In all the cases maxi­
mum distortion occurred before local magnetic midnight.
The diurnal behavior of D g  was similar for each of the years studied: 2010, 2011, and 
2012. D g  was smaller in the climatological averages in the evening and morning, and it 
maximized between 0600 UT and 1000 UT. If this behavior was not a persistent feature, 
it would have been suppressed by averaging over a year. Despite the presence of large 
variability, a persistent feature was present in the seasonal behavior of D g  in all three 
years. D g  was smaller in winter compared to pre and post summer. This suggests the 
presence of seasonal dependence in the distortion of thermospheric air masses.
Timing of the D g  peak was observed to depend on geomagnetic activity. Air mass 
distortion was high between 0800 UT and 1000 UT under quiet geomagnetic conditions. 
Peak distortion appeared earlier (0700 UT to 0830 UT) in moderate geomagnetic condi­
tions than quiet geomagnetic condition, and even earlier (0300 UT to 0700 UT) in active 
geomagnetic conditions. That is, the D g  peak shifted towards earlier in the evening with 
increasing geomagnetic activity. This is related to the expansion of the high latitude ther­
mospheric circulation to the lower latitudes with the increase in geomagnetic activity. But 
in all the cases, maximum distortion always occurred before the local magnetic midnight.
Investigations of the relationship between D g  and IMF revealed that distortion in ther­
mospheric air masses was larger and appeared earlier when IMF was southward com­
pared to northward. There was no significant difference between the distortions for dawn 
and dusk orientation of the IMF.
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Chapter 4
Tracing Trajectories of Air Parcels Transported Through Spatially Resolved 
Horizontal Neutral Wind Fields Observed in the Thermosphere Above Alaska1
Abstract
Transport by fluid flow is a very complex problem. Any velocity gradient will cause 
distortion of air parcels which, over time, can become extraordinarily severe. In the tradi­
tional picture of Earth's upper thermosphere, it is however widely presumed that its con­
vective stability and enormous kinematic viscosity attenuate wind gradients, and hence 
smooth out any structure present in the wind over scale sizes of several hundreds of kilo­
meters. As a result, air parcel trajectories predicted by current models are often relatively 
simple, so that transport effects only slowly disperse and mix air parcels. This means that 
regions of perturbed chemical composition, formed for example by intense aurora, would 
be expected to remain intact for many hours or even days. However, our observations 
show that this simple picture does not hold in practice; wind fields in the thermosphere 
have much more local-scale structure than predicated by models, at least in the auro­
ral zone. These local small-scale structures complicate air parcel trajectories enormously, 
relative to typical expectations. In this study, we used an all-sky Scanning Doppler Imag­
ing Fabry-Perot interferometer located at Poker Flat, Alaska. A single SDI instrument 
can simultaneously observe the thermospheric wind's line-of-sight (LOS) component in 
115 (typically) independent look directions. From these data, it is possible to reconstruct 
time-resolved two-dimensional maps of the horizontal vector wind field and use these to 
infer forward and backward air parcel trajectories over time. Tracing parcel trajectories 
through a given geographic location maps where they will go from there (forward trac­
ing in time) and where they came from previously (history of parcels or tracing back in 
time). Results show that transport of thermospheric neutral species in the presence of the 
local-scale wind gradients that are observed is far more complicated than what current
1Dhadly, M. S. and M. Conde (2015), Tracing trajectories of air parcels transported through spatially re­
solved horizontal neutral wind fields observed in the thermosphere above Alaska (prepared for submission 
in Journal of Geophysical Research).
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models typically predict. Also, the wind driven transport is sensitive to the details of the 
wind field.
4.1 Introduction
Upper atmospheric neutral winds at high latitudes are forced by the combination of heat­
ing induced pressure gradients, momentum exchange between neutrals and convecting 
ions (ion drag), and inertial forces. A quantitative comparison of the F-region momen­
tum terms is given by Killeen and Roble [1984]. Time varying interplay between these 
drivers leads to substantial variations in thermospheric circulation at local and synoptic 
scales, and complicates high latitude thermospheric wind flow patterns. Understanding 
transport of neutral air parcels driven by such time varying fluid flows is a challenging 
problem.
Magnetically driven processes (e.g. Joule heating and auroral precipitation) can de­
posit a significant amount of energy at high latitudes, which directly perturbs ionospheric 
and thermospheric compositions. Any perturbation in the neutral composition can sig­
nificantly alter high latitude electrodynamical processes such as ionospheric convection 
via changes in ion drag. Also, modified neutral composition produced by such mag- 
netospheric processes at high latitudes can be transported to lower latitudes by merid­
ional winds, and hence disrupt the chemical production and loss rates in the ionosphere 
and thermosphere at mid and even low latitudes, which influences low latitude thermo­
spheric phenomenon such as the equatorial spread F and scintillation. Thus, high lati­
tude forcing (heating and convection) can lead to significant thermospheric disturbances 
on the global scale. Crowley et al. [1989a,b] presented such an example of upwelling of 
nitrogen rich air by Joule heating and its subsequent transportation to lower latitudes by 
meridional winds on the nightside which caused relative depletion of thermospheric oxy­
gen at lower latitudes. Fuller-Rowell et al. [1996] demonstrated the seasonal dependence 
of these processes. Strickland et al. [1999] showed the latitudinal motion of thermospheric 
oxygen depleted large-scale patches using ultraviolet images acquired by Dynamic Ex­
plorer 1. Pallamraju [2005] discussed such traveling atmospheric disturbed compositions 
from higher to lower latitudes by analyzing strong variation in the 630 nm  dayglow emis­
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sions at a low latitude site (Carmen Alto, Chile) after a geomagnetic storm. It is now 
well established that thermospheric wind driven transport at high latitudes is a key com­
ponent of the global thermospheric system, and its detailed knowledge is required to 
completely understand the global thermospheric wind transport.
At F-region thermospheric altitudes, the mean free path is ~1 km and the collision 
frequency is ~1 collision per sec. This distance and time scale are smaller than the char­
acteristic distance and time scales of wind systems. That is why the thermospheric wind 
flows may be regarded as viscous fluid flows Rishbeth [1972]. When shears exist in the 
wind flows, viscous forces act to smooth any shear by diffusing the momentum. The 
reason is that the mean free path at thermospheric altitudes is very large. Consequently, 
the thermospheric species can communicate over longer distances and hence diffuse the 
momentum over large regions quickly. The kinematic viscosity, which is the molecular 
viscosity per unit mass, increases with increasing altitude Rishbeth [1972]. Due to the high 
kinematic viscosity of the upper thermosphere, it is most commonly presumed in global 
modeling studies that the Earth's upper thermosphere acts to smear out any gradients 
that might occur over scale sizes of several hundreds of kilometers or less as discussed in 
Aruliah and Griffin [2001]. Also, neutral gas is assumed to respond very slowly to magne- 
tospheric forcing because of its large inertia as it consists 99.9% of the mass of the upper 
atmosphere. Taken together, these considerations lead most workers to presume that ther­
mosphere is a background and easily predictable medium. For such a medium, air parcel 
trajectories would be relatively simple, and transport processes would only slowly dis­
perse and mixes air parcels. In such cases, the regions of perturbed chemical composition 
formed for example by an intense aurora or any other mechanism, would be expected to 
remain intact for many hours or even days. Killeen and Roble [1986] investigated the high 
latitude thermospheric neutral wind transport by air parcel tracing using Thermospheric 
Global Circulation Model (TGCM). Their study used a time step of one hour to update tra­
jectory of each air parcel assuming that the wind behavior does not change much during 
that time period. However, many previous independent systematic observational stud­
ies [e.g., Meriwether et al., 1973, 1988; Conde and Smith, 1995, 1998a,b; Killeen et al., 1995; 
Greet et al., 1999; Aruliah and Griffin, 2001; Aruliah et al., 2004] have shown that this simple
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picture (as discussed above) does not hold in practice. The high latitude neutral wind 
dynamics can be quite variable and thermospheric F-region wind fields at high latitudes 
can have much more local spatial and temporal structures than predicted by global mod­
els like the one used by Killeen and Roble [1986]. Although modeling studies are reputable 
resources for determining global climatologies, they do not yet have enough details of the 
wind fields especially at auroral latitudes that can be obtained with experimental studies. 
That is why the air parcel trajectories predicted by models often contain trajectories that 
look smooth and unstructured (as in the case of Killeen and Roble [1986]). We are coming to 
understand that thermospheric models will require more realistic magnetospheric inputs 
and thermospheric drivers if they are to predict winds similar to those that are observed 
in practice.
High latitude wind driven thermospheric transport is one of the least studied compo­
nents of high latitude aeronomy. Our ability to understand high latitude thermospheric 
transport is limited by the sparsity of observational data and inability to accurately pre­
dict thermospheric medium over smaller scales. Here, we examined neutral air parcel 
transport in the high latitude F-region thermosphere using actual observational data by 
applying the technique of tracing air parcels forward and backward in time to determine 
where the air parcels came from previously or where they will travel subsequently. This 
allowed us to visualize the motion of neutral air parcels and understand their transport 
through local-scale structures in the F-region neutral wind fields above Alaska. The pri­
mary motivation for backward tracing is to investigate whether behavior occurring in the 
vicinity of the observations may have been instigated or influenced by the prior history of 
the air parcels. Conversely, forward tracing would allow us to predict locations that may 
subsequently be affected by air parcels carried downwind from our location. In method­
ology, our study is similar to the air parcel tracing through model wind fields performed 
by Killeen and Roble [1986], although in our case, we use experimentally measured thermo­
spheric winds with much higher spatial resolution but only confined to the region above 
Alaska. In Killeen and Roble [1986] study, at F-region altitude, they used a time step of one 
hour to update trajectory of each air parcel. Also, the average angular distance traveled 
by an air parcel in one hour was of the order of ten degree in latitude (~1100 km). Their
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air parcel trajectory study was focused on understanding the large-scale behavior of the 
wind transport, so no attempt was made to capture any local-scale details in air parcel 
trajectories. On the other hand, our study is focused on understanding behavior of air 
parcel transport on local-scale in the presence of actually observed non-uniformities in 
the wind fields.
For a uniform wind field, transport of neutral air parcels is easily straightforward and 
almost trivially predictable. However, observations show that thermospheric wind fields 
are not uniform; wind gradients (most prominently in the form of shears) occur on the lo­
cal and synoptic scale, as a result of the time varying interplay between various spatially 
varying drivers. As we will show, the resulting air parcel trajectories become far more 
complicated. Calculating these trajectories requires wind fields measurements with high 
enough spatial resolution to resolve all the gradients present, coupled with wide enough 
geographic coverage to allow the air parcels to be followed throughout the region of in­
terest. Obtaining suitable data requires sophisticated instrumentation and a very large 
experimental undertaking. Although a number of instruments and instrument types ex­
ist for sampling the thermospheric winds, very few have the required high spatial and 
temporal resolution coupled with the ability to observe over a large geographic area [e.g., 
Conde and Smith, 1995, 1998b; Aruliah et al., 2010; Anderson et al., 2012]. Here, we have 
used spatially resolved observations of the 630 nm  optical emissions occurring naturally 
in the F-region thermosphere recorded by an all-sky wavelength scanning Doppler imag­
ing Fabry-Perot spectrometer (SDI) located at Poker Flat, Alaska (65.12N, 147.47W). Poker 
Flat is located in the auroral zone, which is a transition region between mid-latitudes and 
the polar cap, in which the relative magnitudes of the various source terms appearing 
in the thermosphere's energy and momentum equations vary rapidly both spatially and 
temporally. Thus, its data provides a sensitive test for the terms and drivers used in ther­
mospheric wind circulation models.
4.2 Tracing Analysis
The all-sky SDI located at Poker Flat, Alaska (local time = UT - 9, magnetic local time 
«  UT + 12.8) is capable of collecting emission spectra simultaneously from many tens of
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locations across the sky. A detailed description of the basic principles and operations of 
an all-sky SDI is discussed by Conde and Smith [1995,1997,1998a,b] and more recently by 
Conde and Nicolls [2010] and Anderson et al. [2012]. In brief, optical emissions from thermo­
sphere are collected by a fish-eye lens in the fore-optics, passed through a narrow-band 
interference filter to select a single emission feature of interest. The resulting monochro­
matic beam is expanded, re-collimated, and passed through an etalon configured to scan 
its gap over one order of interference in discrete 128 steps every ~20 sec. The etalon in­
troduces angular modulation, which is then focused to form a ring pattern on a 512 x 512 
pixel thermoelectrically cooled electron multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD) de­
tector using a Nikkor 300 m m f  /2.8 telephoto lens. The detector is optically conjugate with 
a "plane" at infinite object distance, so the image it receives at any instant is that of the dis­
tant sky, modulated by the Fabry-Perot fringe pattern for the wavelength of the selected 
emission line. Each EMCCD pixel acts a single detector, albeit one that only receives very 
small photon flux. To increase signal/noise (at the expense of angular resolution) the 
digital image is binned in software into a configurable pattern of zones (numbering 115 
in this study) and the spectrum recorded derived from each individual pixel is co-added 
within its corresponding zone using the phase mapping technique described by Conde 
and Smith [1997]. Multiple ~20 sec scans are co-added to produce a single exposure, with 
the spectral integration continuing until an adequate signal to noise ratio is reached on 
average across all zones.
The full field of view (FOV) of the Poker Flat SDI used here was 146 degrees which 
covered a wide geographic region above Alaska with a radial extent of ~785 km when 
projected onto a planar 630 nm  emission layer at a centroid altitude of 240 km . The division 
of the field of view into zones is entirely configurable; the zones can be of any shape and 
any total number. Experience has shown that for our instrument under typical observing 
conditions, a good balance between the spatial and temporal resolution is achieved by 
dividing the FOV into 115 zones. Doppler shift and Doppler broadening of the resulting 
spectra were inferred by numerical fitting of a suitable model spectrum (allowing for 
instrumental broadening). These quantities were used to estimate LOS wind speeds and 
temperatures respectively. Two-dimensionally resolved horizontal wind fields were then
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derived from the LOS wind components using a "monostatic" wind fitting technique 
based on Burnside et al. [1981] and discussed in more detail by Conde and Smith [1998b] 
and Anderson et al. [2012].
We used only the horizontal displacement of air parcels to trace their trajectories, and 
made no attempt to follow their vertical displacement. This approach is reasonable, be­
cause the high latitude neutral wind flows are convection dominated and vertical winds 
are usually (but admittedly not always) far smaller than their corresponding horizontal 
speeds. For forward air parcel tracing, the wind measurements from 07 January 2012 and 
15 December 2012 were used as they are representative of thermospheric wind evolution 
above Alaska that we commonly observe on many nights. The average temporal resolu­
tion of horizontal wind data from 07 January and 15 December was 4.8 min and 2.5 min 
respectively. Constructing the trajectory of an air parcel requires the ability to "lookup" a 
value for the wind at the particular location of the air parcel at each time step. However, 
while the air parcel location could be anywhere, the underlying data are only measured 
on a spatial grid that is determined by the zone map in use. Furthermore, the trajec­
tory calculation uses fixed time steps, whereas the sampling times of the original data are 
not fixed, as a result of the varying integration times used by the instrument in response 
to changing emission brightness. Thus, the trajectory calculation requires that the wind 
data be interpolated to a fixed temporal cadence and to the constantly evolving air parcel 
locations. Once the wind is interpolated to an air parcel location, it is trivial to project 
its displacement forward over a small time step by multiplying the estimated wind by 
the time step. This interpolation and calculation of the displacement steps were repeated 
every 30 sec for finding the new location of the air parcel. To visualize the horizontal 
wind driven transport of air parcels, twenty-three "virtual balloon guns" were placed in 
the upper thermosphere at different locations above Alaska. A new virtual balloon was 
released by each gun every 10 min. We considered a balloon as a visual representation 
of an air parcel. Two virtual balloons produced from a same balloon gun were attached 
with a stretchable virtual string. To distinguish between the balloons from different bal­
loon guns, they were presented in different colors. Balloons were tracked as long as they 
remained within the SDI FOV.
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For finding the history of air parcels, thirteen air parcels located above Alaska at differ­
ent locations were selected and traced backward in time. Using the wind measurements 
from 07 January 2012, the backward displacements were calculated as before, but starting 
with the last exposure of the night and reversing the sign of the wind, so that the displace­
ments were directed "upwind". The different colors were used to distinguish between the 
trajectories of different air parcels.
4.3 Discussion
Summary wind plots (as shown in Figure 4.1) were produced for both 07 Jan 2012 and 
15 Dec 2012 to depict an overview of the spatial and temporal evolution of horizontal 
neutral winds that were used for air parcel tracing analysis above Alaska. They include 
both large-scale and local-scale horizontal wind features. In the wind summary plots, the 
Sun is always at the top of the figure and the observatory moves anticlockwise around 
the geomagnetic north pole in a circular arc as seen by a space-based observer located at 
some distance above the geomagnetic north pole. Due to the latitudinal spread of SDI 
FOV, they trace out an annular ring around the geomagnetic north pole. The background 
colors in these plots denote the 630 nm emission intensity derived also from SDI spectra. 
Horizontal wind features observed on 07 Jan 2012 and 15 Dec 2012 represents the most 
common features in the winds observed above Alaska. At the beginning of the observa­
tion cycle, antisunward winds equatorward of the observatory were associated with the 
diurnal tide due to the pressure gradient induced by solar heating, whereas the magnetic 
westward component in the winds poleward of the observatory were presumably associ­
ated with the ion drag due to the duskside ionospheric convection. Early in the evening, 
most of the wind flow was dominated by the solar diurnal tide. With the passage of time, 
due to Earth's rotation, the duskside ionospheric convection started dominating the wind 
flow poleward of the observatory. It produced a wind reversal region along the magnetic 
east-west direction before magnetic midnight - for example at times around 0700 UT. 
Large latitudinal sheared flows were present along this wind reversal boundary. With the 
passage of time, the wind reversal boundary slowly moved equatorward of the observa­
tory. It is well known that coupling between ions and neutrals is stronger in the presence
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Summary Wind Dial Plot
(a)
Summary Wind Dial Plot
(b)
Figure 4.1: Evolution of the F-region thermospheric horizontal neutral winds above Poker 
Flat on a) 07 January 2012 (top panel) and b) 15 December 2012 (bottom panel). In these 
summary wind dial plots, the sun is always at the top of the plot, and the observatory 
moves anticlockwise around the geomagnetic north pole in a circular arc (for a space- 
based observer located at some distance above the geomagnetic north pole). Background 
colors indicate 630 nm optical emission brightness, in arbitrary units.
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of auroral activity [Deng and Ridley, 2006]. The strong magnetic westward winds on the 
poleside of the observatory between 0600 UT to 1000 UT were almost certainly associated 
with strong ion-neutral coupling in the collocated region of auroral activity occurring at 
this time. The equatorward winds around 1200 UT are a common feature of winds over 
Alaska at this local time; they are associated with the nightside emergence of the antisun- 
ward cross polar cap jet. After 1200 UT, development of a magnetic eastward component 
in the wind flows was the signature of dawnside plasma convection cell. Development 
of the dawnside neutral circulation vortex is visible in Figure 4.1b, due to strong ion- 
neutral coupling in the aurorally active region between 1500 UT and 1800 UT. Day-to-day 
observations of the wind behaviors from Poker Flat have shown that variability in the 
dawn neutral circulation cell is much stronger than the duskside circulation cell. The 
antisunward polar cap flows and return flows via dawn and dusk wings of the thermo­
spheric circulation are clearly visible in the summary wind dial plot (Figure 4.1b). These 
flow characteristics have been previously reported in many publications [e.g., Conde and 
Smith, 1998b; Conde et al., 2001; Anderson et al., 2012].
Balloon trajectories for 07 Jan and 15 Dec (which represent the paths traveled by air 
parcels) are shown in Figure 4.2-4.5 and Figure 4.6-4.9 respectively. The background col­
ors in each frame of Figure 4.2-4.5 and Figure 4.6-4.9 indicate the 630 nm emission in­
tensity, which is also derived from the SDI measurements. In this analysis, the neutral 
air parcel locations and trajectories were updated every 30 sec. Although this short time 
step was necessary for accurate computations, it is adequate to display the end results at 
much lower cadence and, in so doing, a far more compact summary of the key features 
is possible. Thus, Figure 4.2-4.5 and Figure 4.6-4.9 only show the calculated trajectories 
every 10 min.
To make dark sky observations, the Poker Flat SDI was configured to start observing 
when the Sun descended to more than eight degrees below the geometric horizon. How­
ever, the sky was still quite bright during the first few exposures thus obtained, and were 
contaminated with twilight on the sunward side of the SDI FOV. The result was an arti­
ficial gradient in the inferred 630 nm intensity, directed toward the magnetic south. This 
erroneous intensity gradient disappeared quickly as Poker Flat advanced deeper into the
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06:24:55UT
Figure 4.3: Same as for Figure 4.2, but in this case showing times from 0554 UT until 0944 
UT.
nighttime darkness. In Figure 4.2-4.5, a light colorful patch on the equatorward of the 
observatory that moves from east to west with time was due to contamination associated 
with the instrument looking directly at the moon during the night of 07 Jan 2012.
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Figure 4.4: Same as for Figure 4.2, but in this case showing times from 0954 UT until 1344 
UT.
As shown in Figure 4.2-4.5 and Figure 4.6-4.9, the wind field equatorward of the ob­
servatory was uniform and antisunward at the beginning of both nights, so that the neu­
tral air parcels slowly drifted poleward. The wind flow poleward of the observatory
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Figure 4.5: Same as for Figure 4.2, but in this case showing times from 1354 UT until 1734 
UT.
was magnetic westward (probably associated with ionospheric convection ). This wind 
flow configuration imposed curvature into the wind field. The air parcel trajectories from 
magnetically eastward and equatorward of the observatory started converging as a flow
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Figure 4.6: Same as for Figure 4.2, but in this case showing data for 15 December 2012 
from 0135 UT until 0525 UT.
channel developed along the auroral forms. At 0334 UT, most of the air parcels above 
Alaska were flowing on trajectories that eventually brought them into this channel. An 
important consequence is that the air parcels with different geographical histories would
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„  06:05:19UT
Figure 4.7: Same as for Figure 4.6, but in this case showing times from 0535 UT until 0925 
UT.
have been mixed together in the channel. After 0600 UT, with the appearance of aurora 
on the poleward of the observatory, the winds got stronger - which we know from expe­
rience with many years of data spanning multiple data sets occurs as a result of enhanced
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Figure 4.8: Same as for Figure 4.6, but in this case showing times from 0935 UT until 1325 
UT.
ion-neutral coupling in that region. After 0630 UT, the air parcels equatorward of the 
observatory continue to drift antisunward, while the air parcels poleward of the obser­
vatory were entrained in the strong magnetic westward winds. As local time advances,
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Figure 4.9: Same as for Figure 4.6, but in this case showing times from 1335 UT until 1715 
UT.
antisunward flows rotate towards the magnetic east. Thus, by 0700 UT a strong line of 
shear had formed, with oppositely directed flows occurring poleward and equatorward 
of the observatory. As expected, this shear started distorting and complicating the paths
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traveled by air parcels that encountered the shear. Air parcels that were initially nearby, 
but displaced slightly poleward and equatorward of the shear line quickly moved hun­
dreds of kilometers apart. This clearly illustrates the role of wind shears in dispersing air 
parcels with previously similar geographical histories by separating the paths traveled by 
them. With the passage of time, the magnetic westward flow dominated the entire wind 
field by about 0930 UT and the magnetic east-to-west air parcel flow channel moved to 
the lower latitudes.
The air parcel trajectories were smooth and straight within the ion convection domi­
nated region. After magnetic midnight (1120 UT), winds turned antisunward, and bifur­
cation appeared in the wind field (which is most likely associated with the antisunward 
jet of the Dungey cycle) which drifted the air parcels in opposite directions. It led to 
stretching of the virtual strings between the air parcels produced from the same location 
(same balloon gun) that traversed the shear and ended up moving in opposite directions. 
Furthermore, it also mixed air parcels with different time histories. After this time, for­
ward air parcel trajectories started to become entangled across the SDI FOV.
The wind behaviors were broadly similar on both days before 1300UT. After 1300 UT, 
the horizontal air parcel transport on 07 Jan was different than 15 Dec. On 07 Dec, the 
wind flow was almost stagnant after 1300 UT and majority of the air parcels stayed in the 
SDI FOV until the end of observation cycle. After 1400 UT, the wind flows equatorward 
of the observatory turned magnetic northward and produced a region of densely packed 
air parcels of different geographical histories. A large region of air parcel mixing and 
complicated air parcel trajectories existed during this time interval in the SDI FOV.
On 15 Dec, after 1300 UT, the equatorward winds were strong and produced almost 
uniform wind flow. As a result, the entangled trajectories produced earlier by the bifur­
cation began to drift out of the SDI FOV. Near the end of this observation cycle, with the 
appearance of auroral activity poleward of the observatory around 1545 UT, stronger ion- 
neutral coupling drifted the neutral air parcels magnetic eastward as expected. On the 
equatorward side of the observatory, the wind flow was drifting air parcels equatorward. 
This led to the formation of latitudinal shears and skewing of the trajectories of the air 
parcels that started from the poleward of the observatory. Comparing this case with the
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07 Jan case suggests that air parcel trajectories can become surprisingly complicated, de­
pending on the structures in the wind fields. The data presented here are of course purely 
local to Alaska. Seeing this, it is not hard to imagine how complicated the trajectories of 
air parcels can be over the whole globe.
Our understanding of the thermospheric transport is still limited by current observa­
tional capabilities. Suppose there is a strong antisunward jet passing across the polar cap. 
With current observational facilities, we would be unable to find (as in the case of 15 Dec) 
where the air parcels emerging from the polar cap would subsequently travel to, as we 
have insufficient thermospheric coverage. They may be recycled by the dusk or possi­
bly dawn circulation cells or, alternatively, they may "leak" down to equatorial latitudes 
and perhaps even end up in a different hemisphere. In the case of auroral sub-storms, 
composition perturbations (as discussed in Crowley et al. [1989a,b]; Strickland et al. [1999]; 
Pallamraju [2005]) may leak to middle and lower latitudes where they could further dis­
turb the chemistry and dynamics of lower latitude thermosphere and ionosphere.
Having shown that we can trace air parcel trajectories forward in time, we now con­
sider the corresponding problem of using the SDI data to find the location history of air 
parcels prior to some observation time. For this, we use the technique of tracing air parcels 
backward in time as discussed in the tracing analysis section. The motivation for this is 
twofold. First, if we observe some unusual activity in the thermosphere, then backward 
tracing can be applied to assess the likelihood that it may be related to the prior history 
of the observed air parcel. Secondly, it can be used to visualize how local wind gradi­
ents may have complicated the air parcel trajectories and caused air parcels with different 
geographical histories to mix together.
Unlike forward tracing, here only thirteen neighboring air parcels were traced back­
ward. Here, we have used the SDI wind data to find where these air parcels came from. 
The first frame of Figure 4.10 depicts the location of thirteen air parcels above Alaska se­
lected for backward tracing. Two neighboring air parcels that are at different latitudes 
are ~56 km apart; two neighboring air parcels that are at different longitudes are ~90 km 
apart. Full backward tracing paths of thirteen air parcels are presented in 24 frames, at 
the temporal resolution of 27 min as shown in Figure 4.10. Note that in this figure, time is
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Figure 4.10: Backward tracing of 13 air parcels on 07 January 2012 to find where they came 
from. The first subset shows the location of all 13 air parcels selected for back tracing. 
Each color line represents the location history of an individual air parcel. Time is running 
backward in these frames.
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running backward and the time corresponding to each measurement is shown at the top 
right of the frame. This time-reversal is necessary to follow the air parcel's prior history. It 
should be noted that one consequence of it may be to give the impression that air parcels 
are actually moving in the opposite direction to the wind, which is of course not actually 
the case, because time is also running backward. Finally, we were only able to trace air 
parcels backward until 0429 UT because before this time, all the selected air parcels were 
outside the SDI FOV.
Inspection of backward tracing paths revealed that nearby air parcels in the thermo­
sphere above Alaska can have arrived there via entirely different geographical histories. 
Conversely, widely separated air parcels can have been in close geographic proximity at 
some earlier time. For example, air parcels presented in red and cyan colors were trans­
ported to their final location from poleward of the Alaska by equatorward winds. On the 
other hand, their neighboring yellow and pale-blue air parcels were transported to their 
final location from a location far to the east by the magnetic westward winds. If we con­
sider the longest traced air parcels, presented in pink, orange, brown (all in the column 
on the left), and blue (from middle column), they were transported to their final loca­
tions from locations far to the west by the heating induced wind flows. Since we cannot 
trace air parcels to long distances due to limited geographical coverage of our instrument, 
there is a possibility that the orange (middle column), black, green, pale-blue, yellow, and 
even gray air parcels were also transported from a location far to the west. However, the 
wind field structure afterward 0926 UT suggests that the green, pale-blue, yellow, and 
gray parcel were most likely transported from eastward of Alaska by the strong mag­
netic westward winds. Suppose if both, for example, green and pink air parcels, were 
transported from locations far to the west, based on the wind fields and their current tra­
jectories, they most likely originated from the locations hundreds of kilometers (or even 
more) apart. This back tracing example clearly demonstrates how various wind structures 
above Alaska mixed air parcels with different geographical origins. Based on the results 
shown above, we can definitely imagine that two nearby air parcels could originate from 
regions that could ultimately be separated by a whole hemisphere.
Although we have based our results on the wind data derived from a single SDI sta­
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tion which is based on few assumptions (as discussed in Conde and Smith [1995, 1997, 
1998a,b]; Anderson et al. [2012]), our recent study of the cross-comparison of an all-sky 
SDI wind measurements with a narrow field Fabry-Perot interferometer has shown that 
these wind measurements are most likely close to the actual wind field that prevailed 
during the observations. It is evident from Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.10 that the paths trav­
eled by air parcels are quite complicated, and not smooth. Now, imagine how complex 
the air parcels trajectories can be over the global scale. Due to the demonstrated presence 
of local-scale structures in high latitude thermospheric wind fields, an extended network 
of observatories is needed to provide the combination high spatial resolution and wide 
geographic coverage that is needed to completely understand the wind driven transport 
in the thermosphere. Currently, no other known technique could provide the wind data 
required for air parcel trajectory mapping. Tracing air parcel trajectories over the global 
or even hemispheric scale is certainly far beyond what is currently possible either do with 
observations or models.
4.4 Summary and Conclusions
In methodology, our study is similar to the air parcel tracing through model wind fields 
performed by Killeen and Roble [1986], although in our case, we used experimentally mea­
sured thermospheric winds with much higher spatial resolution but only confined to the 
region above Alaska. Their air parcel trajectory study was focused on understanding 
the large-scale behavior of the wind transport, so no attempt was made to capture any 
local-scale details in air parcel trajectories. On the other hand, our study is focused on 
understanding behavior of air parcel transport on local-scale in the presence of actually 
observed non-uniformities in the wind fields.
Here we traced air parcel trajectories both forward and backward in time using the SDI 
wind measurements over a large geographic area above Alaska to show the complexity 
of the wind driven transport in the thermosphere. Forward tracing was used to find 
where air parcels would go with time and backward tracing to find where they came 
from. It is evident that the thermospheric air parcels do not travel in simple paths. In 
the thermosphere, wind shears change with time and space which introduces further
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complexity in the air parcel transport.
Forward tracing showed the presence of a flow channel on the equatorward edge of 
the ion drag dominated wind flow before magnetic midnight. It mixed the air parcels 
from lower latitudes with the air parcels from high latitudes. Forward tracing clearly 
showed that composition perturbations caused by an active aurora can be transported 
to lower latitudes depending on the wind fields, which in turn can influence the lower 
latitude chemistry and dynamics. Backward tracing gives the history of air parcels, and 
revealed that two neighboring air parcels can originate from widely separated geograph­
ical regions depending on the structures in wind fields. The wind gradients led to mixing 
of air parcels from different parts of the thermosphere. It is evident from forward and 
backward tracing of air parcels that the wind transport is sensitive to the details of the 
wind field and any change in the wind field can cause a huge impact on where the air 
parcels would end up.
Our current understanding of the thermospheric transport is still limited by the paucity 
of observations. The real physical consequences of air parcel tracing would be fully ex­
posed if we could trace air parcels over long distances. Currently, by combining all 
the data from existing operational instrumental facilities around the globe and models, 
we can study thermospheric climatology, but we cannot construct paths traveled by air 
parcels over global or even hemispheric scale with any useful accuracy. Achieving a re­
liable and accurate way to find paths traveled by air parcels will require an extensive 
network of wind measurements with instruments capable of mapping winds over wide 
geographic regions with high spatial resolution. If we consider air parcel tracing even 
over a hemisphere, the observation challenge is enormous.
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Chapter 5
First Ever Cross-Comparison of Thermospheric Wind Measured by Narrow and Wide
Field Optical Doppler Spectroscopy1
Abstract
We present the first ever cross-comparisons of F-region horizontal neutral wind measure­
ments taken using two different types of optical Doppler spectrometer: all-sky scanning 
Doppler imagers (SDI) and narrow-field Fabry-Perot Interferometers (NFPI). Horizontal 
neutral winds were inferred using bistatic observations from three NFPIs, together with 
monostatic and bistatic observations from two SDIs. All instruments were located in 
Alaska. Cross-comparisons were made for a total of 7 nights in January and February of 
2010. The results show a high degree of correlation between the diurnal behaviors of the 
line-of-sight (LOS) winds measured by both instruments. The SDI and NFPI LOS wind 
time series also often contained high frequency fluctuations with similar overall charac­
teristics, strongly suggesting that these fluctuations were geophysical in origin. However, 
the amplitude of the high-frequency component was stronger in the NFPI LOS wind than 
SDI data. Even the smallest SDI angular resolution element is much larger than the NFPI 
field of view, suggesting that its relative insensitivity to high frequencies is because these 
fluctuations are associated with local-scale structures whose spatial extent is smaller than 
the ~40 km spanned by the smallest SDI viewing field. Upon fitting vectors to the LOS 
wind data, close agreement was found between the wind components estimated by the 
two types of instrument. Discrepancies that did arise occurred most often when the neu­
tral wind speed was weak, suggesting that conditions capable of driving higher neutral 
wind speeds also suppressed the development of small-scale structures in the thermo­
spheric neutral wind fields.
1Dhadly, M. S., J. Meriwether, M. Conde, and D. Hampton (2015), First ever cross-comparison of ther­
mospheric wind measured by narrow and wide field optical Doppler spectroscopy, J. Geophys. Res. Space 
Physics, doi:10.1002/2015JA021316.
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5.1 Introduction
Although thermospheric dynamics have been studied for many decades, we still know 
relatively little about how the spatial and temporal spectra of wind motion behave at the 
smallest observable scales. At auroral latitudes, thermospheric winds are driven by two 
dominant processes, namely, the global pressure gradient established by solar heating, 
and momentum deposition due to collisions with ions moving in response to the magne- 
tospheric "convection" electric field. Time varying interplay between these two drivers 
leads to substantial variations in thermospheric circulations at local, synoptic, and even 
global scales. Characterization of this complex behavior presents a formidable observa­
tional challenge.
Since the 1950s, many techniques have been developed to observe Earth's thermo­
spheric winds. Of these, optical remote sensing has produced the most data to date. 
In recent decades, Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPI) have become popular for measur­
ing wind speed and temperature in the neutral thermosphere using Doppler shift and 
Doppler broadening (width) of natural optical line emissions.
Several variants of ground-based FPIs are in current use. Because they employ dif­
ferent techniques that are somewhat indirect, it is important for the various "flavors" of 
these instruments to be cross-validated. Because the global Fabry-Perot interferometer 
network is sparse [Meriwether, 2006], opportunities for such cross-validation are rare.
Fortunately, in Alaska, two different variants of ground-based optical Doppler spec­
troscopic instruments are operating and mapping neutral winds independently. Both are 
Fabry-Perot Doppler spectrometers. One type, which we refer to here as a "narrow-field 
FPI" (NFPI), uses a narrow field of view (FOV) with a fixed gap etalon. The other is 
an all-sky scanning interferometer with a separation-scanning etalon. We refer to it as a 
"Scanning Doppler Imager" (SDI). Although both are based on Doppler spectroscopy of 
naturally occurring optical emissions from the thermosphere and use Fabry-Perot etalons 
to obtain the required spectral resolution, they are entirely different in their modes of op­
eration, data collection, and data analysis. Ishii et al. [2001] compared the vertical winds 
inferred by SDI and NFPI techniques, but horizontal winds inferred by NFPI and SDI 
instruments have never been cross-compared. In the present research, we focus on com­
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paring horizontal thermospheric winds measured by these two related but nonetheless 
very different instruments from Alaska using the 630 nm atomic oxygen emission, which 
occurs naturally in a broad layer centered around 240 km altitude and spanning many 
tens of km in height. The major goal of the present study is to compare geophysical re­
sults derived using these two very different sampling strategies.
The value of Fabry-Perot etalons for airglow and auroral studies was first demon­
strated by Babcock [1923] in a study of the spectral profile of the 558 nm  auroral green 
line. Since then, the Fabry-Perot technique has improved extensively, especially in the 
past two decades. This has largely been due to the availability of new imaging detectors 
with high sensitivity, low noise, and wide dynamic range. Traditional Fabry-Perot spec­
trometers only view a small region of sky at one time (typically spanning only a degree 
or so); this small FOV must be re-pointed between exposures in order to map how the 
medium's bulk flow speed (derived from the Doppler spectrum) depends on the look 
direction toward the source region. The NFPI instrument types discussed here operate 
this way, whereas the SDI is able to resolve spectra for numerous look directions across 
almost the entire sky at once.
To derive a high-resolution spectral profile of a single emission line, the transmission 
pass bands of an etalon can be tuned or "scanned" in wavelength by varying any one of 
three parameters: the etalon gap, the optical incidence angle, or the refractive index of 
the gas within the etalon gap. A few researchers [Rees et al., 1984; Biondi et al., 1995; Naka- 
jima et al., 1995] have utilized all sky fore-optics coupled to a fixed gap etalon to achieve 
multiple simultaneous measurements over an extended spatial FOV. The problem with 
this approach is that the angular and spectral information are encoded together because 
the incidence angle at the etalon also maps to the look angle in the sky. A more elabo­
rate instrumental technique, namely the all-sky scanning Doppler imager (SDI) reported 
here, uses a combination of the first two of these three possible scanning methods. All-sky 
scanning Doppler Fabry-Perot interferometers with scanning etalons have been operating 
in auroral regions since the mid 1990's [Conde and Smith, 1997, 1998a; Griffin et al., 2008; 
Anderson et al., 2009; Aruliah et al., 2010].
SDI instruments map the two-dimensional horizontal neutral wind and temperature
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field over a wide zenith-centered (typically) geographic region that extends down to 
about 70 degrees zenith angle. This wide field is divided (in software) into multiple 
sub-fields (zones), allowing independent spectra to be sampled from many directions 
simultaneously. For the work presented here, the SDI was configured to use 115 zones. 
Regardless of how many look directions are used, a single station can only measure the 
line-of-sight (LOS) component (in each direction) of what is in reality a three-component 
wind vector. Geophysical information is extracted from a single site by applying a "mono­
static" wind fit algorithm, which will inevitably require substantial assumptions. Bistatic 
wind fitting has been demonstrated previously by Sipler et al. [1995]; Ford et al. [2006]; 
Anderson et al. [2011,2012]; Chapagain et al. [2012,2013]; Nicolls et al. [2012].
The studies of Anderson et al. [2012] combined the measurements of two independent 
SDIs (Poker Flat and Gakona) in their overlapping all-sky fields of view to infer horizontal 
vector wind field. With three stations, three independent LOS wind components can be 
measured, allowing a fully unambiguous reconstruction of the three-component wind 
vector without assumptions. This approach was demonstrated by Aruliah et al. [2004, 
2005] and Ford et al. [2006]. The work described by Chapagain et al. [2012, 2013] reported 
on the study of the ion-neutral coupling found for the equatorial thermosphere derived 
from the comparison of the horizontal neutral wind vector determined with common 
volume bistatic NFPI observations for a region that was also observed by an imaging all­
sky system. The plasma ion drift motion was derived from the all-sky image analysis of 
the motions of airglow depletion region. Comparison of the horizontal ion drift vector 
derived from the imaging analysis with the horizontal neutral wind vector derived from 
the bistatic FPI analysis found that the F-region dynamo was not fully activated in the 
early evening period. The FPI instruments used in these two Chapagain studies were 
similar in sensitivity and design (fixed gap) to the two NFPI Alaskan instruments.
Thermospheric wind measurements reported in the present study were obtained with 
five ground-based optical Doppler spectrometers. Out of these five Doppler spectrom­
eters, two are wide FOV SDIs, located in Alaska at Poker Flat (65.12N, 147.43W) and 
Gakona (62.39N, 145.15W). Two others are NFPIs located at Poker Flat (65.12N, 147.43W) 
and Fort Yukon (66.56N, 145.25W). The fifth instrument is also a NFPI located at Poker
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Figure 5.1: Location of the SDI (blue squares) and NFPI observatories (red squares) along 
with the common volume locations indicated as red crosses. CV1, CV2, CV3, and CV4 
are in clockwise sequence with CV1 as westernmost vertex of CV polygon and closest 
to Poker Flat. Shown in blue are the nearby Poker Flat SDI observing zones that were 
used in this study for zonal and meridional winds. Large blue circles represent the outer 
extents of the FOVs of the SDIs located at Poker Flat and Gakona, when projected at 240 
altitude. The red, blue, and green arrows point towards the magnetic north (direction 
perpendicular to auroral oval), magnetic west, and geographic north respectively.
Flat, but it was only viewing in the zenith direction, and thus measuring vertical winds 
and temperatures directly overhead. The SDI and NFPI instruments are operated by the 
Geophysical Institute (University of Alaska Fairbanks) and Clemson University respec­
tively. Figure 5.1 shows the geographic locations of these instruments and also describe 
the viewing geometry used by these instruments.
The NFPIs were viewing in four look directions that intersected the 630 nm  emission 
layer within the overlap region of the Gakona and Poker Flat SDIs. These instruments also
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obtained vertical wind measurements required to determine for each NFPI instrument the 
Doppler zero-wind reference. Look directions were selected in such a way that the LOS 
from the Poker Flat NFPI intersects the LOS from the Fort Yukon NFPI, at an altitude of 
the 630 nm  emission layer. These locations of intersection of LOSs are referred to here as 
"common volume (CV) locations". Bistatic wind fit analysis of the data from these two 
NFPI sites was performed following the analysis described by Chapagain et al. [2012,2013]. 
Horizontal neutral wind fit data, raw LOS wind Doppler shift data, and temperature data 
were made available for the cross-comparisons presented here.
5.2 Instrument Description and Data Analysis
5.2.1 Narrow-Field Fabry-Perot Interferometer
The two NFPI instruments used a full-angle FOV of typically 1 degree, which maps to a 
spatial extent of 4-5 km at zenith when projected at an altitude of 240-250 km . Observation 
in any direction with a pointing accuracy of ~0.1 degree is obtained by using a steerable 
double-axis mirror system. Basic principles, description of the operational technique, and 
details regarding analysis are described by Makela et al. [2011]; Meriwether et al. [2011]; 
Nicolls et al. [2012]; Shiokawa et al. [2012]. A brief summary is presented here.
Light collected by sky scanner fore-optics passes through a fixed gap etalon, which 
produces angular modulation of brightness. This modulation is imaged to form a two­
dimensional ring pattern (fringes) on a high efficiency back-thinned CCD detector. The 
number of rings varied from one NFPI instrument to another with 3 and 1 for the Fort 
Yukon and Poker Flat, respectively. These ring patterns were transformed into one­
dimensional interferograms (or sky spectrum) by the application of annular summing 
around the ring center [Coakley et al., 1996].
Derivation of data products from NFPI sky spectra is described in Meriwether et al. 
[2008, 2011]; Makela et al. [2011]; Shiokawa et al. [2012]. Data analysis was carried out by 
determining the instrument function independently for each order of the recorded laser 
spectra. The analysis procedures uses a non-linear least square fit algorithm to estimate 
the Doppler line center, Doppler width (temperature), 630 nm  intensity, and the contin­
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uum background intensity for each of the interference orders analyzed. The error bars 
for these estimates are determined by the analysis routine and represent the statistical 
uncertainty in the fit of the observed data [Makela et al., 2011; Chapagain et al., 2012]. The 
Doppler line center is the centroid position of the peak of the 630 nm  spectral profile. 
Except for the Doppler line centers, these data products were then averaged using the 
estimated error bars to produce a weighted average of each of these.
The sky spectrum derived from the annular-summed interferogram of each order in a 
fringe image is in reality a convolution of the actual sky spectrum and the instrumental 
response to a spectrally narrow input signal. This response is conventionally called the 
"instrument function". It must be measured experimentally, which is done by observing 
a diffuse target illuminated by a frequency stabilized He-Ne laser. It is de-convolved 
from the recorded spectra when fitting model emission spectra to them. The method of 
Fourier coefficients described by Hays and Roble [1971] and Makela et al. [2011] was used 
for this purpose of deconvolution. The sky emission spectrum is analyzed for each order 
yielding data products of background, 630 nm  intensity, Doppler line center, and Doppler 
temperature that are then averaged using the measured errors for each sky spectrum in a 
weighted average.
In the analysis of the Doppler line center determination for each order to infer the 
Doppler shift for the look direction chosen, a Doppler zero wind reference must be deter­
mined before the Doppler shift can be determined. Frequent observations during the data 
taking period of the laser Doppler line center are used to determine the temporal varia­
tion of this Doppler zero-wind reference caused by ambient temperature variation. To 
get the Doppler zero-wind reference, an offset of the laser reference curve must be deter­
mined that would be added to the laser reference curve to get the zero wind reference. To 
determine the value of this offset, the assumption is made that any existing vertical wind 
variation when averaged over a night of data collection would be zero. The offset value is 
calculated by averaging all of the differences of the Doppler line centers observed for the 
zenith direction relative to the laser reference curve. This step in the analysis using this 
assumption is the same as what was done in previous work described by Aruliah and Rees 
[1995]; Faivre et al. [2006]; Meriwether et al. [2008, 2011]; Makela et al. [2012] showed that
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the assumption of zero-average vertical wind over one night is valid when observation 
periods are long and geomagnetic activity is low.
In the observations described here, the two NFPI instruments were pointed in se­
quence toward each one of four common volumes (CV) used for LOS wind measure­
ment. The cycle progressed repeatedly through the four selected CV locations in a suc­
cession of CV1 (65.11N, 145.02W), CV2 (65.48N, 143.84W), CV3 (65.03N, 142.55W), and 
CV4 (64.54N, 143.66W) positions in a clockwise direction from CV1 to CV4 where CV1, 
CV2, CV3, and CV4 were the westernmost, northernmost, easternmost, and southern­
most vertex of the CV polygon respectively. These observations were then augmented by 
a local zenith observation needed for the zero reference determination. These observa­
tions were not synchronized in time but each set of observations was fitted with a spline 
fit against time so that simultaneous values were determined. Two independent Doppler 
shifts along the two lines of sight were therefore determined at each CV location. This 
set of eight independent measurements at four CV locations allowed the NFPI network 
to measure mean horizontal winds and meridional/zonal gradients as well as vorticity 
and divergence. Each complete set of CV, zenith, and laser measurements took ~7.5 min­
utes. The meridional and zonal wind components of the neutral wind vector in each CV 
location were calculated using the bistatic analysis algorithm described by Nicolls et al. 
[2012].
Systematic error in the zero Doppler baseline can be as much as 10 to 20 m.sec-1 under 
active geomagnetic conditions, although such errors would be rare. Typical bias in wind 
estimates is more likely to be less than 5 m.sec-1 . A complete discussion of bias introduced 
by the vertical winds in wind estimates is given in Aruliah and Rees [1995].
Another NFPI at Poker Flat was monitoring only vertical winds by looking solely in 
the station zenith with a temporal resolution of 90 sec. The vertical wind component 
derived from these observations was spatially extended to the four CV polygon vertices 
under the assumption that vertical wind was constant at all locations. Although this 
assumption was not tested here, experience from the other campaigns suggests that al­
though the assumption may often be violated, the consequent errors will not be large.
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Table 5.1: SDI and NFPI instrument parameters
Instrument Full FOV Etalon Etalon size Max etalon gap
SDI Poker Flat 
SDI Gakona
136 deg 
160 deg
Scanning
Scanning
100 mm 
150 mm
18.6 mm
18.6 mm
NFPI Poker Flat ~1 deg Fixed 100 mm 10 mm
NFPI Fort Yukon ~1 deg Fixed 100 mm 15 mm
NFPI Poker Flat (vertical) ~1 deg Fixed 70 mm 15 mm
5.2.2 Scanning Doppler Imager
Our scanning Doppler Imagers are Fabry-Perot interferometers capable of collecting op­
tical emission profiles simultaneously from many tens of locations (typically 115) across 
the sky. They do so using all sky fore-optics coupled to a separation scanned etalon. A 
detailed description of the operation of an SDI was presented by Conde and Dyson [1995]; 
Conde and Smith [1997, 1998b,a] and most recently in Conde and Nicolls [2010]. A short 
description of the principle of operation of an SDI is given below.
Optical emissions from the thermosphere are collected by all-sky fore-optics. A motor 
driven filter wheel carrying various narrow band interference filters is incorporated in 
the fore-optics and selects the wavelength of interest. Filtered light is then modulated 
by a separation scanned etalon. The working aperture diameters of the etalons at Poker 
Flat and Gakona SDI were 100 mm and 150 mm respectively. The etalons separation 
scans were configured to span one order of interference at 630 nm  wavelength and were 
typically conducted in 128 discrete steps. The basic comparison between SDI and NFPI 
parameters is presnted in Table 5.1.
The angularly modulated signal emerging from the etalon was then focused onto a 
high efficiency thermoelectrically cooled electron multiplying CCD detector. The recorded 
image was divided (in software) into zones (sets of contiguous pixels), which allowed us 
to map the Doppler parameters across the sky. The interference order varied with angle 
of incidence at the etalon, resulting in a range of interference orders occurring in the ra­
dial direction across a zone. This was compensated by phase mapping as discussed in
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Conde and Smith [1997]. Each exposure was produced by co-adding spectra from multiple 
rapid scans (single scan time «  23 sec). This process of co-adding spectra was performed 
until an appropriate signal to noise was reached on average across all zones. The instru­
ment functions and instrument drift were measured routinely by introducing a diffuse 
frequency-stabilized He-Ne laser source into the SDI using an integration sphere. Inde­
pendent instrument functions were derived for each of the 115 viewing zones. The SDI 
etalon is separation-scanned which, as described by Conde and Smith [1998a], means that 
auroral intensity gradients across the field of view do not normally distort the spectra. 
In the case of NFPI, the spatial auroral intensity gradients do not matter due to its nar­
row field of view and because all spectral elements in the spectral profile are observed 
simultaneously so temporal changes would not produce any modification of the spectral 
profile shape.
In this study, we consider SDI winds derived monostatically and bistatically. Our 
monostatic analysis models the two-component horizontal vector wind field using a first 
order Taylor expansion about the station zenith. To obtain a unique fit, two typical sub­
stantial assumptions used regarding the meridional and vertical wind are: zonal gradient 
of meridional wind is negligible and vertical wind speed is small compared to horizontal 
wind speed. Details of monostatic wind analysis are described in Conde and Smith [1998a]; 
Anderson et al. [2012] which is in turn based on Burnside et al. [1981].
There was considerable overlap between the FOVs of SDIs at Poker Flat and Gakona 
as shown in Figure 5.1. It was therefore also possible to perform a bistatic analysis of the 
SDI data on nights with clear skies and good instrument operation at both Gakona and 
Poker Flat. The NFPI CV polygon was also located inside this common. To compare the 
results from the SDI and NFPI bistatic analysis, a location that was at the center of the CV 
polygon (at 65.075N, 143.75W) was selected for SDI bistatic wind fitting. Vertical winds 
were considered negligible. This was the only assumption used in bistatic wind analysis. 
Details of the bistatic wind fit analysis is discussed in Anderson et al. [2012].
The full-angle FOV of the Poker Flat and Gakona SDIs were 136 degree and 160 de­
gree respectively. These fields of view were calibrated by observing the moon location in 
accumulated sky images at several different times, each separated by a few hours.
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The errors in the LOS wind speed that represent statistical uncertainty were calcu­
lated by the analysis routines. The typical uncertainty in the LOS wind speed for both 
instruments was ~5-10 m.sec-1 . The uncertainty in the fitted wind components (zonal 
and meridional winds) totally depends on how well the assumptions used in wind fit 
analysis hold. There is no mathematical way to quantify the uncertainties introduced by 
these assumptions in the fitted wind components. Based on our experience and other 
comparison studies [e.g., Anderson et al., 2012], uncertainties are unlikely to be more than 
15-20 m.sec-1 in the fitted wind components.
Both SDIs and NFPIs record frequent 632.8 nm spectra of frequency-stabilized He-Ne 
lasers, that are used for monitoring wavelength drift and to determine the zero velocity 
baselines. However, the routine method for drift correction at Poker Flat and Gakona 
SDIs is simply to use low-pass filtered vertical winds (derived from the central zone) as 
a time-resolved zero velocity reference. Experience shows that this works well, because 
etalon drift in the SDI instruments is normally slow and smooth (on time scales of hours). 
Laser spectra are only used on the very rare occasions, when the instrumental drift is 
less smooth. The process of correcting for any SDI drift is discussed in Anderson et al. 
[2012]. By contrast, the NFPIs at Poker Flat and Fort Yukon routinely use a combination 
of vertical wind measurements and laser spectra to derive the time-resolved zero velocity 
reference. For these instruments He-Ne laser spectra are used to characterize time varying 
etalon drift, whereas the "DC" level of the zero velocity reference is derived by requiring 
that the vertical wind is averaged to zero over the entire night. The etalon drift for NFPIs 
at Poker and Fort Yukon was 100-150 m.sec-1 over 10-15 hours [Nicolls et al., 2012]. The 
drift for the vertical pointing NFPI at Poker Flat was ~10-20 m.sec-1 over 15 hours. For 
SDIs, this drift rarely exceeds 15 m.sec-1 during the night. For both SDIs and NFPIs, the 
measurement errors in the LOS wind vary between 5-10 m.sec-1 depending on the activity 
of 630 nm emissions.
5.3 Observational Data
Comparison data sets generated by SDI and NFPI were available for a total of seven 
nights during early 2010: three in January (10, 11, and 24) and four in February (03, 11,
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12, and 16). NFPI data sets reported here were taken from Poker Flat and Fort Yukon. 
Vertical wind data was obtained from a second NFPI at Poker Flat. NFPI bistatic analysis 
was performed both with and without vertical wind correction.
Monostatic vector wind fields were derived using LOS wind data obtained with the 
Poker Flat SDI. SDI bistatic wind vectors derived using LOS winds from Poker Flat and 
Gakona SDI were produced at a temporal resolution of 6 min. The zonal and meridional 
wind components obtained from the SDI monostatic and SDI bistatic wind fitting algo­
rithms were aligned such that the magnetic east-west direction of the coordinate system 
was parallel to the local auroral oval. The direction of the magnetic north is the direc­
tion perpendicular to the auroral oval. In terms of magnetic coordinates, the magnetic 
westward is the direction in which magnetic longitude increases most rapidly. The ef­
fect of curvature of Earth's surface on the geometry for wind analysis was small, and so 
neglected in both SDI and NFPI analysis.
Poker Flat and Fort Yukon sky conditions were assessed using Keograms from broad­
band all-sky imagers. Sky conditions at these observatories were clear on all the nights 
presented here. Gakona sky conditions assessed solely from the SDI data themselves - 
specifically from all-sky wind dial plots, all-sky SDI temperature and brightness data. 
While not quite as definitive as the Keogram method, we have many years of experi­
ence showing that reliable cloud assessment can be made solely from SDI data. Based on 
this we determined that Gakona was cloudy on 03 February 2010. Moreover, data from 
Gakona were not available on 11 January 2010.
5.4 Results
While both SDI and NFPI techniques do generate wind vectors, we focus first on the raw 
LOS wind measurements, to make the most direct comparison possible between SDI and 
NFPI, without imposing assumptions or significant smoothing. Only the SDI and NFPI 
instruments at Poker Flat were suitable for this comparison, since it requires a common 
LOS direction and hence collocated instruments. Nevertheless, none of the SDI's 115 look 
directions exactly matched those of the NFPI, so the SDI data were spatially interpolated 
to provide the best possible estimates of the LOS wind speed that SDI would have ob-
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Figure 5.2: LOS wind speed (m.sec-1) measured by SDI and NFPI observatories from CV1 
(top left), CV2 (top right), CV3 (bottom left), and CV4 (bottom right) locations. Data were 
obtained from SDI and NFPI located at Poker Flat. The uncertainties in the SDI and NFPI 
LOS winds were ~5-10 m.sec-1
served at the four CV locations. The resulting LOS wind comparisons for seven nights 
are presented in Figure 5.2. A zoomed-in view of the 11 February LOS wind data is pre­
sented in Figure 5.3. These figure were produced at the original temporal resolution of 
the data. LOS wind signs are chosen to be positive when wind is blowing away from
NFPI LOS wind (ms 1) SDI LOS wind (ms 1)........................ I.........' 1 11........................  ' if ' ' i
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observatory, which ensures that a positive LOS wind observed in the zenith is consistent 
with the usual convention that upward vertical winds are positive.
LOS wind speed (m/sec) 11 Feb 2010
4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Time fUT)
Figure 5.3: A more detailed view of the LOS wind speed measured by SDI (blue) and 
NFPI (red) observatories at Poker Flat in CV regions on the night 11 February 2010.
Figure 5.4 shows the temperature comparison of Poker Flat SDI and Poker Flat NFPI 
data. Four panels of this figures correspond to the measurements from four CV loca­
tions. A zoomed-in view of the 11 February LOS wind data is presented in Figure 5.5. 
Four subsets in this figure correspond to the measurements from four CV locations. Both 
temperatures comparison figures were produced at the original temporal resolution of 
the temperature data from two instruments. The standard deviations in their data were 
indicated by the error bars.
Figure 5.6 to Figure 5.12 show the geographically resolved horizontal vector wind 
fields derived from monostatic wind fits to the observations from SDI at Poker Flat. The 
SDI and NFPI instruments operate independently, so data sets generated by them are
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Figure 5.4: Temperature measured by SDI and NFPI observatories from CV1 (top left), 
CV2 (top right), CV3 (bottom left), and CV4 (bottom right) locations. Data were obtained 
from SDI and NFPI located at Poker Flat. The error bars represent standard deviation in 
the data.
entirely independent. They also have different sampling rates rates. For the data sets 
presented in here, the average sequence cycle time for NFPI was ^7.5 min. This means 
that the observations at each NFPI CV location were 7.5 min apart, which is greater than 
the average exposure time of SDI (~4.2 min) on any of the selected days for this cross-
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comparison. To produce Figures 5.6 - 5.12, SDI data were downsampled in time to match 
with the NFPI cadence. These figures illustrate one substantial benefit of having the full 
SDI FOV: with a set of single-point comparisons it may not be apparent whether a small 
spatial displacement would correct any mismatches in the winds measured by two in­
struments. However, no such mismatches were observed that could be corrected by any 
spatial displacement. Another benefit of showing full SDI FOV is to provide a sense to the 
readers of the spatial variation in the wind vector fields with time over a wide geographic 
area and with high spatial resolution.
11 Feb 2010
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Figure 5.5: Temperature measured at CV locations from Poker Flat SDI (blue) and NFPI 
(red). The error bars represent standard deviation in the data.
Horizontal bistatic wind fields derived from the NFPIs at Poker Flat and Fort Yukon 
both with and without vertical wind corrections are shown at their respective CV loca­
tions, superposed on SDI monostatic wind fields (Figures 5.6 - 5.12). Figure 5.6 and 5.9
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Figure 5.7: Same as for Figure 5.6, but in this case showing data for 11 January 2010.
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Figure 5.8: Same as for Figure 5.6, but in this case showing data for 24 January 2010
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Figure 5.9: Same as for Figure 5.6, but in this case showing data for 03 February 2010.
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Figure 5.10: Same as for Figure 5.6, but in this case showing data for 11 February 2010.
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Figure 5.11: Same as for Figure 5.6, but in this case showing data for 12 February 2010.
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Figure 5.12: Same as for Figure 5.6, but in this case showing data for 16 February 2010.
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were produced at temporal resolution of 37.5 min; Figure 5.7,5.8,5.10, and 5.11 at 30 min; 
and Figure 5.12 at 22.5 min. These cadences were chosen simply to allow exposures taken 
over a single night to fit on a single page. Nevertheless the plots cadence is in all cases 
adequate to resolve the complete space and time evolution of the wind fields (that is, no 
higher level of detail can be seen in the full resolution data). Azimuthal direction to the 
Sun is represented by a black arrow in the circle placed on the top right corner of each the 
exposure frame.
To better check the agreement between the SDI monostatic and NFPI bistatic wind 
fits, Figure 5.13 shows the inferred SDI and NFPI azimuthal wind directions. Positive 
(negative) angles from 0 to 180 (0 to -180) degree represent wind directions clockwise 
(anticlockwise) from geographic north to geographic south.
The zonal wind components computed from NFPI bistatic fits mimic closely the orig­
inal LOS winds directly observed by Poker Flat NFPI. This is because all four CV look 
directions lie eastward of Poker Flat. Similarly, the meridional wind computed from 
NFPI bistatic fit anti-correlate with LOS wind measured by the NFPI at Fort Yukon (not 
shown). This is because all four CV locations lie southward of Fort Yukon. The overall 
wind behavior was similar on each of the available nights of observations. So, instead 
of repeating the results for every night, cross-comparison results derived on 11 February 
2010 were selected out of the seven nights for a more detailed discussion. Spatial and 
temporal features observed on 11 February 2010 were representative of the features of the 
thermospheric winds as obtained on other nights. Differences between results obtained 
on other nights compared to 11 February are discussed where relevant.
The LOS winds from 11 February are presented in the fifth panel of each subset of 
Figures 5.2. A zoomed-in view of the 11 February data is presented in Figure 5.3. At the 
beginning of the observations, both instruments observed LOS wind close to zero. After 
0600 UT, LOS wind turned towards the observatory, and stayed towards the observatory 
until the end of observations. Compared to LOS wind measured by the SDI, significant 
variability was present in NFPI LOS wind. Short period low amplitude oscillations were 
also present in the SDI LOS wind. On the other hand, NFPI recorded short period oscilla­
tions with larger amplitude compared to SDI LOS wind. The overall aAIJbackgroundaAI
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diurnal behavior of LOS wind observed by two instruments was in good agreement.
NFPI without vertical wind SDI monostatic NFPI with vertical wind
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between geographic azimuthal wind directions inferred by SDI 
monostatic and NFPI bistatic fits. Blue, red, and green represent the wind directions com­
puted by SDI monostatic fit, NFPI bistatic fit without vertical wind correction, and NFPI 
bistatic fit with vertical wind correction respectively. Positive angle from 0 to 180 degree 
represents directions clockwise from geographic north to geographic south. Negative an­
gles from 0 to -180 degree represents directions anticlockwise from geographic north to 
geographic south.
To check whether the measured LOS winds by two instruments were related, corre­
lation coefficients were calculated as shown in Table 5.2. Ri represents the correlation 
between the LOS wind observed at CVi by NFPI and SDI. The significance of correlation 
(probability of getting observed correlation by random chance, when the true correlation 
is zero (p-value)) was also checked. P-values were so small that the likelihood that time 
series were uncorrelated is utterly insignificant. High correlation and low p-values on
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available nights establish that both instruments were indeed seeing the same events oc­
curring in the region of their overlapping FOV. The root mean square difference (RMSD) 
was also calculated between the SDI and NFPI measurements. This comparison is shown 
in Table 5.3. The RMSD provides a meaningful measure of the difference between the 
LOS winds measured by two instruments. The larger the RMSD, the larger the difference 
between measurements.
Table 5.2: Correlation (Ri) between the SDI and NFPI LOS winds at CV locations
Day R1 R2 R3 R4
10 Jan 2010 0.6703 0.7701 0.8142 0.7543
11 Jan 2010 0.5673 0.7323 0.8188 0.8356
24 Jan 2010 0.8542 0.8815 0.9608 0.9522
03 Feb 2010 0.8045 0.8986 0.9340 0.9028
11 Feb 2010 0.8540 0.9144 0.9723 0.9657
12 Feb 2010 0.9304 0.9366 0.9740 0.9746
16 Feb 2010 0.7863 0.8158 0.8664 0.8445
Table 5.3: Root mean square difference between the SDI and NFPI LOS winds at CV 
locations
Day CV1 (m/sec) CV2 (m/sec) CV3 (m/sec) CV4 (m/sec)
10 Jan 2010 35.29 36.83 44.15 43.29
11 Jan 2010 22.49 23.47 25.60 25.85
24 Jan 2010 20.21 24.50 26.08 23.75
03 Feb 2010 25.79 23.30 27.26 29.59
11 Feb 2010 16.90 19.95 19.88 18.34
12 Feb 2010 18.39 19.74 22.09 20.12
16 Feb 2010 18.71 23.92 30.90 23.83
Similar diurnal trends in LOS winds were observed on all other available nights apart 
from some minor differences on 10 January. Also, similar characteristics of high frequency
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fluctuations in SDI (with low amplitude) and NFPI (with higher amplitude) as observed 
on 11 February were observed on all other nights except 10 January. The NFPI LOS wind 
oscillations on 10 January were stronger than on any other available night. This was 
probably associated with the strong monochromatic wave activity as discussed in Nicolls 
et al. [2012]. Curiously, SDI LOS winds were smoother on 10 January than on any other 
night studied here.
The temperature measurements from Poker Flat SDI and NFPI at CV locations on 11 
February as depicted in Figure 5.5 shows that uncertainties (as indicated by the error bars) 
were stronger in the SDI temperatures than NFPI. Despite the difference in uncertainties, 
both instruments tracked the diurnal variation in temperatures very closely. A study by 
Conde and Nicolls [2010] compared Poker Flat SDI neutral temperatures with ion tempera­
tures from the PFISR incoherent scatter radar, also located at Poker Flat. They found that 
F-region neutral and ion temperatures showed similar overall seasonal and short term 
day-to-day fluctuations.
The wind field maps for our focused study day, 11 February, can be seen in Figure 5.10. 
At the beginning of observations, wind flow was mostly antisunward. Winds poleward 
of Poker Flat manifested a small poleward component and, with the passage of time, 
they started turning magnetic westward and developed a wind reversal boundary along 
magnetic east-west direction. Wind shear was present along this wind reversal boundary. 
With time, this wind reversal boundary started traveling magnetic equatorward slowly, 
and by 0600 UT it was at the Poker Flat zenith. Wind speeds in the regions magnetic equa- 
torward and magnetic poleward of the Poker Flat were of the same order, but were oppo­
sitely directed. Wind flow poleward (magnetic) of the Poker Flat was magnetic westward 
whereas equatorward of Poker Flat the wind flow was still magnetic eastward. Magnetic 
eastward flow was presumably associated with the solar diurnal tide. An auroral arc ap­
peared poleward of Poker Flat around 0538 UT and started moving slowly equatorward. 
Coupling between neutral and ion flow is usually stronger in the presence of auroral par­
ticle precipitation [Deng and Ridley, 2006] due to the enhancement in ion density. After 
0615 UT, strong magnetic westward wind flows were observed poleward of Poker Flat, 
which were presumably associated with the strong coupling between neutrals and ions
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(duskside of the ionospheric convection cell). Wind flow equatorward of the observatory 
was presumably driven by solar tide. Strong gradients in the ion and neutral momentum 
deposition produced strong latitudinal shear in wind flow. This latitudinal shear con­
tributed to the vorticity in the wind field. Highly sheared flow passed overhead at Poker 
Flat. After 1100 UT, the entire wind flow started turning antisunward and, by 1237 UT, 
it was antisunward with a small tendency to bifurcate. This bifurcated antisunward flow 
was most likely associated with the antisunward jet of the Dungey cycle. The last expo­
sure (05:53:30 UT) shown in Figure 5.10 was added to show the presence of small vortex 
in the wind field at wind reversal boundary. Both instruments typically observed simi­
lar changes in the wind flows in their overlapping FOV, including this interesting vortex. 
The vortex may easily have been dismissed as an instrumental or analysis artifact, had it 
not been seen simultaneously by two independent instruments.
Horizontal wind fields with similar characteristics as discussed above have been re­
ported in the past by Conde and Smith [1998a]; Conde et al. [2001]; Anderson et al. [2012]. The 
SDI observes wind flow on a large-scale and over a wide geographic region as compared 
to the NFPI. Many wind flow structures were present in the SDI derived wind field that 
were not possible for the NFPI to resolve, because of its narrow FOV and limited spa­
tial sampling. Overall, the horizontal flow configuration captured by both instruments 
in their overlapping FOV was in good agreement. Most of the discrepancies between 
the SDI and NFPI observations occurred when either the wind speed was small or there 
were strong shears in their overlapping FOVs. Visual inspection of Figure 5.10 shows 
that SDI winds were changing gradually from exposure to exposure. On the other hand, 
horizontal thermospheric winds inferred by the NFPI displayed more variability in time 
compared to SDI (and, to the extent resolved, also in space). Although SDI winds were 
typically less variable from exposure to exposure, they sometimes display the same tem­
poral and spatial fluctuations as inferred by NFPI. Time series of computed wind direc­
tion (Figure 5.13, top right panel) show a good agreement between the wind directions 
estimated by two instruments throughout the entire night after 0630 UT.
The diurnal behavior of the horizontal vector wind components (zonal and merid­
ional) derived from SDI wind fits (monostatic and bistatic) and NFPI wind fits (bistatic
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both with and without vertical wind correction) is presented in Figure 5.14. NFPI zonal 
(meridional) wind time series for comparison with SDI were produced by averaging the 
zonal (meridional) wind from all the four CV locations at each exposure. SDI zonal 
(meridional) wind time series as shown in Figure 5.14 were produced by averaging the 
zonal (meridional) wind at each exposure from zones lying nearby the CV locations. SDI
-1  -1  Zonal wind speed (ms ) Meridional wind speed (ms )
Time (UT) Time (UT)
Figure 5.14: Zonal (left column) and meridional wind (right column) inferred from SDI 
and NFPI instruments. Blue, black, red, and green represent respectively the zonal and 
meridional winds estimated by SDI monostatic fits, SDI bistatic fits, NFPI bistatic fits 
without vertical wind correction, and NFPI bistatic fits with vertical wind correction. SDI 
data from Gakona were unavailable on January 11,2010.
zonal and meridional winds were smoother than NFPI zonal and meridional winds. High 
frequency large amplitude oscillations were present in the NFPI time series of zonal and 
meridional wind. On the other hand, the SDI did observe at least small amplitude oscil­
latory behavior in zonal and meridional winds. Regardless of this variability, the diurnal 
trend in the zonal and meridional wind observed by both instruments was in good agree­
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ment. Maxima of the zonal wind speeds occurred before magnetic midnight between 0600 
UT and 1000 UT. SDI data from Gakona were not available on 11 January 2010; therefore 
SDI bistatic wind fits were not produced for that night. The SDI meridional bistatic wind 
estimates were flatter on 03 February 2010 compared to other selected nights, which may 
suggest clouds at Gakona. However, this is considered unlikely, since zonal winds on 03 
February as measured by both instruments were not flat. On 10 January 2010, NFPI ob­
served very strong fluctuations in zonal wind. Meridional wind fluctuations were similar 
to the other night's fluctuations.
Geomagnetic conditions were roughly similar on all our study nights. As a result, 
similar wind features were observed on most of the nights, such as eastward flow in 
evening; strong magnetic westward flow before magnetic midnight; antisunward flow 
with bifurcation equatorward of the Poker Flat. Observations of the zonal and merid­
ional wind components typically showed a similar diurnal behavior; 11 February 2010 
has been presented as a representative example. The NFPI often observed short period 
large amplitude oscillations compared to the SDI data, although both instruments saw 
similar long period structures in wind components.
In most cases, the NFPI bistatic winds with and without vertical wind correction were 
in agreement. The small differences that did occur between the NFPI bistatic wind with 
and without vertical wind correction are presumably indicative of the contribution from 
vertical winds. Nevertheless, results presented in Figure 5.6 to 5.12 show that the monos­
tatic SDI winds agree more with the bistatic NFPI winds without vertical wind correction 
than with the bistatic NFPI winds with vertical wind correction. This may be because the 
SDI monostatic wind fit was itself produced assuming negligible vertical wind (one of 
the assumption used in SDI monostatic wind fit). This choice is based on many years of 
experience with the SDI bistatic and monostatic wind fits, which are almost always more 
stable and in better agreement without including any attempt at vertical wind correction. 
The implication is that extrapolating vertical winds over a wide geographic area is prob­
lematic, so it is not surprising that the NFPI fits would also be slightly better behaved 
without any attempted correction.
High frequency oscillations on top of diurnal structure of LOS wind (as well as wind
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vector components) were observed by both instruments and likely imply the occurrence 
of small-scale dynamical structures. There were many cases when both independent in­
struments observed similar oscillation simultaneously. For example, on 11 February 2010 
(Figure 5.3), oscillations in CV1 and CV2 region between 0700 UT and 0900 UT, 1000 UT 
and 1100 UT, 1130 UT and 1230 UT were observed by both instruments, and they were 
in agreement except for their amplitude. Similarly, oscillations observed by both instru­
ment in CV3 between 0700 UT and 0815 UT, 1200 UT and 1230 UT were in agreement. 
Also, in CV4 region, there were many times for example between 1000 UT and 1500 UT 
when oscillations in LOS wind observed by two instruments were in good agreement. Si­
multaneous observations of similar oscillations by two independent instruments suggest 
that these high frequency oscillations have thermospheric origin rather than measure­
ment noise. We cannot determine what caused these short period fluctuations. However, 
since all the instruments reported here were located in the auroral zone, aurorally forced 
gravity waves are a likely candidate [e.g., Ford et al., 2006; Nicolls et al., 2012].
There are several possible reasons for high-frequency discrepancies between the SDI 
and NFPI LOS wind. One possible cause is the larger sampling volumes observed by 
the SDI zones compared to the NFPI. The radial and azimuthal coverage at 240 km al­
titude of the biggest SDI zone considered here were 56 km and 87 km respectively. The 
LOS wind recovered from each SDI zone is the spatial intensity-weighted average of the 
LOS wind over the thermospheric volume in which the look angles intersect the emission 
layer. Thus, if there were small-scale structures in the thermosphere with scale size much 
smaller than zone sampling volume, the LOS wind averaged over a large volume would 
smooth out any variation present in the LOS wind due to the small-scale structures. On 
the other hand, NFPI is a narrow FOV instrument with spatial extent of each CV around 
4 km to 5 km horizontally - i.e., roughly an order of magnitude less that the SDI in each 
direction. This means there is far less spatial averaging of the LOS wind inferred from the 
NFPI instruments [Nicolls et al., 2012]. In addition, SDI uses a small amount of smoothing 
(adjacent measurements contributed < 10%) both temporally and spatially, even for LOS 
wind data. This smoothing algorithm is required to identify and remove any conspic­
uous outliers in the peak position data that arise, for example, when a near full or full
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moon appears in one of SDI's viewing zones. The presence of smoothing in the SDI mea­
surements and data analysis compared to NFPI measurements strongly suggests that the 
different high-frequency behaviors between the two instruments is a result of small-scale 
structures in the upper thermosphere, with expected scale sizes smaller than the size of 
SDI zones used here.
All the observatories considered in the current research lie well within the auroral 
zone (fixed region). The actual location of the auroral oval at any given time itself de­
pends on geomagnetic activity. The presence of the auroral precipitation can significantly 
complicate the neutral wind dynamics at these high latitudes. In the presence of soft au­
roral precipitation, the 630 nm airglow layer peaks around 240 km to 250 km. With very 
soft or no auroral precipitation the layer can peak higher than this, whereas very hard 
precipitation can move the layer peak down in altitude many tens of kilometers lower 
[Sica et al., 1986]. However, although there are variations in emission altitude, many 
years of in-situ height-resolved wind measurements by rockets show that height varia­
tions in the thermospheric winds themselves are weak at altitudes above 200 km. Given 
this, it is considered highly unlikely that the short period fluctuations in observed LOS 
winds or fitted wind components could be caused by height variations in the emission 
layer. A study by Nicolls et al. [2012] used 9-10 Jan 2010 data from all the three NFPIs and 
Poker Flat SDI to study the fluctuations observed between the time period 1130 UT to 
1300 UT. They also compared the NFPI data with the co-located PFISR radar and verified 
that those high frequency fluctuations in NFPI data are real and generated by upward 
propagating monochromatic gravity waves (~32 min period). These findings strongly 
support our interpretation that the fluctuations observed in our data and presented in the 
manuscript are not due to the variation in altitude of emission layer. Their origin lies in 
the thermosphere.
Inspection of Figures 5.6 to 5.12 shows that most discrepancies between the SDI and 
NFPI winds occurred when the LOS wind speed was small or the wind reversal boundary 
was closer or above CV locations. Neither of these behaviors was surprising. The best 
agreement occurred when wind speeds were high (high wind speed was mostly magnetic 
westward).
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We note that although the monostatic SDI wind fit involved substantial assumptions, 
monostatic and bistatic SDI zonal and meridional winds were in close agreement with 
each other (as shown in Figure 5.14). This gives confidence that the simpler monostatic 
SDI observations will be satisfactory in most situations.
SDI bistatic fits used the LOS wind data from Poker Flat and Gakona, while NFPI 
bistatic wind fits used the LOS wind data from Fort Yukon and Poker Flat. Due to the 
variation in emission layer altitude, the observatories situated at different latitudes could 
potentially be monitoring different regions of the thermosphere which, combined with 
different observing volumes and look directions, could contribute to the small discrepan­
cies that we saw between SDI and NFPI derived winds. Also, another important point 
is that NFPI CV locations won't be common anymore, if the emission height changes. 
Nevertheless, these scenarios probably do not occur frequently enough to substantially 
impact our overall conclusions here.
Figure 5.13 shows good agreement between the azimuthal wind directions computed 
by SDI and NFPI, but this agreement was not consistent. Figures 5.6 to 11 show that 
with the increasing wind speed, differences between wind directions derived from SDI 
and NFPI also decrease. To visualize this behavior of wind direction with wind speed, 
differences between the wind directions computed by both instruments were calculated 
and scatter-plotted against the wind speed computed from the respective instruments as 
shown in Figure 5.15. It shows that the consistency between wind directions computed 
by two instruments improves with increasing wind speed.
Note that SDI and NFPI are two different instruments working independently of each 
other. Their optics, FOVs, data collection methodology, and spectral analysis schemes 
are very different. Nevertheless, there is strong correlation between the geophysical data 
they produce. Diurnal behavior of the geophysical parameters (LOS winds, zonal and 
meridional winds, and temperatures) derived by both instruments matched closely re­
gardless of the fact that strong variability was present in the NFPI measurements. For 
most applications, either technique would give acceptable winds at a given location. In 
addition, the SDIs can map spatial variations over a wide field around that location.
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Figure 5.15: Relation between wind speed and difference in wind directions estimated 
by SDI and NFPI. Legends are given in top right corner. Wind speed and wind direction 
computed from SDI monostatic wind fits were used. "NFPI (with/without)" represents 
wind speeds inferred from NFPI bistatic wind with/without vertical wind correction in 
wind fit analysis.
5.5 Conclusions
We have presented the first ever cross-comparison of horizontal neutral wind fields at 
F-region heights mapped by two different types of ground based optical Doppler spec­
trometers (SDI and NFPI) working independently of each other at auroral latitudes. One 
type (SDI) is a wide FOV Fabry-Perot spectrometer with a scanning etalon. The second 
(NFPI) is a narrow FOV Fabry-Perot spectrometer with fixed etalon gap. Here, the 630 nm 
emission that originates from the 630 nm  emission layer within the upper thermosphere 
was used by both instruments to monitor thermospheric wind fields at ~240 km altitude. 
Although, both instruments are observing the Doppler shifts and have etalons (one with 
fixed gap and other with scanning gap), they are very different in technical implementa­
tion, modes of operation, spectral derivation, and data analysis.
NFPI observation locations lie within the FOV of the SDIs located at Poker Flat and
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Gakona. To exhibit the most direct comparison between them, raw LOS winds from SDI 
and NFPI at Poker Flat were compared. Our results showed that the slowly-varying 
"background" behavior of the LOS winds inferred by these two techniques exhibited very 
good agreement. Strong correlation over entire data set was observed between SDI and 
NFPI LOS winds. Also, despite the differences in uncertainties, the time variations in 
temperatures measured by NFPI and SDI located at Poker Flat were in a good agreement.
Both instruments observed additional short period fluctuations in LOS winds. There 
were many instances when both instruments observed similar short period fluctuation 
at the same time. This suggests that these fluctuations have thermospheric origin. How­
ever, the amplitude of the NFPI fluctuations was substantially higher than those observed 
by the SDI. These short period fluctuations are likely related to the existence of thermo­
spheric gravity waves caused by auroral activity, or gravity waves propagating from be­
low.
Zonal and meridional winds were inferred from the LOS winds, after somewhat in­
direct wind fitting. It was found that horizontal neutral wind vector fields estimated by 
both methods were still in good agreement, and oscillations similar to those present in 
LOS wind were also present in estimated wind components. The neutral wind behavior 
observed here was consistent both between the SDI and NFPI, and also with numerous 
previous studies
Monostatic SDI wind fits are based on substantial assumptions compared to the bistatic 
wind fits, which involved only an assumption regarding the vertical wind. Nevertheless, 
both monostatic and bistatic wind fits showed very good agreement on all nights avail­
able for comparison. Although the amplitude of fluctuations in NFPI estimated winds 
was considerably stronger than those from the SDI, oscillations were present in both data 
sets at the same times and spatial locations. Improvement in consistency between the 
winds estimated by two instruments was observed with increasing wind speed.
The temporal responses of SDI LOS winds and horizontal wind components were 
smoother than corresponding data from the NFPI. This was most likely related to the 
large geographic sampling volume of even the smallest SDI zone compared to typical 
NFPI sampling volumes. The SDI averages its observations over these larger volumes,
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rendering the instrument insensitive to small-scale spatial structures. Smoother SDI time 
series compared to NFPI suggests that small-sized and previously unobserved wind fea­
tures occur in the upper thermosphere, with typical length scales smaller than the lengths 
spanned by the SDI zones. Notwithstanding small-scale discrepancies, the overall large- 
scale agreement between the two instrument types would be considered excellent for 
most routine applications. Ultimately, to completely resolve and characterize small-scale 
short-lived thermospheric wind structures will require either a network of modified SDIs 
(with smaller FOVs), or else a very dense network of NFPIs.
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions
The motivation behind this dissertation was to investigate how local-scale gradients present 
in Earth's upper thermosphere at high latitudes would redistribute neutral air masses and 
influence the thermospheric wind transport. An air mass transported by a wind field will 
become distorted over time by any gradients present in the wind field. To achieve our 
objective, we used thermospheric wind fields inferred from F-region 630 nm optical emis­
sion spectra measured over a wide geographic area of Alaska by high latitude ground- 
based all-sky scanning Doppler imaging Fabry-Perot interferometers (all-sky SDI) located 
at Poker Flat (65.12N, 147.47W) and Gakona (62.30N, 145.27W). For one of our studies, we 
also used data from three narrow-field Fabry-Perot interferometers (NFPIs) operated by 
Clemson University. Two of them are located at Poker Flat, and the other one is at Fort 
Yukon (66.57N, 145.26W).
In addition to our main studies, appendix B explains how we obtained the first ever 
application of the all-sky SDI technique to study winds and temperatures of the mesopause 
heights derived from observations of the hydroxyl (OH) airglow emissions from the (6,2) 
Meinel band at wavelength 843 nm.
The major findings of our studies are following:
6.1 Distortion in Thermospheric Air Masses
A new parameter called distortion gradient (Dg) was defined for use in studying the cli- 
matological behavior of how thermospheric winds distort air masses transported over 
Alaska. Dg includes all contributions to non-uniform horizontal flow, including all first 
order gradients and any higher-order perturbations. Dg is always positive, whereas con­
ventional gradients (or linear combinations of gradients) can be negative or positive. Cli- 
matological averaging of conventional gradients will therefore likely underestimate dis­
tortion effects, whereas Dg is not subject to this problem.
The average climatological behavior of Dg was studied using three years of all-sky 
Fabry-Perot measurements of thermospheric winds above Alaska. The principal finding 
of this research work is that the distortion in the F-region thermospheric air masses above
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Alaska has a diurnal, seasonal, geomagnetic activity, and IMF dependence. In all the 
cases, maximum distortion occurred before local magnetic midnight.
The diurnal behavior of Dg was similar for each of the years studied: 2010, 2011, and 
2012. Dg was smaller in the climatological averages in the evening and morning, and it 
maximized between 0600 UT and 1000 UT. If this behavior was not a persistent feature, 
it would have been suppressed by averaging over a year. Despite the presence of large 
variability, a persistent feature was present in the seasonal behavior of Dg in all three 
years. Dg was smaller in winter compared to pre and post summer. This suggests the 
presence of seasonal dependence in the distortion of thermospheric air masses.
Timing of the Dg peak was observed to depend on geomagnetic activity. Air mass 
distortion was high between 0800 UT and 1000 UT under quiet geomagnetic conditions. 
Peak distortion appeared earlier (0700 UT to 0830 UT) in moderate geomagnetic condi­
tions than quiet geomagnetic condition, and even earlier (0300 UT to 0700 UT) in active 
geomagnetic conditions. That is, the Dg peak shifted towards earlier in the evening with 
increasing geomagnetic activity. This is related to the expansion of the high latitude ther­
mospheric circulation to the lower latitudes with the increase in geomagnetic activity. But 
in all the case, maximum distortion always occurred before the local magnetic midnight.
Investigations of the relationship between Dg and IMF revealed that distortion in ther­
mospheric air masses was larger and appeared earlier when IMF was southward com­
pared to northward. There was no significant difference between the distortions for dawn 
and dusk orientation of the IMF.
6.2 Thermospheric Wind Transport
In this study, we traced air parcel trajectories both forward and backward in time using 
the SDI wind measurements over a large geographic area above Alaska to show the com­
plexity of the wind driven transport in the thermosphere. In methodology, our study is 
similar to the air parcel tracing through model wind fields performed by Killeen and Roble 
[1986], although in our case, we used experimentally measured thermospheric winds 
with much higher spatial resolution but only confined to the region above Alaska. For­
ward tracing was used to find where air parcels would go with time and backward trac-
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ing to find where they came from. It is evident that the thermospheric air parcels do not 
travel in simple paths. In the thermosphere, wind shears change with time and space 
which introduces further complexity in the air parcel transport.
Forward tracing showed the presence of a flow channel on the equatorward edge of 
the ion drag dominated wind flow before magnetic midnight. It mixed the air parcels 
from lower latitudes with the air parcels from high latitudes. Forward tracing clearly 
showed that composition perturbations caused by active aurora can be transported to 
lower latitudes depending on the wind fields, which in turn can influence the lower lat­
itude chemistry and dynamics. Backward tracing gives the history of air parcels, and 
revealed that two neighboring air parcels can originate from widely separated geograph­
ical regions depending on the structures in wind fields. The wind gradients led to mixing 
of air parcels from different regions of the thermosphere. It is evident from forward and 
backward tracing of air parcels that the wind transport is sensitive to the details of wind 
field and any change in the wind field can cause a huge impact on where the air parcels 
would end up.
Our current understanding of the thermospheric transport is still limited by the paucity 
of observations. The real physical consequences of air parcel tracing would be fully ex­
posed if we could trace air parcels over long distances. Currently, by combining all 
the data from existing operational instrumental facilities around the globe and models, 
we can study thermospheric climatology, but we cannot construct paths traveled by air 
parcels over global or even hemispheric scale with any useful accuracy. Achieving a re­
liable and accurate way to find paths traveled by air parcels will require an extensive 
network of wind measurements with instruments capable of mapping winds over wide 
geographic regions with high spatial resolution. If we consider air parcel tracing even 
over a hemisphere, the observation challenge is enormous.
6.3 SDI and NFPI Cross-comparison
In this study, we have presented the first ever cross-comparison of horizontal neutral 
wind fields at F-region heights mapped by two different types of ground-based optical 
Doppler spectrometers (SDI and NFPI) working independently of each other at auro-
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ral latitudes. One type (SDI) is a wide FOV Fabry-Perot spectrometer with a scanning 
etalon. The second (NFPI) is a narrow FOV Fabry-Perot spectrometer with fixed etalon 
gap. Here, the 630-nm emission that originates from the 630 nm emission layer within the 
upper thermosphere was used by both instruments to monitor thermospheric wind fields 
at ~240km altitude. Although, both instruments are observing the Doppler shifts and 
have etalons (one with fixed gap and other with scanning gap), they are very different in 
technical implementation, modes of operation, spectral derivation, and data analysis.
NFPI observation locations lie within the FOV of the SDIs located at Poker Flat and 
Gakona. To exhibit the most direct comparison between them, raw LOS winds from SDI 
and NFPI at Poker Flat were compared. Our results showed that the slowly-varying 
"background" behavior of the LOS winds inferred by these two techniques exhibited very 
good agreement. Strong correlation over entire data set was observed between SDI and 
NFPI LOS winds. Also, despite the differences in uncertainties, the time variations in 
temperatures measured by NFPI and SDI located at Poker Flat were in a good agreement.
Both instruments observed additional short period fluctuations in LOS winds. There 
were many instances when both instruments observed similar short period fluctuation 
at the same time. This suggests that these fluctuations have thermospheric origin. How­
ever, the amplitude of the NFPI fluctuations was substantially higher than those observed 
by the SDI. These short period fluctuations are likely related to the existence of thermo­
spheric gravity waves caused by auroral activity, or gravity waves propagating from be­
low.
Zonal and meridional winds were inferred from the LOS winds, after somewhat in­
direct wind fitting. It was found that horizontal neutral wind vector fields estimated by 
both methods were still in good agreement, and oscillations similar to those present in 
LOS wind were also present in estimated wind components. The observed neutral wind 
behavior was consistent both between the SDI and NFPI, and also with numerous previ­
ous studies.
Monostatic SDI wind fits are based on substantial assumptions compared to the bistatic 
wind fits, which involved only an assumption regarding the vertical wind. Nevertheless, 
both monostatic and bistatic wind fits showed very good agreement on all nights avail­
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able for comparison. Although the amplitude of fluctuations in NFPI estimated winds 
was considerably stronger than those from the SDI, oscillations were present in both data 
sets at the same times and spatial locations. Improvement in consistency between the 
winds estimated by two instruments was observed with increasing wind speed.
The temporal responses of SDI LOS winds and horizontal wind components were 
smoother than corresponding data from the NFPI. This was most likely related to the 
large geographic sampling volume of even the smallest SDI zone compared to typical 
NFPI sampling volumes. The SDI averages its observations over these larger volumes, 
rendering the instrument insensitive to small-scale spatial structures. Smoother SDI time 
series compared to NFPI suggests that small sized and previously unobserved wind fea­
tures occur in the upper thermosphere, with typical length scales smaller than the lengths 
spanned by the SDI zones. Notwithstanding small-scale discrepancies, the overall large- 
scale agreement between the two instrument types would be considered excellent for 
most routine applications. Ultimately, to completely resolve and characterize small-scale 
short-lived thermospheric wind structures will require either a network of modified SDIs 
(with smaller FOVs), or else a very dense network of NFPIs.
6.4 Mesospheric Application of All-sky SDI
In this study (included as appendix B), we have presented the mesopause wind and 
temperature data recorded at auroral latitudes with an all-sky SDI using P1(3) airglow 
emission from (6,2) Meinel band. This was the first time ever this all-sky SDI technique 
was employed to study middle atmospheric dynamics. The temperatures estimated with 
these data were higher than the range of normally observed mesopause temperatures. 
The comparison of P1(3) airglow emission intensity and the 557.7 nm emission intensity 
suggested that the auroral emissions were leaking through the OH filter which contam­
inated the OH airglow spectra. Another possible cause of temperature overestimation 
could be the scaling of instrument function from the calibration to source wavelength 
without including effects of wavelength variation in etalon reflective finesse. Neverthe­
less, the overall trend in the mesopause temperature from winter to early summer season 
was similar to that expected (higher in winter and lower in summer). Also, the magni­
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tudes of estimated wind components were within in the expected range (0-100 m.sec-1). 
These results show that this could be a promising new technique for studying middle 
atmospheric dynamics if used at wavelengths that are not easily contaminated by other 
emission sources. The data presented here are preliminary and require further validation 
before it could be used for detailed study of mesospheric dynamics.
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Appendix A
Instrumentation: All-sky Fabry-Perot Spectrometer
A.1 Introduction
Since the 1950's, many techniques have been developed to study Earth's upper at­
mospheric dynamics. Of these, optical remote sensing is a very powerful tool and has 
produced the most thermospheric wind data to date. In recent decades, Fabry-Perot spec­
trometers (also called Fabry-Perot interferometers) (FPS or FPI) have become a popular 
spectroscopic tool for high resolution remote sensing of winds and temperatures in the 
middle and upper atmosphere. It is because of their advantage of estimating wind speed 
and temperature directly from the Doppler shift and Doppler broadening (width) of natu­
ral optical line emissions. Equivalent data would be very difficult or impossible to obtain 
by other means. Use of FPIs in spectral imaging of the atmosphere started with the mea­
surement of the wavelength of the atmospheric auroral green line emission in the airglow 
by Harold Babcock in 1923 [Babcock, 1923]. This study proved the existence of atomic 
oxygen in the upper atmosphere. Since then, FPIs have been used for a wide range of 
spectroscopic purposes.
In the early development phases of FPI, photographic film was used to record data 
[Hernandez, 1986]. This approach was replaced with photoelectric detectors in 1948 and 
required a slightly different mode of operation. FPI with photographic film produces an 
interferogram, whereas FPI with photoelectric detector produces a spectrum. The pho­
toelectric detectors were then replaced with photomultiplier tubes (PMT). These days 
imaging charged coupled device (ICCD) and electron multiplying charged coupled de­
vice (EMCCD) are commonly used as detectors. FPI is improving day-by-day and taking 
on new forms. A complete discussion of the historical background and details of FPI is 
given in Hernandez [1986] and Vaughan [1989].
In our studies, we used an all-sky SDI (Scanning Doppler Imager) which is a variant 
of the traditional FPI. A brief discussion of the comparison between FPI and all-sky SDI 
technique is presented in the sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 of chapter 5. Here, general princi­
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ples of optical Doppler spectroscopy, basic design, and operation of an all-sky SDI are 
reviewed.
A.2 General Principles
A simple Fabry-Perot etalon consists of two plane parallel transparent glass plates 
separated by a spacer of thickness t and refractive index p. The commonly spacer is air, 
but other media for example - lithium niobate or liquid crystals are also used [Hernandez, 
1986]. The inner surfaces of each plate are polished and coated to provide a reflectance 
usually somewhere in the range 0.7 to 0.9. The enclosed gap would typically be chosen to 
be somewhere in the range from several millimeters to several centimeters. Consider two 
rays of light at wavelength X are incident on etalon at an angle 0. They undergo reflection 
between the etalon plates and split into a series of parallel transmitted rays. The rays 
are partially transmitted at each reflection from the second surface (as shown in Figure 
A.1). Let us consider incident rays 1 and 2 (as shown in Figure A.1). When the difference
Figure A.1: Schematics of Fabry-Perot etalon plates separated by distance t and multiple 
reflections of a light ray of wavelength X entering etalon at an angle 0 relative to the plate 
normal.
in their optical path length is such that they are in the same phase, then constructive 
interference will occur, and the etalon will show a maximum in transmission. If rays 1
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and 2 are out of phase, they will produce destructive interference, and the transmission 
will be relatively low.
The phase difference between rays emerging rays 1 and 2 at other end is due to the 
different paths traveled by them through etalon. The optical path length difference be­
tween rays 1 and 2 arises from the difference between optical paths ABC and FE (shown 
in Figure A.1). The optical path difference between rays 1 and 2 is given by the product of 
refractive index of the medium and difference in geometric paths traveled by them. The 
optical path difference (d) is:
d = v (AB + BC) — v (FE) (A.1)
Note that AB = BC and AB = cose, AC = 2 t tan0, and FE = 2 t .
, . t t . sin20. ..
d = V (— +------ t:) — V (2 t  —) (A.2)cos0 cos0 cos0
d = 2v t cos0 (A.3)
This shows that optical path difference is a function of refractive index of the spacer, 
etalon plate separation, and angle of incidence. The optical path difference maximizes 
(d = 2vt) at normal incidence, and decreases as 0 increases.
In an actual Fabry-Perot interferometer, the basic layout is similar to as shown in Fig­
ure A.2 (all-sky lens on the top is specific to all-sky SDI ). The parallel rays emerging 
from etalon are focused on to a detector using a focusing lens. Now, if the emerging rays 
arrive at the detector in phase, they produce constructive interference and hence max­
imum brightness; if not then destructive and low transmission. For entirely construc­
tive interference to occur, the optical path difference must be an integral multiple of the 
wavelength; for fully destructive interference, the optical path difference must be an odd 
multiple of half wavelength.
Constructive: d = mX 
1
Destructive: d = (m + ^)X 
where m = 0, 1, 2, ......  is called order of interference. For constructive interference,
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Figure A.2: Basic layout of the working of Fabry-Perot etalon plates separated by distance 
t. The red line shows an example of the path followed by a ray before it is collected at the 
detector. All-sky lens at the top is to collect light from a wide angle. The focusing is to 
map the angular brightness modulation emerging from the etalon onto positions on the 
detector surface.
equation A.3 can be written as:
m X = 2 p t cos0 
2 p t cos0m = X
(A.4)
(A.5)
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For a given v, t, and X, the order of interference decreases with the increase in 0. For a 
given 0, all azimuths at this angle result in a constant order of interference at the detector. 
The angle 0 maps to the radius on the detector. As 0 changes, it also changes the order 
of interference, and therefore by axial symmetry transmission maxima forms a series of 
concentric rings at the detector (example 632.8 nm laser fringe pattern shown in Figure 
A.2).
The order of interference shows periodic behavior. So, a similar interference pattern
can be obtained by changing m to m +1 (or mX to (m + 1)X). If m is kept fixed, then a similar
interference pattern can be obtained by changing changing X to X+AX (or mX to m(X+AX)) 
such that the order changes from m to m + 1 [Hernandez, 1986; Shepherd, 2002]). Thus:
(m + 1)X = m(X + AX) (A.6)
AX = — = ---- —----  (A.7)
m 2 v t cos0
AX is called the free spectral range and corresponds to the wavelength interval be­
tween successive interference orders.
The transmission of an ideal etalon can be calculated by summing the amplitudes 
of each of the transmitted rays (or from the reflected power as transmitted power = 1 - 
reflected power). The normalized transmission of an ideal etalon (also called Airy func­
tion) can be expressed in terms of etalon reflectance (R), the refractive index of the spacer 
medium (v), spacing between plates (t), the angle of incidence (0), and wavelength of in­
cidence (X). A complete discussion and development of the Airy function is discussed 
in Hernandez [1986] and Vaughan [1989]. The Airy function (also known as passband re­
sponse function which is dependent solely on the etalon, is usually written as:
1
A(m) = 1 + ( A.8)
The behavior of etalon transmission with m and X is depicted in Figure A.3. The trans­
mission reaches its maximum value at integral values of m. Free spectral range, which 
corresponds to the wavelength interval between successive transmission peaks is also 
shown in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3: Normalize transmission (Airy function) of a plane-parallel etalon as function 
of order of interference (top panel) and wavelength (bottom panel) for different plate 
reflectivities (R = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8).
The spectral resolution of an etalon is defined by the spectral width of the passbands 
i.e. the broadening imposed on the emission line by the etalon. It is given in terms of full 
width at half maxima (FWHM) of the spectral width of the emission line. Mathematically 
it is written as:
FWHM = 1 -  R
rcVR
(A.9)
As shown in Figure A.3, the reflectivity of the etalon plate coatings affects the trans­
mission. Each of the peaks represents one passband of the etalon. High reflectance coat­
ing produces spectrally narrow passbands, whereas lower reflectance both broaden the
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passbands and raise the minimum transmission value between them. This leads to the 
concept of "finesse". It is a measure of the sharpness of the passbands, and the ability of 
the interferometer to resolve closely spaced spectral lines. The finesse (reflectivity finesse) 
is defined as the ratio of the free spectral range to the width of one transmission peak:
F = (A.10)1 — R v ’
The above discussed formulation is valid for an ideal etalon. In practice, etalon plates 
are not perfectly smooth or flat. There are always imperfections in the surface polishing 
and coating which add roughness to the plate surface. These imperfections introduce a 
small range of gaps, and the width of this range produces the broadening of the recorded 
line spectrum. In real applications, the response of an FPI to a delta-function input signal 
(instrument function) is calculated by exposing it to a spectrally stable and very narrow 
source (generally frequency stabilized lasers). To obtain actual line spectrum of an emis­
sion source, the instrument function which describes the broadening effect of the etalon 
plates is deconvolved from the recorded source spectrum. A detailed discussion and 
derivation of instrument function is given in Jacka [1985].
A.3 Basic Design of an All-Sky SDI
An all-sky SDI is a variant of the traditional FPI. It uses all sky fore-optics coupled 
with a separation scanned etalon. A detailed description of its design and working was 
first described by Conde and Smith [1995, 1997, 1998] and recently by Conde and Nicolls
[2010]; Anderson [2011]; Anderson et al. [2012]. A schematic layout of the design of an 
all-sky SDI is shown in Figure A.4. The following discussion of the SDI's principles of 
operation follows the formulation given in Anderson [2011].
An all-sky lens in the fore-optics collects atmospheric optical emissions from a wide 
field of view (FOV) in the sky (typically 140 degrees full angle). A software driven filter 
wheel carrying various narrow band interference filters (maximum six) is incorporated 
in the fore-optics and allows selection of the wavelength of interest. All the existing SDIs 
have 630 nm and 577.7 nm filters. They routinely observe at these two wavelengths, au­
tomatically selecting filters according to a programmed sequence. Other filters are added
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Figure A.4: Schematic layout of the design of an all-sky SDI (modified from Anderson
[2011]). The insets in the upper left and bottom right corner of the figure are actual pic­
tures of the all-sky SDI installed at Toolik Field station (Alaska). The top left inset shows 
a picture taken from the top, and bottom right inset shows a picture taken from the side.
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for measurements at other wavelengths when needed. For example, an OH filter was 
added in the SDI located at Gakona for observing season 2011-2012 (as discussed in ap­
pendix B). For calibration purposes, the SDI periodically illuminated with diffused light 
from sources (typically frequency stabilized He-Ne laser operating at 632.8 nm) with the 
help of an integrating sphere and a view-switch mirror. This mirror is driven by a small 
motor controlled by software. Light from the sky/calibration source then passes through 
a collimating set of lenses and enters in a separation scanned Fabry-Perot etalon. The 
aperture and nominal gap between etalon plates for the SDIs located at Poker Flat and 
Gakona are listed in Table 1 of chapter 5. The gap between etalon plates is scanned piezo- 
electrically. The etalon plate spacing is typically configured to span exactly over one or­
der of interference in 128 discrete steps. When monochromatic light passes through the 
etalon, the transmission is modulated according to the incidence angle. A 300 m m f  /2.8 
telephoto lens focuses this angularly modulated beam, thus forming concentric rings on 
light onto a 512 x 512 pixel high efficiency thermoelectrically cooled electron multiplying 
CCD camera (EMCCD). The quantum efficiency of this camera is ~  90% for the visible 
spectrum and drops to ~ 50% for the infrared region.
A.4 Etalon Scanning
We need to record spectra, which mean we need to sample the sky spectra at a num­
ber of discrete wavelengths. Scanning the etalon allows us to "tune" the instrumental 
passband in wavelength, and hence record these spectra.
The gap between etalon plates is controlled with the help of three sets of piezoelectric 
ceramics and capacitive sensors placed between the etalon plates (shown in Figure A.5). 
They are placed at equal distances around the circumference at three places. A special 
property of these piezoelectric ceramics (called transducers) is that they change in size 
when voltage is applied across them. The etalon gap is controlled by applying a voltage 
across each transducer. When etalon gap changes, the capacitance of the capacitive sensor 
also changes. This change in capacitance is compared with a reference capacitor and 
hence used to sense small changes in the gap between etalon plates. Each transducer and 
sensor pair is referred to as a leg [Anderson, 2011].
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Figure A.5: Schematic layout of piezoelectric transducers (green-red-green) and sensors 
(blue-green-blue) between the etalon plates [Anderson, 2011].
Commands are sent to a dedicated etalon controller by the main control computer. 
For a sharp and undistorted interference fringes, the etalon plates must always remain 
parallel. To set the etalon plates parallel, the software applies a pre-determined "base" 
voltage to each etalon leg. Determination of the correct offsets is done by finding the 
values that produce the highest finesse laser fringes. Each leg is assigned a 12-bit digital 
number between 0 and 4095 representing plate spacing at the leg. The settings is also often 
referred to as "voltage", because the command number for a given leg maps directly to a 
physical voltage that is applied across the ceramic spacer for that leg. The digital voltage 
at a leg n is written as VLn. The voltage response of each leg's spacer and capacitive 
sensor may not be the same. So, the leg-to-leg variation in sensor response is accounted 
for by appling a unique gain to each leg during the scan, to maintain parallelism. To 
calculate the response of one sensor relative to the other, first the sharpest fringe image 
of the calibration source is obtained by individually varying the digital voltage applied 
to each leg at around 25% of the possible range. Let the resulting values be VLn(0). Then 
this step is repeated but with instead using voltages of around 75% of the possible range, 
to produce values of VLn(1). The difference in step 1 and step 2 voltage for leg 1 is AVL1 = 
Vl1(1) — Vlj(0). The response of leg n relative to leg 1 is RLn = . This means, if AVL1
voltage increment is applied to leg 1, RL1 x AVLn must be applied to leg n to keep the 
etalon plates parallel.
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As discussed above, the etalon is scanned over exactly one order of interference. The 
radius of interference fringes increases with the increase in plate separation. Suppose 
the original fringe pattern is recorded at plate separation t, then by increasing the plate 
separation there would be a stage when the (m — 1)th order of interference of the original 
fringe pattern would exactly overlap with the mth order of interference of the current 
pattern. At this plate new separation, the etalon would have scanned over one order of 
interference (Am = 1) from its starting gap. Let us calculate how much digital voltage is 
to be applied to legs to scan over one order of interference. To calculate it, the etalon leg 
voltages are set to their initial positions VLn (0) and fringe image (Io) of a calibration source 
(wavelength Xo) is recorded by 512x512 pixel EMCCD. Then a set of P "trial" voltages is 
applied, with the range scanned by the trial voltages chosen such that it should include 
the change from the base voltage that will correspond to a change in plate spacing of one 
order. The resulting fringe images (Ip) are recorded. The general expression for the p trial 
voltages is:
VLn (p) = Vt„ (p)(0)+ pRt„ SV (A.11)
p = 1 ,2 ,3 ,........ P
where p is just an integer and SV is a voltage increment. At each increment, the recorded 
fringe image (Ip) is cross-correlated with the reference imager (Io). The magnitude of 
cross-correlation is calculated by:
Nx—1 Ny—1
X(p)=  £  £  [Io(x y ) x Ip(x,y)] (A.12)
x=0 y=0
Where Nx = Ny = 512 and (x , y) denotes a pixel location on image. Note that in practice we 
first determine the minimum brightness in each image and subtract it from every pixel in 
that image before we do the cross correlation. This increases the "contrast" of the peak 
we are fitting. At certain value of p, Io and Ip will appear identical and it will maximize
the cross-correlation X(p). That value of p (say pmax) will corresponds to one free spectral
range. The voltage that maximizes X(p) across each leg needed for etalon scanning over 
one order of interference is:
AV{Snr = pmaxRLn SV (A.13)
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Figure A.6: An illustration of how the cross-correlation between reference fringe image 
(shown in red) and scanning fringe image (shown in blue) varies with digital voltage. For 
illustration, only four scan image steps in one free spectral range are shown [Anderson, 
2011].
In terms of distance, the change in etalon gap for one order of interference at normal 
incidence is given by Equation A.5 as:
. = 2pAtoCOs(0)
= Xo
A , _ Xo Ato =
2P
This was the case for calibration source. For some other wavelengths Xi:
Ati =
2P
(A.14)
(A.15) 
(A.16)
Since the applied leg voltage is proportion to the leg height, so a correction of factor ^  
must be applied to the digital voltage of each leg when observing at a different wave­
length to that used for calibration.
Dividing 15 by 14:
XiAti = Atow- 
Xo
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Each single scan of the etalon gap is comprised of a series of small discrete steps (Q in 
number). Each step is called a channel; they are completely configurable in software. We 
typically configure the scan to be performed in Q=128 steps. For incident wavelength Xi, 
the voltage applied to each leg to complete a single step is:
A f  Xi
SL- = ^ T  X  (A17)
A.5 Phase Mapping
As discussed in the etalon scanning section, the order of interference m for a given 
wavelength changes at position (x, y) on the detector as plate separation t changes. Since 
the etalon transmission is an Airy function of m, the brightness at pixel (x, y) also changes. 
Because also m varies radially in the image, two pixels at different radii will not in general 
respond in phase as the etalon scans. To illustrate this effect, consider two neighboring 
pixels shown in red and blue in Figure A.7. This figure is just an artistic concept. The 
radial distance of the red pixel from the optical axis (fringe center) is larger than the blue 
pixel, so the order of interference is always higher at the blue pixel than the red pixel. 
Six panels shown in Figure A.7 depict the fringe patterns obtained at different plate sep­
arations (scan channel). The etalon plates were assumed to be scanned over one order 
of interference in 128 steps, and that is why the last fringe panel (6) is similar to as the 
first one (1). As shown in the figure, as the fringe radii increase with increasing plate 
separation, interference fringes cross the blue pixel before the red pixel. As a result, the 
blue pixel records transmission maximum at smaller plate separation (scan channel) than 
for the red pixel. It means the radial distance between the two pixels introduces a phase 
shift in the spectra recorded by them. This phase shift can be corrected for each pixel by 
finding the scan channel number at which the transmission recorded by the pixel maxi­
mizes. Then, the response at each pixel can be shifted by this amount along channel axis, 
so that the resultant spectra from all pixels are brought into phase. The process of finding 
the variation in spectral peak position at each pixel on the detector is known as "phase 
mapping". A detailed discussion of the phase mapping is given in Conde and Smith [1997]. 
A brief discussion is given below following the presentation in Anderson [2011].
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Figure A.7: The variation in recorded spectra at two pixels (blue and red) on the detector. 
Six modeled fringe subsets show fringes at six different plate spacing in one free spectral 
range. The phase shift between the spectra recorded by blue and red pixel is the result of 
the different radial location of these two pixels.
During scanning, a two-dimensional fringe image (say R(x, y, q)) is recorded at each 
scan step (q). A pair of phase-weighted sums is calculated for image:
Q—1
a(x, y) = ^  R(x, y, q)cos
q=0
Q-1
b(x, y) = ^  R(x, y, q)sin
q=0
2nq
Q - 1
2nq
Q - 1
(A.18)
(A.19)
Since the etalon scan is performed over one free spectral range, the intensity recorded 
by R(x, y, q) will span at most one peak. The intensity variation at pixel (xi, yi) can be 
written as a function of phase angle (details in Anderson [2011]):
2nq i ( b(xi, y,)^q = Y(x;, yi) = ~  ~  = tan 1 yQ - 1 a(xt, yi)
(A.20)
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The two-dimensional array |(x, y) is called a phase map. It describes the variation 
of phase angle across the detector at which a spectrum peaks. The phase angle can be 
written in the units of channel number (q):
q = |  (Q — 1) (A.21)
So phase map can be stored in the units of channel number. Figure A.8 shows an ex­
ample of a recorded phase map. The top panel shows the variation of phase angle across 
the detector. Light colors correspond to higher values of phase and dark color to lower 
values. The phase map depends on wavelength. This means a phase map obtained with 
a calibration source cannot be used directly at other wavelengths. A technique discussed 
by Conde and Smith [1997] is used to solve this problem. The discontinuities are removed 
from the recorded phase map in a process called 'unwrapping'. The discontinuities in the 
recorded phase map are removed by using a radial search process to map the variations of 
the order of interference across the image plane as a continuous paraboloidal surface. The 
right panel in Figure A.8 shows such an example. This unwrapped paraboloidal phase 
map can then be freely scaled to a new wavelength. The result is then 'wrapped' back 
to the discontinuous form in order to use it to acquire spectra at new wavelength. For 
in-depth details, the reader is referred to Conde and Smith [1997] and Anderson [2011].
A.6 Zone Mapping
Each pixel on the detector acts as a tiny independent detector collecting a small amount 
of airglow photons per unit time. However, each pixel will not accumulate enough air- 
glow photons to achieve an adequate signal to noise ratio in a reasonable amount of time. 
Also, the entire 512 x 512 pixel resolution is far higher than needed to describe the angular 
variation of spectra across the sky. We, therefore, trade angular resolution for improved 
spectral signal to noise ratio by grouping contiguous sets of pixels into software-defined 
regions known as "zones". This process is implemented using a "zone map" which is a 
two-dimensional look-up table defined in software. For each pixel on the detector, it spec­
ifies which zone that pixel belongs to. Because the etalon scanning and phase mapping 
technique discussed in above section shifts the response all pixels to a common phase, we
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Figure A.8: Example phase map from Anderson [2011] (left) and Conde and Smith [1997] 
(right). The top panel of the left shows phase map recorded by instrument located at 
Mawson, Antarctica. Light colors correspond to higher values of phase and dark color 
to lower values. Bottom panel of left shows cross-section through the phase map (blue 
lines). The black line corresponds to the cross-section through paraboloid surface (shown 
in right) fitted to remove discontinuities in phase map across the image plane. In the right 
image, the original phase map is projected onto a horizontal plane. The horizontal axes 
are in the units of pixel number, and the vertical axis is the order of interference. The 
paraboloidal surface represents a map of the variation of the order of interference across 
the image plane for fixed plate spacing.
may co-add spectra from any subset of pixels (in particular, the subsets that correspond 
to our zones) to produce spectra with higher signal/noise ratio without introducing any 
loss of spectral resolution.
In our studies discussed in chapter 3 to 5, a zone map configuration as shown in Figure 
A.9 (left subset) was used. This zone pattern is our "standard" observing mode. It is 
configured such that the detector area is divided into eight concentric annular rings of 
equal radial width with one, six, eight, twelve, sixteen, twenty, twenty-four, and twenty- 
eight sectors respectively in each ring. The areas on the detector of all the zones so defined
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Figure A.9: Left panel shows the division of detector area into 115 zones. The right panel 
shows same zone map (as shown in left panel) projected onto the sky at ~240 km altitude 
over Alaska (as viewed by a space-based observer). The center of phase map is at the 
zenith of Poker Flat and with the field of view of ^72 degrees. The red arrow in both 
panels points toward the geomagnetic north.
are roughly (but not exactly) equal. The total number of zones is 115. The 115 final spectra 
recorded by the instrument are co-added spatially from all pixels within each zone.
The zone allocation occurred entirely in software, and could easily be changed as de­
sired. The selection of number of zones is also entirely in our hands. There is always a 
trade-off between temporal and spatial resolution. We can increase the number of zones 
by reducing the number of pixels in each zone to increase the spatial resolution, but this 
would also decrease the amount of light intercepted by each zone per unit time. A bal­
ance between these two is maintained by choosing 115 numbers of zones; it works out to 
be a good trade-off in practice. The 115 zone map scheme works well for accumulating 
630 nm and 577.7 nm spectra because these airglow emissions are very bright. However, 
for other fainter airglow emissions, zones this small may not accumulate airglow pho­
tons fast enough to achieve adequate signal to noise ratio in a reasonable amount of time. 
In our study discussed in appendix B, we studied very faint hydroxyl emissions (~100 
Rayleigh) from the mesopause. To obtain an adequate signal spectrum from each zone in
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a reasonable time (10 min), a zone map divided into only 43 zones was used.
A.7 Spectral Accumulation
As discussed in the etalon scanning section, the etalon is piezoelectrically scanned 
over one order of interference in 128 steps. A complete scan typically takes around 23 
seconds to complete. Each zone records its own spectra. Once phase and zone maps 
are consulted, each individual observation (exposure) is obtained by repeating multiple 
relatively rapid scans of the etalon, and co-adding the spectra obtained from each of these 
scans. Control software monitors the accumulating spectra during the exposure, and 
continues signal integration until the adequate signal to noise ratio is reached (on the 
average) across all zones. It also enforces a minimum number of scans per exposure to 4 
scans under active auroral conditions and a maximum of 26 scans (takes around 10 min) 
during quiet conditions. An example of the spectra obtained from a single 630 nm airglow 
exposure is shown in Figures A.10 and A.11.
The real benefit of scanning FPS is that it resolves the ambiguity in non-scanned fringe 
images. Brightness at each pixel depends on three quantities - two angular coordinates 
and wavelength. A single static image (as recorded by traditional FPIs) only resolves 
variation in two dimensions and so must be ambiguous. Adding the scan introduces a 
third parameter and allows the ambiguity to be resolved.
A scanning FPS does not record continuous spectra. Discrete samples of the spectrum 
are obtained by scanning the etalon passband in wavelength and measuring the received 
intensity at each step. Any possible distortions due to spatial gradients in intensity across 
the sky are suppressed by co-adding a large number of short duration scans during each 
integration interval. On the other hand, the fixed plate etalon forms static fringes that 
are optically conjugate with the sky. The derived spectra from static fringe patterns are 
susceptible to distortions because of the modulation of static fringes in the presence of 
auroral intensity gradients across the sky.
The interference pattern recorded by the detector during each scan step is the modu­
lated sky image in the form of interference fringes. Since the etalon scans over one order 
of interference, the interference fringes will sweep across every pixel in the field of view
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Figure A.10: Top panel shows normalized sky (blue) and calibration laser (red) spectra 
recorded at various zones on 07 January 2012. Bottom panel shows normalized sky and 
laser spectra when zone map is projected at 630 nm emission layer altitude ~240 km (as 
viewed by a space-based observer). These spectra are obtained after an exposure of 2.81 
min. The red arrow in each panel points toward the geomagnetic north. The distortion in 
the spectra in the zones on the right is due to contamination by moonlight.
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over the course of a scan. If we combine all the interference images recorded by the detec­
tor during a complete scan, it will produce an unmodulated monochromatic image of the 
sky. While this product is not directly useful for Doppler spectroscopy, it does give an im­
age of the auroral brightness over the same field of view and time interval that prevailed 
while the spectra were acquired, and so is useful as a supporting observation.
Channel Number
Figure A.11: Sky and laser spectrum from central zone (zone number 0) obtained on 07 
January 2012. The crosses correspond to the observed sky spectrum, the blue curve is the 
smoothed sky spectrum, and the red curve is the laser spectrum.
A.8 Spectral Fitting of Emission Spectra
To produce estimates of Doppler shift and Doppler width, emission intensity and 
continuum background, the recorded spectra are fitted by an analytical function. The 
recorded spectra are (both sky and calibration laser) are subject to instrumental broaden­
ing due to the finite spectral passband of the instrument. The function that characterizes 
this broadening by the instrument is referred to as instrument function and denoted by
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symbol I. It is calculated from the recorded laser spectrum. The comprehensive details 
of the spectral fitting algorithm used to fit observed emissions spectra are given in Conde 
et al. [2001]. The algorithm given in Conde et al. [2001] was basically developed for fit­
ting Lidar backscatter spectra for which the signal was obtained by backscatter of a laser 
pulse, and there were contributions due to both aerosol and molecular scattering by sev­
eral molecular species. Here we are only interested in a single "molecular" species, and 
the signal comes from passive emission rather than active backscatter. A brief discussion 
of Conde et al. [2001] algorithm in is given here.
As discussed in the etalon scanning section, a spectral scan is completed in a num­
ber of Q (=128) steps. At the end of each scan, we obtain a set of values {yq} which is 
the recorded spectrum. Here q varies from 0 to Q-1. The fitting algorithm models the 
recorded spectrum {yq} as a set of Q samples {sq} of the form:
s(X) = £  a j )  (A.22)
j=0
where the coefficients aj are the intensity of each of the three source terms Sj(X) and
So (X) = 1 Continuum background (A.23)
S1 (X) = I(X) * 8(X -  Xo) Aerosol (A.24)
K-1 (  ( X - X  \2\
S2(X) = I(X) * £  qk exp I — ( — —o j Rayleigh backscattering (A.25)
k=0 V wk(T) J
contribution from K molecular species
where * denotes the convolution operator. Here So(X), So(X), and So(X) are the "basis 
functions" for the fitting function. wk(T) is the width of emission profile in wavelength 
units for the kth species which is a function of kinetic temperature (T). Xo is the Doppler 
shifted peak wavelength of the emitting species moving with background. qk are the pre­
determined relative contribution to the backscattering from kth molecular species, with 
the property
K—1
£  qk = 1 (A.26)
k=0
So, total five parameters ao, a1 , a2, Xo, and T are needed for fitting function.
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In the case of FPIs, the signal comes from passive emission rather than active backscat- 
ter. This means, the aerosol term which describes the backscattering of radiations by 
aerosols, is not required and a1 can be set to zero. Also, we measure airglow from only 
single atomic oxygen species, therefore K = 1 and qk=0 = 1. Thus Equation A.22 can be 
rewritten as:
The algorithm solves analytically for ao and a2 while searching for best choices of Xo and 
T.
A.9 Drift Correction
The above discussed spectral fitting algorithm provides the estimated 'peak positions' 
of the spectra in terms of channel numbers (between 0 and 127). The peak positions 
are calculated with respect to the first recorded calibration spectrum of the night for the 
corresponding zone. Since the phase map is only recorded at the beginning of the ob­
servation cycle of the night, any change in the plate separation (t) will bring change in 
the interference order of fringes on the detector. Therefore, any change in plate separa­
tion will change the peak positions of the spectra. Any 'drift' in the etalon plates (for 
example produced by thermal expansion of etalon components in response to variations 
in the ambient temperature) can be tracked by monitoring the peak positions of the cali­
bration laser source spectra (assuming the laser itself is stable in wavelength throughout 
the entire night).
(A.27)
Then a conventional parameter %2 is used to find the degree to which the fitting model 
spectrum {sq} departs from the recorded spectrum {yq} and is given by:
(A.28)
where is the variance of the qth element of the observed spectrum (yq). The parameters
p = {ao,a2,Xo, T} are selected such that they yield minimum %2. The best choice for {pj} 
should satisfy:
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Suppose ML(z, T) is the laser peak position for zone z(0z115) at time T and ML(z, To) is 
the first laser peak position of the night for zone z . Then the drift in laser peak position 
for zone z at time T is:
D(z, T) = Ml(z, T) — Ml(z, To) (A.30)
The drift in sky spectra positions are corrected by subtracting drift D(z, T) from the 
sky spectra peak positions. Since the drift D(z, T) is valid for calibration laser source 
wavelength (say Xo), it must be scaled before applying to the sky spectra obtained at 
wavelength X. The drift corrected sky spectra peak positions are given by:
XoMsky corrected(z, T  = Msky(z, T) — D(z, T) X — (A.31)
A.10 Line-of-sight Wind Determination
To extract the line-of-sight (LOS) wind speed information from the drift corrected 
spectral peak positions, a reference peak position corresponding to zero Doppler shift (or 
zero Doppler baseline) is required. Zero Doppler baseline can be calculated from a sta­
tionary laboratory source emitting at the same wavelength at which observations from the 
sky are made. However, in the absence of a convenient laboratory source, zero Doppler 
baseline is obtained by using the spectra recorded from the station zenith (zone number 
0). It is based on the assumption that the average vertical wind over the entire night is 0 
m.sec-1 . The median of the drift corrected zenith peak position time series can be used as 
zero Doppler shift baseline. This median peak position value is then subtracted from the 
drift corrected peak positions from all zones.
According to the Doppler formula, changes in observed wavelength are related to 
changes in the speed (LOS wind speed) of the emitting source by
Av = c X . Xo (A.32)
Xo
where Xo is the wavelength of stationary source and X is the wavelength when source is 
moving. Since the etalon scan is performed over one order of interference in 128 steps, 
this means the recorded spectra span one free spectral range in 128 channels. The nominal 
gap in etalon plates for all-sky SDI at Poker and Gakona is 18.6 mm. The wavelength span
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of one free spectral range for normal incidence is (from Equation A.7)
A X = 2 ‘i f . ,  = 1 0 .7 X 10—12m (A.33)2pt 2 x 1 x 18.6 x 10—3m
p=1 for air. 10.7 x 10—12m is the largest shift in 630 nm wavelength that can be resolved
using an etalon with 18.6 mm gap. The shift in wavelength corresponding to the peak
position Msky corrected(Z T) is:
10.7 10—12m
X — Xo = 128 X Msky corrected(z, T) (A.34)
To calculate the Doppler LOS wind speed corresponding to the peak position Msky corrected(z, T), 
plug Equation A.34 into A.32:
188 m 10.7 10—12m mAv = 3  X 10 I r>—9 X Msky corrected(z, T) = 3‘ .8 Msky corrected(z,T) (A.35)sec 128 x 630 x 10 9m y sec y
Equation A.35 is used to calculate the Doppler LOS wind speeds using drift corrected 
peak positions.
A.11 Vector Wind Fitting
The drift corrected Doppler LOS wind (derived in upper section) is a component of 
what is, in reality, a three component vector wind field. From a single LOS wind mea­
surement from each zone of the sky spectrum, it is not possible to infer all the three com­
ponents of the actual wind vector. However, by using some assumptions, it is possible 
to construct a horizontal vector wind field from every sky exposure. A vector wind fit­
ting method (called monostatic wind fit) discussed in Conde and Smith [1998] is applied to 
construct two-dimensional vector wind field from a single station LOS wind data. This 
method is based on the wind estimation technique discussed in Burnside et al. [1981]. A 
brief discussion of the monostatic wind fit is given below. Figure A.12 shows the exam­
ple zone map with total 115 zones. Each annulus of the zone map is centered about the 
station zenith. Zones are defined by the radius and centered on azimuthal angle 0k. The 
radius of each annulus is given by zenith angle .^ The azimuthal angle 0k is clockwise 
angle between y — axis and horizontal projection of the LOS wind (shown in Figure A.12). 
The positive x and y directions are along the zonal and meridional directions respectively.
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Figure A.12: Schematic layout of angles and vectors components used in the monostatic 
fitting algorithm. The details of angles and vectors components shown here is given in 
text.
Let (V||(0k, ^ )} be the set of LOS winds for a single exposure. The observed LOS wind 
by instrument is the combination of component of vertical wind (Z| (0k, ^ )) and horizontal 
wind (H||(0k, ^ )) along the LOS. Thus:
V||(0k, ^ ) = Z||(0k, ^ ) cos( )^ + H||(0k, ^ ) sin($) (A.36)
The first assumption used in monostatic wind fit is that the vertical wind is constant
across the entire region of sky viewed by the instrument. The LOS wind measured at
central zone (station zenith) is the direct measure of the vertical wind.
Z|(0k, ^ ) = V  = V| (01,0) (A.37)
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Now solving Equation A.36 for H|(0k, ^ ) yields:
V| (0k, ^ ) cos( )^ — Vzcos(^)
H  (0k, <» = sin(^) (A.38)
Since V| (0k, ^ ) is known for every zone, H| (0k, ^ ) can be directly calculated from it for ev­
ery zone. The directly calculated H|(0k, ^ ) preserves all of the features of the measured 
line-of-sight wind field. The horizontal wind velocity component parallel to the instru­
ments LOS in kth azimuthal sector can be written in zonal and meridional components 
by:
H||(0k, $) = Hx sin(0k) + Hy cos(0k) (A.39)
where Hx and Hy denotes the spatially varying zonal and meridional wind fields. The 
total horizontal vector wind field is approximated by using first-order Taylor series ex­
pansion about the zonal and meridional components about the station zenith:
Hx = u“ + ( ! )  X + ( I , )  y
dv
Hy = vo + U r  x + U ::  y
dv
(A.40)
(A.41)
y ' u \ d x ) “~ \dy/
where x and y are the zonal and meridional distances from the station zenith to an ob­
serving zone located at (0k, ^ ). These horizontal distances from the origin to the location 
(0k, ^ ) can be written in terms of radial distance R = h tan(§) by:
x = Rsin(0) (A.42)
y = R cos(0) (A.43)
where h is the altitude of the emission layer. Plugging Equations A.40 to A.43 in Equation
A.39 gives:
H||(0k, ^ ) = uo sin(0k)+ ( Rsin2(0k)+ Rcos(0k) sin(0k)
+vo cos(0k)+  ( Rcos(0k) sin(0k)+ Rcos2(0k)
(A.44)
Using trigonometric identities:
sin(0) cos(0) =  ^sin(20) (A.45)
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2 1 1sin (0) = 2  —  ^ cos(20) (A.46)
2 1 1
cos2(0) = 2  + 2  cos (20) (A.47)
Plug in above identities into Equation A.44:
(0k,^) = Uo sin(0k) + ( 1  — cos(20k))+ sin(20k)
+vo cos(0k) + sin(20k) + ( ^ j  (1+ cos(20k))
(A.48)
The observed horizontal LOS wind can be represented as a Fourier series expansion in 0k:
n_ 1 2 1
H|(0k, ^ ) = ao + E  (amcos(m0k) + bmsin(m0k) (A.49)
m=1
where coefficients ao, am, and ao are given by:
1 n—1
a»(« = -  E  H ^ k ,  «  (A.50)•n 1n k=0
2 n-1
am( )^ = -  E  Hi (0k, ^ ) cos(m0k) (A.51)n k=0 | k k
2 n-1
bm(^ ) = -  E  Hi (0k, ^ ) sin(m0k) (A.52)n k=0 | k k
Comparing the coefficients of Equations A.49 and A.48:
R / du dv
a° = 2  U  + Ty )  (A5 3)
a1 = vo (A.54)
b1 = uo (A.55)
R (  dv du \a2 = — I —— — —— I (A.56)2 \dy dxJ
R ( du dv\
b2 = o ^  ^  (A.57)2 \dy dx
The series {H|(0k,^)} is calculated from Equation A.38 and the Fourier coefficients are 
calculated directly from it . This means at this stage, a0, a1, a2, b1, and b2 are known. 
The background uniform wind field uo and vo are given directly by Equations A.54 and
A.55 respectively. Now we have only three equations (A.53, A.56, and A.57) and four
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unknowns (four partial derivatives). This means the LOS wind data from a single expo­
sure of the instrument is not sufficient to calculate all the terms in the two Taylor series 
(Equations A.40 and A.41) and hence cannot determine the zonal and meridional wind 
components. It also means that both divergence (^  ^ ) and vorticity (^  — dy) cannot be 
computed simultaneously from a single exposure [Conde and Smith, 1998].
In order to solve three equations, the assumption made in this work is that during a 
single exposure, the geomagnetic meridional winds does not vary much along the geo­
magnetic zonal direction which means we can set dx = 0. This assumption is based on the 
analysis done in by Burnside et al. [1981]. He assumed that the meridional wind field is 
stationary in local time. Any variation in the meridional wind field is due to the rotation 
of the Earth moving the station underneath this wind field. In the auroral zone, wind 
fields are highly dynamical, and the zonal winds dominate most of the time. Although, 
this approximation will not always stand valid, our experience has shown that the merid­
ional component along the zonal direction is least variable component compared to the 
others.
Substitute assumed dx = 0 in Equation A.57 and solve for other gradients terms to get:
uo = b1
vo = a1 
dv
dx = 0 
du , ao — a2
dx v R 
du 2b2 
dy = R 
dv , ao + a2
dy R
Now we have estimated the total horizontal wind field component parallel to the LOS. 
To estimate the total horizontal wind at each observation location, the estimated parallel 
component is to be added to the modelled perpendicular component. The perpendicular 
component can be easily constructed using estimated zonal and meridional components 
by:
H±(0k,$) = Hx cos(180 — 0k) + Hy cos(90 — 0k)
H±(0k, = Hv sin(Qk) -  Hx cos(Qk) (A.58)
Note that Hx and Hy components are calculated only to model perpendicular compo-
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Figure A.13: An example of the F-region geographic zonal and meridional winds esti­
mated using the monostatic wind fit analysis for the night of the 07 January 2012. The 
estimated wind components from different zone are assigned different colors. Each value 
in the black curve corresponds to the median wind component calculated from all 115 
zones that contribute to a single exposure. The wind components presented here are de­
rived using data from the SDI located at Poker Flat.
nent. Now, we have two components of the actual horizontal wind field: one is directly 
measured H|| (0k, )^ from the LOS wind which includes all of the features of the measured 
LOS wind field, and the other is modelled perpendicular component H± (0k, ^ ). By com­
bining these two components, finally we can construct the "best estimates" of the zonal 
(HHx(0k, )^) and meridional components (HHy(0k, ^))of the actual wind field. Using the 
geometry presented in Figure A.12, the best estimates of the zonal and meridional com­
ponents of the actual wind field are:
HHx(0k> = H| (0k> sin(0k) -  H±(0k> cos(0k) (A.59)
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HHy(0k, ^  = H| (0k, ^  cos(0k) + H±(0k, ^  sin(0k) (A.60)
Note that it is not possible to fit vector horizontal wind in the central zone because we 
need at least four sectors in an annulus to at least estimate background terms (uo and vo) 
and six sectors in an annulus to estimate partial derivatives (refer to Equation A.49). So, 
we assign mean of the horizontal vector components calculated across the entire FOV to 
the central zone.
Figure A.14: An example of the spatially resolved horizontal vector wind field at F-region 
altitude, projected onto a geographic map of Alaska. The shown vector wind field is 
derived the exposure taken at 06:47 UT on 07 January 2012 by the SDI located at Poker 
Flat.
Figure A.13 shows an example of the F-region zonal and meridional winds estimated 
using the monostatic wind fit analysis for the night of the 07 January 2012.The estimated 
wind components (zonal and meridional) from each zone are color coded. Each value 
in the black curve corresponds to the median wind component calculated from all 115 
zones that contribute to a single exposure. Figure A.14 shows an example of the spatially 
resolved horizontal vector wind field at F-region altitude.
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Appendix B
Mesopause Temperature and Wind Determination Using Hydroxyl Nightglow Over 
Alaska by All-sky Scanning Doppler Imaging
B.1 Introduction
Neutral hydroxyl (OH) molecules are a minor constituent of Earth's lower and middle 
atmosphere. They are produced chemically in excited quantum states which are short­
lived (metastable with a lifetime 10—3 sec) and collisionally deactivated or quenched at the 
altitudes below mesopause. But at the mesopause and above, the collision frequency is 
low enough that a significant fraction of the excited OH molecules survives long enough 
to undergo radiative relaxation and thus form an airglow layer. The mean altitude of OH 
airglow emissions layer is 87 km with a mean thickness of 8 km centered at the mesopause 
[Baker and Stair, 1988; Offermann and Gerndt, 1990; Sivjee, 1992; Zhang and Shepherd, 1999; 
Liu and Shepherd, 2006; French and Mulligan, 2010].
At the mesopause, the major constituents are N2 and O2 which together comprise 99% 
of the local number density; OH is only 10—9 of this. Despite being a minor constituent, 
OH is widely used as a mesospheric tracer. OH nightglow measurements in the Meinel 
band are extensively used as tools to study temperatures and dynamical processes such 
as gravity waves, planetary waves, and tides occurring at the mesopause height [Taka- 
hashi et al., 1974; Armstrong, 1975; Meriwether, 1975; Myrab0 , 1986; Offermann and Gerndt, 
1990; Sivjee, 1992; Hernandez et al., 1992a,b, 1993; Hernandez and Roble, 1995; Fraser et al., 
1993; Scheer et al., 1994; East et al., 1995; Bittner et al., 2000]. The mesopause is the cold­
est part of the Earth's atmosphere, and a few modeling studies [e.g., Roble and Dickinson, 
1989; Golitsyn et al., 1996] have indicated that any increase in greenhouse gasses in the 
troposphere may enhance cooling of the already very cold upper mesosphere. This is due 
to the low collision frequency at high altitudes which cause greenhouse gasses to radi­
ate the absorbed energy to space instead colliding with other atmospheric species and 
re-distributing the absorbed energy as heat. Thus, a long term monitoring of the meso­
spheric OH temperature may provide an indication of changes in the global greenhouse
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gasses content in the troposphere. Many modeling studies have predicted that the im­
pact of increases in greenhouse gasses would be stronger at high latitude mesosphere 
than at lower latitudes [Roble and Dickinson, 1989; Rind et al., 1990; Portmann et al., 1995; 
Akmaev and Fomichev, 1998,2000]. The mesosphere is considerably hotter in winter than in 
summer. Its temperature varies between ~150 K in summer to ~250 K in winter. Noctilu- 
cent clouds forms around the same height as the mesopause and it is believed that the OH 
chemistry at polar latitudes plays an important role in their formation when temperatures 
fall to ~150 K in summer. A study by Thomas [1996] showed that with increasing green­
house gasses, increasing water vapor content and decreasing temperatures are expected 
to occur at upper mesospheric heights. There are various other properties that make OH 
an excellent mesospheric tracer, for example, determination of the atomic oxygen, ozone, 
and atomic hydrogen in the upper mesosphere that are very difficult to measure by other 
methods [Sivjee, 1992].
OH nightglow (vibrational-rotational emissions lines) which results from the exother­
mic hydrogen-ozone reaction, occurs in a number of bands. The intensity of each line in a 
band is very weak (~100 Rayleigh) which makes it hard to observe at high time resolution 
with an adequate signal to noise ratio for determining atmospheric parameters. The full 
description and nomenclature of OH emissions lines are given by [Osterbrock and Martel, 
1992; Osterbrock et al., 1996]. Out of various Meinel bands, 731 nm in the (8-3) band and 
843 nm in the (6-3) band are the two most studied emission lines of OH nightglow. The 
843 nm line emission brightness is approximately four times than that of the (8-3) band.
These emissions have long provided a well-established means of temperature mea­
surements of the upper mesosphere. The most common technique of measuring OH ro­
tational temperature is by comparing the emission intensities of two or more emission 
lines emitted by the transition between two different vibrational-rotational states of OH 
molecules. This approach is based on an assumption that the excited OH molecules are 
in thermal equilibrium with surrounding, and the rotational temperature of OH can be 
interpreted as kinetic atmospheric temperature. This technique has been used in many 
studies inboththe southern and northern hemispheres [Sivjee et al., 1987; Scheerand Reisin, 
1990; Scheer et al., 1994; Takahashi et al., 1994; Mulligan et al., 1995; French et al., 2000; In-
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nis and Conde, 2001; Greet et al., 2002; French and Klekociuk, 2011]. Here, for measuring 
mesopause temperature, we used the Doppler width obtained with a high resolution all­
sky Fabry-Perot spectrometer (which is an alternate approach). This approach is based 
on the assumption that the thermal kinetic energy distribution of emitting OH molecules 
is similar to that of the surrounding atmosphere.
In the past, narrow field Fabry-Perot spectrometers have been extensively used for re­
mote sensing the mesopause wind and temperature fields using OH airglow. They obtain 
measurements in a number of directions across the sky, typically four or eight cardinal 
directions and zenith. For this study, we employed a high resolution all-sky wavelength 
scanning Doppler interferometer (SDI) to obtain spectra of the P-branch near infrared 
emissions from the OH (6,2) Meinel band at wavelength 843 nm (which is known as the 
P1(3) doublet emission line). Doppler widths and Doppler shifts of the recorded spectra 
were used to infer mesopause winds and temperatures [Jacka, 1985; Rees et al., 1990; Her­
nandez et al., 1992b; East et al., 1995; Greet et al., 1997]. This was the first time ever that the 
all-sky SDI technique was employed to study middle atmosphere temperatures and dy­
namics. The all-sky SDI technique enabled us to map mesopause winds and temperatures 
over a wide geographic region above Alaska. Due to nuclear spin of the OH molecules, 
OH emissions from the (6,2) Meinel band at 843 nm are subjected to lambda doublet split­
ting. The peaks of 843 nm doublet exist at 843.026 nm and 843.007 nm, which are only 19 
pm apart (see Table 1 in Greet et al. [1997]). To avoid complications in the spectra due to 
the doublet structure, the etalon spacing was chosen carefully to make the two peaks ac­
tually fall on the top of each other when recorded by the instrument - which means we do 
not need to explicitly account for the doublet structure in our analysis. Superposing the 
lines also produces a small enhancement in signal/noise ratio for the recorded spectra, 
which is useful given the weak OH emission brightness. This technique is similar to the 
technique used by Rees et al. [1990] and East et al. [1995] for a fixed gap etalon instrument.
The purpose of this study is to present the first ever mesospheric wind and tempera­
ture data recorded with the all-sky SDI technique.
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B.2 Hydroxyl Emissions
OH emissions are present in both dayglow and nightglow. The Bates-Nicolet process 
is the most widely accepted exothermic chemiluminescent reaction between atomic hy­
drogen and ozone for the production of excited OH molecules [Bates and Nicolet, 1950]:
O3 + H ^  OH (v < 9) + O2 + 3.34 ev (B.1)
where is the vibrational state of OH molecule. The excited OH molecules in the higher 
vibrational levels (v > 6) have smaller lifetimes. Thermalization of excited OH (v=6) 
molecules is expected because of their longer radiative lifetimes (6-10 ms) and high colli- 
sional frequency at mesopause heights (~ 3 x 104 sec—1) [Innis and Conde, 2001]. The details 
of hydroxyl photochemistry are discussed in McDade and Llewellyn [1987]; Walterscheid and 
Schubert [1987]; Walterscheid et al. [1987].
B.3 Instrumentation and Data Analysis
The details of the all-sky SDI used in this study are described in Anderson et al. [2012a,b,c]. 
During the 2011-2012 winter season, an 843 nm OH filter with a bandwidth of 0.5 nm (on 
loan from Lancaster University, UK) was installed into the all-sky SDI located at Gakona, 
Alaska for remote sensing the mesopause wind and temperature fields. The observa­
tion cycle of this instrument also included 630 nm (red line auroral emission) and 557.7 
nm (green line auroral emission) measurements. It uses a piezoelectrically separation 
scanned etalon with an aperture size of 150 mm. An individual scan over one order of 
interference was performed in 128 channels (steps) with the integration time of ~0.18 sec 
per step. A frequency stabilized He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) was used to measure intrinsic 
broadening that instrument introduces to the output signal (called instrument function). 
We deconvolved the instrument function from the 843 nm OH spectra, using the 632.8 nm 
laser profile as an instrument function.
The average intensity of the OH (6,2) Meinel band is ~400-600 Rayleigh [Rees et al., 
1990], which is much weaker than commonly observed auroral and airglow emissions 
from the thermosphere. Also, the detector's quantum efficiency for infrared 843 nm emis­
sion is only ~ 50% compared to ~ 90% for the visible spectrum. Thus, to get an adequate
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OH sampling rate and signal to noise ratio, the full field of view (FOV) of the all-sky SDI 
was divided into only 43 software defined sub-fields (called zones) instead of our more 
typical scheme that uses 115 zones for the 557.7 nm and 630 nm emissions. Even at this 
spatial resolution, the average temporal resolution of the recorded OH data was around 
10 min. High resolution Doppler spectra of the OH 843 nm were compiled from each of the 
43 zones. The complete procedure to derive two-dimensional vector wind and scalar tem­
peratures fields from the Doppler shifts and widths of the recorded spectra is discussed in 
Conde and Smith [1995,1997,1998]; Anderson et al. [2012a]. We used 557.7 nm emissions to 
test for any leakage through OH filter. The FOV of the all-sky SDI (full FOV ~80 degree) 
projected at 843 nm (~87 km) and 557.7 nm (~130 km) emission altitudes is depicted in 
Figure B.1, assuming planar geometry. The radius of coverage of 80 degree full FOV at 
mesopause and 557.7 nm emission layer altitude was 493 km and 737 km respectively.
B.4 Discussion
In this study, we used the hydroxyl airglow measurements recorded with the all-sky 
SDI located at Gakona. The instrument was run in a fully automatic mode for the whole 
observing season. The all-sky SDI OH observation cycle started on 09 Nov 2011 and 
ended on 08 May 2012 (early summer season). Total 153 nights of the OH data was 
recorded during this cycle with a total of 4245 individual exposures, including cloudy 
nights. On a cloudy night, the LOS wind information cannot be used to infer thermo­
spheric winds because clouds scatter the emissions that come from the sky. This scatter­
ing does not change the wavelength of the signal; however angular information regarding 
the LOS is lost. Brownian motion in clouds cause negligible broadening of the Doppler 
spectra (private communication with Dr. Roger Smith). Therefore, the recorded spectra 
on a cloudy night can be used to infer temperatures without any trouble. The average 
temporal resolution of the data was ~10 min. Time series of the estimated mesopause 
temperatures and winds (zonal and meridional) are shown in Figure B.2 and Figure B.5 
respectively. The data presented in these time series are the first ever mesospheric data 
obtained with the all-sky SDI technique.
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Figure B.1: Location of the SDI at Gakona (indicated by red plus) along with its full field 
of view projected at 87 km (shown in red) and 130 km (shown in blue) altitude above 
Alaska.
Figure B.2: Time series of median temperature estimates derived from all-sky OH spec­
tra recorded at Gakona during the 2011-2012 observing season. Each temperature value 
represented in red is the median of all the temperatures estimated from a single all-sky 
exposure. Each temperature value represented in blue is the median of all the tempera­
tures recorded on a single night. This plot includes all the data recorded during 201-2012 
observing season.
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Two temperatures are plotted in Figure B.2. One represents the median of the temper­
atures obtained from the 43 zones in each exposure (shown in red and called exposure 
median). Also shown is the median of all temperature measurements derived on a sin­
gle day (shown in blue and called full day median). The full day median was calculated 
to show an overall trend in the estimated mesopause temperature. Exceptionally high 
temperatures (> 400 K) were excluded from this study because they do not represent 
real mesospheric temperatures. The temperature series shows fluctuations in the esti­
mated mesopause temperature. A possible reason for these fluctuations is the change 
in the emission source altitude. Almost half of the time, the median temperatures were 
higher than the normal expected 150-250 K temperature range of the mesopause (reason 
discussed later). The decrease in the full day median temperature from winter to early 
summer season was observed and this trend in temperature was expected because the 
winter mesopause is always warmer than the summer mesopause.
As discussed above, the estimated mesopause temperatures observed by the all-sky 
SDI were somewhat higher than the actual expected temperatures. The median of the 
whole temperature data is ~246 K. The most probable reason for this overestimation is 
the auroral contamination in the observed OH spectra. This contamination was proba­
bly caused by the aurorally sensitive OI (1D) emission line at 844.6 nm [Greet et al., 1997] 
which is very close in the OH emissions 843 nm wavelength. We do not do measurements 
at 844.6 nm, but the intensity of 557.5 nm auroral emissions can be used as a proxy for 
the intensity of 844.6 nm emissions. To find if auroral contamination was present in our 
843 nm observations, its emission intensity was compared with the 557.7 nm emission in­
tensity from the lower thermosphere. Although, the observations at both wavelengths 
were in observation cycle of the SDI located at Gakona, the observation times were dif­
ferent. So, for intensity comparison, the 557.7 nm emission intensity was interpolated to 
the observational times at 843 nm. The SDI FOV projected at mesopause height (~87 km) 
was smaller than the FOV projected at 557.7 nm emission layer (~130 km), so only the 
first 87 zones of the 557.7 nm FOV were selected because they were well inside the 834 
nm FOV. All the available 843 nm and 577.7 nm observations obtained during the 2011­
2012 observation cycle were compared, including cloudy days (as shown in Figure B.3).
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This comparison clearly shows increasing in OH emission intensity with increasing 557.7 
nm emission intensity. This is a very strong indication that auroral emissions were leaking 
through the OH filter, causing contamination of the observed 843 nm spectra. This means, 
P1(3) airglow emission used here is subject to the auroral contamination at auroral lati-
Green Line v/s Hdroxvl Emission intensity
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Figure B.3: Hydroxyl (843 nm) emission intensity recorded from the mesopause plotted 
against green line auroral (557.7 nm) emission intensity recorded from the lower thermo­
sphere. Note that the units of emission intensity are arbitrary, and both axes are logarith­
mic in scale.
tudes, but it can offer most potential at the latitudes where only airglow emissions are 
observable. These auroral contaminations probably broaden the 843 nm Doppler spectra 
and hence lead to the elevation of estimated temperatures. The estimated increase was 
~50 K.
To extract useful temperature data without any auroral contamination, all the zones 
of each exposure recorded during the 2011-2012 observing season with possible auroral 
contamination were identified and removed. With this newly cleaned data, we again pro­
duced mesopause temperature time series for the whole season as shown in Figure B.4. 
There are some notable differences between the new temperature time series and the old 
temperature time series. Although the new temperature time series has a smaller num­
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ber of data points compared to the original case, similar temperature oscillations are still 
present. There are now more number of data points toward the lower side of tempera­
ture. The median of aurorally cleaned data is ~243 K. There are definitely improvements, 
but not so much as expected.
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Figure B.4: As for Figure B.2, but excluding the zones in which aurora was present.
Another possible reason can be instrumental behavior at higher wavelengths. If a 
laboratory source at the wavelength same as the sky observations is present, then instru­
mental response at observational wavelength can be easily calculated. But, in our case, we 
used He-Ne laser at 632.8 nm to estimate the instrument function at 843 nm. As discussed 
in appendix A (section 2), the Airy function of an etalon is a function of wavelength and 
dependent on the reflectivity of the etalon plates. The etalon finesse is also a function of 
wavelength. As discussed in Jacka [1985] and Greet [1997], the instrument function is a 
convolution of aperture, defects in the etalon plates surfaces, and the Airy function. The 
only thing in the instrument function that varies with the incident wavelength and re­
flectivity of the etalon, is the Airy function. The Airy function at any wavelength can be 
easily calculated for a given reflective finesse. This means, for the best estimation of the 
instrument function at 843 nm wavelength, we require reflective finesse of the etalon plate 
at 843 nm and 632.8 nm. Consequently, any error in the given reflective finesse would lead 
to the estimation of slightly erroneous instrument function. A detailed discussion is pre­
sented in Jacka [1985] and Greet [1997]. At OH 843 nm wavelength, any ±1 change in the
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reflective finesse would change the temperature by ±10 K [Greet, 1997]. In our study, no 
attempt was made to include reflective finesse of the etalon while calculating scaling the 
instrumentation function from 632.8 nm to 843 nm wavelength. This could be another 
probable reason for enhanced temperatures, but verification needs to be done. An in­
depth investigation of the reflective finesse of the etalon used in the Gakona instrument 
would be the next possible step. But, such an investigation is beyond the scope of this 
study.
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Figure B.5: Time series of the geomagnetic zonal (top panel) and meridional (bottom 
panel) wind components derived from all-sky OH spectra recorded at Gakona during the 
2011-2012 observing season. In the top/bottom panel, each red value is the median of 
all zonal/meridional estimates from a single all-sky exposure and each blue value is the 
median of all zonal/meridional estimates recorded on a single night.
Figure B.5 shows time series of estimated wind components at mesopause heights 
above Gakona for the entire observing season. The zonal and meridional winds shown 
are aligned magnetic zonally (positive/negative toward magnetic east/west) and merid-
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ionally (positive/negative toward magnetic north/south). Similar to the temperature se­
ries, exposure median and full day median were calculated as shown. The zonal winds 
were observed to be flowing more towards the magnetic south with shifting season from 
winter to early summer season. Meridional winds remained magnetic northward dur­
ing the full observational cycle. Fluctuations were present in both zonal and merid­
ional winds, but they were uncorrelated. There is strong possibility that the distortion 
of recorded OH spectra could have introduced errors in the estimated wind components. 
Nevertheless, the speed of the estimated wind components were comparable in magni­
tude to the typically 50-100 m.sec-1 values published in various other OH studies [e.g., 
Rees et al., 1990; East et al., 1995].
The most important application of an all-sky SDI is that it can sample spectra from 
many locations across the sky simultaneously and enables us to construct two-dimensional 
fields of the required parameters (basically winds and temperatures), whereas conven­
tional instruments provide only point measurements. Figure B.6 shows a spatially re­
solved horizontal vector wind field inferred from a single exposure that yielded 43 OH
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Figure B.6: An example of spatially resolved horizontal vector wind field estimated from 
OH Doppler spectra on an aurorally quiet night (02 Dec 2012). The wind field is mapped 
at mesopause height onto the geographic map of Alaska.
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spectra. The central time of this exposure was 07:30:14 UT on the night of 02 Dec 2011. 
This selected night of the 02 Dec 2011 was an aurorally quiet night. The wind field shown 
is geographically mapped onto the map of Alaska. It is mapped at higher spatial resolu­
tion than the original data, due to interpolation.
As discussed earlier, auroral emissions were leaking through the filter, causing con­
tamination on the recorded spectra. Nevertheless, it is entirely possible to obtain reason­
able temperatures and winds by eliminating the time intervals from the recorded data 
when aurora was active. Another option is to use a filter with very narrow band to avoid 
the leakage of any undesired emission line.
B.5 Summary
Here, we have presented the mesopause wind and temperature data recorded at au­
roral latitudes with an all-sky SDI using P1(3) airglow emission from (6,2) Meinel band. 
This was the first time ever this all-sky SDI technique was employed to study middle 
atmospheric dynamics. The temperatures estimated with these data were higher than 
the range of normally observed mesopause temperatures. The comparison of P1(3) air- 
glow emission intensity and the 557.7 nm emission intensity suggested that the auroral 
emissions were leaking through the OH filter which contaminated the OH airglow spec­
tra. Another possible cause of temperature overestimation could be the scaling of in­
strument function from the calibration to source wavelength without including effects 
of wavelength variation in etalon reflective finesse. Nevertheless, the overall trend in the 
mesopause temperature from winter to early summer season was similar to that expected 
(higher in winter and lower in summer). Also, the magnitudes of estimated wind com­
ponents were within in the expected range (0-100 m.sec-1). These results show that this 
could be a promising new technique for studying middle atmospheric dynamics if used 
at wavelengths that are not easily contaminated by other emission sources. The data pre­
sented here are preliminary and require further validation before it could be used for 
detailed study of mesospheric dynamics.
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